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Dear Mr. Missel, 
 
This communication is the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) second partial response to 
your request for agency records made under the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552 
(FOIA). BPA received your records request on April 30, 2020, formally acknowledged your 
request on May 1, 2020, and sent you a first partial response of records on June 22, 2021. 
 
Request 
“1. Any communications between BPA and CAISO concerning (a) BPA’s decision to sign the 
Implementation Agreement and/or (b) the steps BPA is taking to carry out the Implementation 
Agreement. This includes both pre-signing communications and post-signing communications. 
 
2. Any communications between BPA and the Northwest Power and Conservation Council 
(“NWPCC”) concerning BPA’s decision to (a) sign the Implementation Agreement and/or (b) 
the steps BPA is taking to carry out the Implementation Agreement. This includes both 
presigning communications and post-signing communications.” 
 
Second Partial Response 
This second partial release comprises records containing information belonging to the California 
Independent System Operator (CAISO). BPA relies on Exemption 4 in withholding 1,065 pages 
of agency records containing confidential information belonging to the CAISO that were either 
objected to by CAISO or are covered by a Non-Disclosure Agreement. BPA is herein releasing 
103 pages of publicly-available records. Greater detail on the exemption applied follows. 
 
Explanation of Exemptions 
The FOIA generally requires the release of all agency records upon request. However, the FOIA 
permits or requires withholding certain limited information that falls under one or more of nine 
statutory exemptions (5 U.S.C. §§ 552(b)(1-9)).  
 
 
 



 
 
 

2

Exemption 4 
Exemption 4 protects from disclosure two types of information: (1) trade secrets; and (2) 
information that is (a) commercial or financial, and (b) obtained from a person, and (c) 
privileged or confidential (5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(4)). Prior to publicly releasing agency records, BPA 
is required by Executive Order 12,600 and Department of Energy regulations at 10 C.F.R. § 
1004.11 to solicit objections to the public release of any third party’s confidential commercial 
information contained in the responsive records set. On June 22, 2021, BPA provided CAISO 
with an opportunity to formally object to the public release of their information contained in 
BPA records. CAISO provided their objections on July 22, 2021. BPA largely accepted those 
objections, based on guidance available from the U.S. Department of Justice, and is withholding 
CAISO’s confidential commercial information from public release.  
 
Certification 
Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 1004.7(b)(2), I am the individual responsible for the partial records 
release and records withholding determination described above. 
 
Processing Update 
Some of the records provided to CAISO for objection also contained information belonging to 
BPA. BPA denied CAISO’s objections with regard to those records. In accordance with DOE’s 
FOIA regulations at 10 C.F.R. § 1004.11, BPA has provided CAISO a pre-release notice of 
seven (7) business days. BPA has sent that pre-release notice to CAISO and will release the 
remaining records to you after seven (7) business days have passed.  
 
Target Date 
BPA plans to release the remainder of the responsive records set by August 10, 2021. 
 
If you have any questions about this communication, please contact FOIA Public Liaison Jason 
Taylor at jetaylor@bpa.gov.  
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
Candice D. Palen 
Freedom of Information/Privacy Act Officer 
 
Enclosure: responsive records 
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-1.In this order, the Commission addresses proposed revisions filed by PacifiCorp to
its Open Access Transmission Tariff (OATT) in order for PacifiCorp to participate in the
Energy Imbalance Market (EIM) being created by the California Independent System
Operator Corporation (CAISO). PacifiCorp's OATT revisions will work in parallel with
tariff revisions proposed by CAISO, whose revisions will provide neighboring balancing
authority areas (BAAs) the opportunity to participate in CAISO's real-time market for
imbalance energy.1

I. Background

2. The Commission requires public utility transmission providers to offer energy
imbalance service to transmission customers and generators as ancillary services under
the pro forma OATT.2 PacifiCorp currently manages energy imbalances across two
BAAs—PacifiCorp East and PacifiCorp West3—by utilizing both automated and manual
processes to provide imbalance services from its resources under Schedule 4 (Energy
Imbalance Service) and Schedule 9 (Generator Imbalance Service) of its OATT. On the
other hand, CAISO manages its BAA through the operation of a bid-based real-time
energy market that automatically dispatches the least-cost resource every five minutes to
serve load while resolving transmission congestion through the use of a detailed network
model.

An order on CAISO's filing is being issued concurrently in Docket No. ER14-1386-000.

2
See Promoting Wholesale Competition Through Open Access Non-

Discriminatory Transmission Services by Public Utilities; Recovery ofStranded Costs
by Public Utilities and Transmitting Utilities, Order No. 888, FERC Stats. & Regs.
1 31,036, at 31,705 (1996), order on reh'g, Order No. 888-A, FERC Stats. & Regs.
¶ 31,048, order on reh'g, Order No. 888-B, 81 FERC ¶ 61,248 (1997), order on reh'g,
Order No. 888-C, 82 FERC ¶ 61,046 (1998), aff'd in part and rev'd in part sub nom.
Transmission Access Policy Study Group v. FERC, 225 F.3d 667 (D.C. Cir. 2000), affd
sub nom. New York v. FERC, 535 U.S. 1 (2002); Preventing Undue Discrimination and
Preference in Transmission Service, Order No. 890, FERC Stats. & Regs. 1131,241
(Order No. 890), order on reh 'g, Order No. 890-A, FERC Stats. & Regs. If 31,261 (2007)
(Order No. 890-A), order on reh'g, Order No. 890-B, 123 FERC 1161,299 (2008), order
on reh 'g, Order No. 890-C, 126 FERC ¶ 61,228, order on clarification, Order No. 890-D,
129 FERC ¶ 61,126 (2009).

3 PacifiCorp East principally includes PacifiCorp's load and generating capacity in
Idaho, Utah, and Wyoming, and PacifiCorp West principally includes PacifiCorp's load
and generating capacity in Washington, Oregon, and California.

248 52 02 0 (01 ) pdf
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-3.For several years, industry leaders in the West have examined the potential
benefits of a regional energy imbalance market that could replace the energy imbalance
services that utilities in the region, such as PacifiCorp, currently offer under their
respective OATTs. CAISO and PacifiCorp studied the benefits of an energy imbalance
market between their BAAs.4 The EIM Benefits Study projected annual economic
benefits to PacifiCorp of between $10.5 and $54.4 million with benefits for customers
resulting from dispatch savings, reduced flexibility reserves, and reduced renewable
energy curtailment.5

4. Following the EIM Benefits Study, CAISO and PacifiCorp executed a

memorandum ofunderstanding in February 2013 to begin development of a regional real-

time energy imbalance market to commence operations by October 2014. On June 28,
2013, the Commission accepted an implementation agreement between CAISO and
PacifiCorp to establish the scope and schedule of implementing the energy imbalance
market and to account for PacifiCorp's upfront costs.6

5. PacifiCorp estimates that it will incur approximately $20 million in costs to
implement EIM through upgrading real-time and settlement metering and
telecommunications equipment, systems and support for market operations, and
settlement of EIM transactions. In addition, PacifiCorp estimates annual operation and
maintenance expenses associated with the EIM of $3 million starting in January 2015.7
According to PacifiCorp, it is more cost-effective to expand CAISO's existing real-time
market to include PacifiCorp's system than it would be for PacifiCorp to create a new
platform.

6. On February 28, 2014, CAISO submitted its ETM proposal to the Commission.8 In
its filing, CAISO proposes to utilize its existing real-time market for EIM transactions by

4
See Energy and Environmental Economics, Inc., PacifiCorp —ISO Energy

Imbalance Market Benefits (Mar. 13, 2013) (EIM Benefits Study), available on the
CAISO website at http://www.caiso.com/Documents/PacifiCom-

ISOEnergyImbalanceMarketBenefits.pdf and provided in Attachment E to CAISO's EIM
filing in Docket No. ER14-1386-000.

5 PacifiCorp Transmittal Letter at 15-16.

6 Cal. Indep. So. Operator Corp., 143 FERC 1161,298 (2013).

7 PacifiCorp Transmittal Letter at 18.

8
See CAISO Filing, Docket No. ER14- 1386-000 (February 28, 2014).

24852020(01).pdf
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adding new procedures to accommodate the voluntary participation of other BAAs.
Under the EIM tariff provisions proposed by CAISO, entities within BAAs outside of
CAISO may sign service agreements to take part in the imbalance energy portion of the
CAISO locational marginal price (LMP)-based real-time market alongside participants
from within the CAISO BAA. CAISO will run its market software to economically
dispatch the energy of any BAA that joins the EIM (an EIM Entity).9 This will allow for
optimization of imbalance energy across the broader EIM footprint to the extent that
transmission between an EIM Entity and CAISO, or among EIM Entities, is available.
The CAISO EIM tariff provisions do not propose any changes to the current North
American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC)-registered reliability roles for CAISO
or EIM Entities such as PacifiCorp. Participation in the EIM does not in itself allow for
participation in CAISO's day-ahead and 15-minute markets. PacifiCorp transmission
customers that are not participating in the EIM will continue to take service under the
PacifiCorp OATT.

7. To facilitate participation in the EIM, PacifiCorp is proposing the following
amendments to its OATT: (1) a new Attachment T, which sets forth the roles and
responsibilities of customers and PacifiCorp as the EIM Entity;1° (2) revisions to OATT
Schedule 1 to allocate EIM-related administrative costs charged by CAISO; (3) revisions
to OATT Schedules 4 and 9 to reflect the use of LMP-based imbalance pricing for
Schedule 4 and 9 imbalance service; (4) clarifying revisions to OATT Schedule10 (Real
Power Losses); (5) new section 8 of Attachment T to recover EIM-related costs charged
by CAISO; (6) new defmitions in section 1; and (7) targeted modifications to Parts I
through V of its OATT. PacifiCorp requests an effective date of June 20, 2014 with
respect to certain of the proposed provisions, and requests waiver of the Commission's
regulations to permit certain of the data submission requirements to go into effect just
prior to the commencement of the EIM, on September 23, 2014, and the actual settlement
provisions and other provisions concerning transmission service to become effective as

the EIM goes live, on the later of October 1, 2014 or the date of EIM implementation.11
PacifiCorp requests that the Commission issue an order by June 20, 2014.

9
The proposed tariff defines a BAA that opts to participate as an EIM Entity. See

CAISO Filing, Docket No. ER14-1386-000, CAISO Tariff, proposed Appendix A
(Master Definition Supplement).

10 An EIM Entity is a balancing authority that opts to participate in the EIM.
Proposed OATT, section 1.11G. See also CAISO Tariff, proposed Appendix A (Master
Definition Supplement). References herein to proposed sections of CAISO's tariff refer
to the revised tariff provisions filed in Docket No. ER14- 1386-000.

11 PacifiCorp Transmittal Letter at 20, 70-71, and Attachment C.

248 52020 (01 ).pdf
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H. PacifiCorp Filing

A. Overview

8. PacifiCorp notes that the proposed OATT revisions are intended to work in
concert with the proposed CAISO tariff provisions implementing the EIM filed in Docket
No. ER14- 1386-000; therefore, PacifiCorp has purposely included cross-references to
specific sections of the CAISO tariff in its OATT revisions.12 Moreover, while
participation in the EIM is voluntary for PacifiCorp's transmission customers,
PacifiCorp's participation in the EIM will impose obligations on all of its transmission
and generator interconnection customers, whether or not those customers participate in
EIM. For instance, all transmission and generator interconnection customers will have to
provide PacifiCorp with operational data consisting of resource operational
characteristics and forecast and outage data. According to PacifiCorp, this data is
necessary for the EIM to properly model and account for expected load, generation,
imports, and exports during the operating hour.13

9. While PacifiCorp's transmission customers have the option to bid into the EIM or
continue to self-provide generation/load or engage in bilateral transactions outside of the
EIM, PacifiCorp proposes to use the EIM and resulting LMP pricing to settle Schedule 4
and 9 imbalances under its OATT for those transmission and generator interconnection
customers. PacifiCorp has also revised Schedule 1 of its OATT to clarify that
administrative charges assessed by CAISO to PacifiCorp as the EIM Entity will be

included in PacifiCorp's annual Schedule 1 charge based upon its formula rate.
PacifiCorp proposes to hold harmless its transmission customers from certain CAISO
charges while either directly assigning or allocating other charges to its transmission
customers.

10. To maximize the benefits of the E1M, PacifiCorp proposes to utilize firm
transmission rights offered by a transmission customer who voluntarily elects to make
such capacity available for EIM Transfers,14 which for purposes of the EIM shall not be

121d at 21.

" Id
14 PacifiCorp's OATT defines an "EIM Transfer" as the transfer of real-time

energy resulting from an EIM dispatch instruction either between PacifiCorp's BAAs,
between a PacifiCorp BAA and the CAISO BAA, between a PacifiCorp BAA and
another EIM Entity's BAA, or between the CAISO BAA and another EIM Entity BAA
using transmission capacity available in the EIM. Id. at 39; Proposed OATT,
section 1.11H.

248520 20 (0 1 ).pdf
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considered to be sales or assignment of transmission service. PacifiCorp plans to
implement the EIM using this approach for the California-Oregon Intertie between
CAISO and PacifiCorp West as well as across Idaho Power Company's system between
PacifiCorp East and PacifiCorp West. Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) and
CAISO are the path operators for the California-Oregon Intertie.15 PacifiCorp states that
it continues to work with BPA and CAISO to effectuate operational solutions regarding
use ofPacifiCorp's existing transmission rights across the California-Oregon Intertie.

11. PacifiCorp proposes that, in order for generating resources that are internal to
PacifiCorp's BAAs to participate in the EIM, those generating resources must secure
transmission service, either firm or non-firm, from PacifiCorp. Generating resources that
are external to either of PacifiCorp's BAAs also may participate in E1M by utilizing a

pseudo-tie arrangement into a PacifiCorp BAA. There is no proposed additional charge
for transmission into the CAISO BAA; however, CAISO and PacifiCorp will reassess the
issue of EIM transmission charges based on actual data from the EIM after one year of
operation.

12. PacifiCorp notes that the EIM will be subject to oversight not only by CAISO and
PacifiCorp, but also by numerous other entities including the CAISO Department of
Market Monitoring, the CAISO Market Surveillance Committee, other stakeholders, and
regulators. PacifiCorp has also proposed additional safeguards that will allow it to
suspend its participation in the EIM and default to its existing OATT Schedules 4 and 9 if
certain market contingencies occur related to the EIM. In particular, proposed section 10

of the OATT sets forth three potential contingencies: (1) temporary suspension of the
RIM by CAISO; (2) termination ofPacifiCorp's participation in the EIM; and
(3) occurrence of "temporary contingencies" related to management of short-term
operational issues to maintain system reliability, communication failures, and, for the
initial year of EIM operations, to work in consultation with CAISO and CAISO's
Department ofMarket Monitoring, to mitigate market design flaws that must be remedied
by a tariff modification during the period before such a filing can be made and placed
into effect.

13. PacifiCorp states that participation in the EIM does not change its existing
responsibilities as a balancing authority.16 PacifiCorp notes that it must still set aside
resource capacity at specific generators for contingency reserve, up-regulation and down-

regulation for system balancing service for PacifiCorp's BAAs, with any remaining

15 BPA operates the facilities to the north of the California-Oregon border while
CAISO operates the facilities to the south.

16 PacifiCorp Transmittal Letter at 23.

24852020(01).pdf
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capacity available for the EIM, assuming that PacifiCorp chooses to bid its resources into
the EIM. In addition, PacifiCorp commits that it will continue to support its reserve
sharing commitments in the Northwest Power Poo1.17

B. PacifiCorp's Roles and Responsibilities as an EIM Entity

14. PacifiCorp explains that it has a number of responsibilities as the EIM Entity that
interfaces with CAIS0.18 Under the proposal, PacifiCorp must: (1) qualify (or secure
representation by a qualified third-party) as an EIM Entity Scheduling Coordinator;19
(2) process participating resource applications in PacifiCorp's BAAs; (3) provide
required information regarding modeling data to CAISO and register all non-participating
resources in PacifiCorp's BAAs with CAISO; (4) provide data to CAISO regarding the
day-to-day operation of the EIM, including the submissions of EIM Base Schedules and
Resource Plans and any changes to such plans; (5) provide CAISO with information
regarding the reserved use of the transmission system and interties and any changes to
transmission capacity; (6) submit information regarding planned and unplanned outages;
and (7) facilitate the provision of transmission capacity for EIM Transfers offered by
PacifiCorp Interchange Rights Holders." According to PacifiCorp, these responsibilities
are necessary to facilitate the operation of the EIM in accordance with the requirements
for EIM Entities specified in proposed section 29 of the CAISO tariff.

17 The Northwest Power Pool is a voluntary organization of utilities in the
Northwest operating a contingency reserve sharing program under a Commission-

approved agreement.

18 PacifiCorp includes references throughout its Transmittal Letter to the
"PacifiCorp EIM Entity," defined in proposed section 1.30F ofPacifiCorp's OATT as:
" [PacifiCorp ] in performance of its role as an EIM Entity under the [E1M provisions of
the CAISO tariff] and [PacifiCorp's] Tariff, including, but not limited to, Attachment T.
The term `PacifiCorp EIM Entity' refers collectively to the EIM Entities for both
[PacifiCorp East] and [PacifiCorp West]." To minimize confusion, we simply will refer
to PacifiCorp in this order. Likewise, we will refer to CAISO instead of the "Market
Operator," defined in proposed section 1.19B ofPacifiCorp's oATT as

" [t]he entity
responsible for operation, administration, settlement, and oversight of the EIM," as

CAISO is currently performing these functions.

19 An EIM Entity Scheduling Coordinator is the entity through which a balancing
authority that joins the EIM participates in the real-time market. See CAISO Tariff,
proposed section 29.4(c).

PacifiCorp Transmittal Letter at 22-23.

24852020(01 ).pdf
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15. In addition to its roles noted above, PacifiCorp states that it also must make
several determinations with respect to how it will implement the EIM.21 PacifiCorp
explains that the EIM settles at LMPs determined at various nodes on the CAISO system.
Rather than extend LMP pricing to each node in PacifiCorp's BAAs, PacifiCorp proposes
to utilize two Load Aggregation Points, one each for PacifiCorp East and PacifiCorp
West, such that each BAA will have its own Load Aggregation Point price. In support,
PacifiCorp argues that utilizing a single Load Aggregation Point for each BAA simplifies
the process of market participation for load-serving entities located in PacifiCorp's
BAA5.22 PacifiCorp notes that not all load-serving entities are directly metered by
PacifiCorp's SCADA system, which presents difficulties in obtaining and providing
meter data for forecasting and pricing, without additional SCADA upgrades. PacifiCorp
contends that the use of multiple Load Aggregation Points (or LMPs) could require a

significant effort and investment in modifications to physical metering, meter data
management systems, billing, and settlement systems, without a corresponding
demonstrated benefit at this time.

16. PacifiCorp also proposes to use the CAISO load forecast for both of its BAAs.
Under CAISO's market design, an entity participating in the EIM may elect to use either
its own load forecast or a load forecast produced by CAISO. If PacifiCorp chooses to
submit EIM Base Schedules using the CAISO load forecast, it can minimize exposure to
charges for under- or over-scheduling. According to PacifiCorp, if it uses the CAISO
load forecast and submits EIM Base Schedule forecasts within +1- 1 percent of the
CAISO load forecast, it will not be exposed to under- or overscheduling penalties.23
Furthermore, PacifiCorp notes that use of the CAISO load forecast also addresses certain
concerns that were raised during the stakeholder process about the potential for one BAA
to "lean" on the capacity of another. Because PacifiCorp will be required to submit EIM
Base Schedules that match the load forecast set by CAISO, PacifiCorp asserts that it will
be unable to understate its load obligation and lean on other parties' resources.24

17. Lastly, PacifiCmy will be a Scheduling Coordinator Metered Entity in accordance
with the CAISO tariff.25 PacifiCorp also will perform this function on behalf of all

211d. at 23.

22 Id. at 24.

231d at 25.

241d. at 26.

25 Pursuant to proposed section 29.10 of the CAISO tariff, metering for EIM
settlements is accomplished by EIM Entities becoming either CAISO Metered Entities or

(continued...)
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transmission customers with non-participating resources. Accordingly, PacifiCorp shall
submit load, resource, and interchange meter data to CAISO in accordance with the
CAISO tariff's format and timeframes on behalf of transmission customers with non-

participating resources, loads, and Interchange.26 According to PacifiCorp, this
determination strikes a balance between PacifiCorp's responsibilities as a balancing
authority and transmission provider to have information on the resources within its
BAAs, and CAISO's needs as the operator of the EIM to have timely and accurate meter
data for EIM settlements.27

C. Transmission Customers' Responsibilities under EMI

18. PacifiCorp outlines the responsibilities of customers with respect to the EIM in
section 4.2 ofAttachment T. These responsibilities include providing: (1) initial
registration data, including operational characteristics of generators; (2) updates to the
initial registration data; (3) planned and forced outage information; and (4) forecast data.
PacifiCorp argues that registration and outage information is necessary to comply with
requirements established under proposed CAISO tariff sections 29.4(c)(4)(C) and (D)
(registration) and 29.9 (outages).28 In addition, PacifiCorp notes that outage and forecast
data is necessary to ensure that CAISO can administer the EIM and properly model and
account for expected load, generation, imports, and exports during the operating hour.
According to PacifiCorp, this limited data requirement will enhance reliable operation of
the EIM, as CAISO will have up-to-date and accurate information on resource
capabilities and availability. Moreover, PacifiCorp contends that many customers
already provide this type of information on their respective facilities and that the
information is readily available to customers and not burdensome to produce. Lastly,
PacifiCorp notes that it needs the transmission customer forecast data, as it uses that data
as the baseline by which to measure imbalance energy for purposes of EIM settlement.

19. PacifiCorp proposes a set of procedures for transmission customers with resources
to participate in the EIM. To become a participating resource, an applicant must submit a

Scheduling Coordinator Metered Entities. Scheduling Coordinator Metered Entities are

responsible for collecting, submitting, and ensuring the quality of their own meter data
pursuant to section 10.2 of CAISO's tariff, while CAISO Metered Entities use meters
directly connected to CAISO's grid, pursuant to section 10.2 of CAISO's tariff.

26 PacifiCorp Transmittal Letter at 26-27.

271d. at 27.

281d.
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completed application and provide a deposit of $1,500.29 PacifiCorp states that it will
make a determination as to whether to accept or reject the application within 45 days of
receipt of the application, based on whether the applicant has satisfied the requirements
ofAttachment T, as applicable, and met the minimum telemetry and metering
requirements, as set forth in the PacifiCoip EIM Business Practice. If PacifiCorp
approves the application, it will notify the applicant and CAISO. If PacifiCorp rejects the
application, PacifiCorp will notify the applicant and state the grounds for the rejection.
PacifiCorp provides a mechanism for the applicant to cure the grounds for the rejection.

20. Upon securing approval of the application, PacifiCorp states that the transmission
customer must also demonstrate to CAISO that it has: (1) met CAISO's criteria to
become an EIM Participating Resource and executed CAISO's pro forma E1M
Participating Resource Agreement; (2) qualified to become or retained the services of a

CAISO-certified EIM Participating Resource Scheduling Coordinator,30 (3) met the
necessary metering requirements of PacifiCorp's OATT and proposed section 29.10 of
the CAISO tariff and the EIM Participating Resource Scheduling Coordinator has
executed CAISO's pro forma Meter Service Agreement for Scheduling Coordinators;
(4) met the communication and data requirements of PacifiCorp's OATT and proposed
section 29.6 of the CAISO tariff; and (5) the ability to receive and implement dispatch
instructions every five minutes from CAIS0.31

D. Transmission Service

21. PacifiCorp proposes that in order for a generating resource that is internal to
PacifiCorp's BAAs to participate in the OM, the generating resource must secure and
pay for transmission service on PacifiCorp's transmission system. PacifiCorp explains
that transmission customers utilizing network service have a choice for transmission
service for the EIM. They may elect to either: (1) utilize their network service and
continue to be billed for transmission based upon their monthly network load, plus any

29 PacifiCorp contends that the fee is necessary for PacifiCorp to recover its costs
associated with processing the application, setting up the communications and billing
accounts, and for evaluating and determining metering or telemetry requirements
necessary for EIM participation. Id at 28.

30 An EIM Participating Resource Scheduling Coordinator is the entity through
which owners or operators of resources that wish to bid supply into the EIM participate in
the real-time market. See CAISO Tariff, proposed section 29.4.

31 PacifiCorp Transmittal Letter at 29.

24852020(01).pdf
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output of designated network resources participating in the EIM;32 or (2) be charged for
transmission associated with EIM dispatch instructions utilizing the same approach
proposed for point-to-point transmission service. Under the latter approach, the
transmission customer must have an umbrella service agreement for non-firm point-to-

point transmission service, in which case, the network customer is required to un-

designate network resources to be bid into the EIM and, if dispatched, would pay the
hourly non-firm point-to-point transmission service rate consistent with section 8.7.2.2 of
Attachment T.33 The election must be made at the time of the application and may not be
changed more frequently than on a quarterly basis.

22. PacifiCorp proposes that any generating resource external to PacifiCorp's BAAs is
eligible to participate in the EIM if it: (1) implements a pseudo-tie into a PacifiCorp
BAA; (2) has arranged firm transmission over any third-party transmission systems to a
PacifiCorp BAA intertie boundary equal to the amount of energy that will be dynamically
transferred through a pseudo-tie into PacifiCorp's BAA; and (3) has secured transmission
service on PacifiCorp's system consistent with section 3.1 of Attachment T.34 PacifiCorp
contends that its approach is consistent with how external resources were allowed to
participate in the Southwest Power Pool, Inc.'s (SPP) Energy Imbalance Service
market.35

23. PacifiCorp argues that assessing a transmission usage charge for participating in
the EIM eliminates the free ridership concern voiced by some stakeholders and ensures
that all users of the transmission system contribute to its costs. According to PacifiCorp,
it will not assess an incremental transmission charge for transmission use where the
transmission customer with a participating resource has existing point-to-point
transmission service associated with the participating resource and any dispatch
instruction does not exceed the transmission customer's reserved capacity. However, if
the transmission customer receives a dispatch instruction and the dispatch operating point
exceeds the transmission customer's reserved capacity, the transmission customer will be

32 A network customer's monthly network load will include any output of
designated network resources participating in the EIM based upon the greatest positive
dispatch operating point received during the operating hour.

33 PacifiCorp Transmittal Letter at 31.

341d at 32.

351d at 33 (citing Southwest Power Pool, Inc., 123 FERC ¶ 61,062, at P 24 (2008)
("The Commission finds that SPP's choice of the pseudo- tie approach over dynamic
scheduling is just and reasonable.")).
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charged on an after-the- fact basis, at the hourly non-firm point-to-point transmission
service rate for any amount of the dispatch operating point in excess of the transmission
customer's reserved capacity. In addition, PacifiCorp states that Schedule 11 of its
OATT (Unauthorized Use) will apply to any amount of actual metered generation which
is in excess of the greater of: (1) the output associated with a dispatch operating point or
a manual dispatch; or (2) the transmission customer's reserved capacity.

24. PacifiCorp proposes to treat transmission revenue received from EIM transmission
service as a credit under PacifiCorp's forward-looking transmission formula rate.36 A
true-up between the forecasted and actual net revenue requirement is calculated annually
for the preceding calendar year and applied as a refund or surcharge to long-term firm
transmission customers. As a result, PacifiCorp states that existing, non-participating
transmission customers will benefit from the EIM due to either: (1) a credit for non-firm
point-to-point transmission service for the EIM that will be applied annually through the
formula rate; and/or (2) an increase in the transmission cost allocations to participating
network customers because the output of designated network resources associated with
EIM dispatch instructions will be added to the customer's monthly network load.

E. Transmission Operations

25. PacifiCorp explains that it does not have any unsubscribed, available transmission
capacity between PacifiCorp East and PacifiCorp West or between PacifiCorp West and
the CAISO BAA for EIM Transfers. Thus, in order to facilitate EIM Transfers,
PacifiCorp plans to utilize firm transmission rights voluntarily offered by PacifiCorp
Energy, which is the marketing division of PacifiCorp and also a transmission
customer.37 PacifiCorp proposes not to separately compensate or credit its affiliate
marketer or any other potential Interchange Rights Holder for transmission capacity made
available for EIM Transfers. PacifiCorp contends that its proposal to only utilize firm
transmission rights that have been voluntarily turned over for the EIM will ensure that
EIM Transfers will be limited to the transmission rights of PacifiCorp's transmission
customers. PacifiCorp also proposes revisions to section 23 to clarify that a PacifiCorp
Interchange Rights Holder who has informed PacifiCorp that it is electing to make its
reserved firm transmission capacity available for EIM Transfers is not performing a

reassignment under the OATT and need not comply with the procedures for assignment
or transfer of service in section 23.38
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26. PacifiCorp states that a dynamic e-Tag will be used to implement EIM Transfers."
The e-Tag will be submitted in the preschedule window during which e-Tag curtailments
may take place. The e-Tag will have the same curtailment priority as the underlying firm
transmission service reservation. If a derate or other operational issue necessitates
transmission schedule curtailments, the transmission provider will curtail the e-Tag being
used to facilitate the EIM Transfer along with other e-Tags using firm transmission rights
at the same pro rata curtailment priority.

27. PacifiCorp states that EIM Transfers within PacifiCorp East or PacifiCorp West
associated with EIM dispatch instructions will be controlled and managed by CAISO's
EIM security-constrained economic dispatch model and will utilize as-available
transmission capacity on PacifiCorp's transmission system. E1M Transfers within
PacifiCorp East or PacifiCorp West will not be e-Tagged.4° PacifiCorp will continue to
manage imbalances and congestion within its BAAs through redispatch of its own
resources and through transmission curtailments; however, EIM will change the manner
in which these operations are performed by PacifiCorp. According to PacifiCorp, the
real-time dispatch functionality of the EIM security-constrained economic dispatch
model will not order an EIM dispatch over an internal transmission path that is
constrained or congested either prior to the operating hour based upon forecast
information or in real-time. Thus, PacifiCorp maintains that it can effectively relieve
transmission constraints and avoid the need to curtail transmission rights of customers
and the EIM can be viewed as an improvement over how PacifiCorp manages congestion
today.

F. EIM Operations

28. PacifiCorp states that its participation in the EIM does not modify, change, or
otherwise alter the manner in which it must comply with the applicable NERC and
Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC) reliability standards. PacifiCorp will
remain responsible for: (1) maintaining appropriate operating reserves and for its
obligations pursuant to any reserve sharing group agreements; (2) NERC and WECC
responsibilities; (3) processing e-Tags and managing schedule curtailments at the
interties; and (4) monitoring and managing real-time flows within system operating limits
on all transmission facilities within PacifiCorp's BAAs, including facilities ofPacifiCorp
BAA transmission owners.41

391(J. at 40.

401d. at 41.

411d. at 42.
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29. PacifiCorp explains that proposed section 6 of Attachment T (System Operations
Under Normal and Emergency Conditions) is intended to ensure the EIM operations
remain consistent with PacifiCorp's reliability responsibilities as a balancing authority.
Specifically, PacifiCorp states that it will continue to perform its BAA responsibilities
and implement real-time flow management and mitigation consistent with its current
system operations, including coordinated unscheduled flow mitigation consistent with
WECC's procedures, and will gain an additional tool, the EIM security-constrained
economic dispatch, with the ability to automatically or manually re-dispatch generation
across the EIM footprint to counter loop flow.42 Moreover, PacifiCorp notes that WECC
is currently developing an enhanced curtailment calculator tool to help address loop flow
in WECC BAAs, which is expected to be completed sometime in 2015. PacifiCorp
represents that it is willing to include this issue among those issues it has committed to
reevaluate as part of a future stakeholder process.43

30. PacifiCorp states that, consistent with its current operational practices, it intends to
limit requests for reliability redispatch to network resources of PacifiCorp Energy, except
in very limited circumstances when only a particular generator can effectively relieve the
constraint. However, PacifiCorp expressly reserves the right to revisit this practice, in
which case it would seek to implement network operating agreements with network
customers consistent with Commission requirements."

G. EIM Settlements

31. PacifiCorp proposes to allocate EIM-related payments and charges from CAISO to
PacifiCorp via: (1) direct assignment; (2) assignment only to PacifiCorp (and therefore
no sub-allocation to transmission customers); (3) Metered Demand (metered load
volumes, including losses pursuant to Schedule 10 (Real Power Losses), in PacifiCorp's
BAAs); and (4) Measured Demand (Metered Demand plus e-Tagged export volumes
from PacifiCorp's BAAs, including losses pursuant to Schedule 10 and excluding
dynamic schedules that support EIM Transfers).45 PacifiCorp asserts that it developed
these sub-allocations consistent with the Commission's cost causation principle—that
customers should be fairly allocated costs for which they are responsible or which are
incurred for their benefits. PacifiCorp contends that it is appropriate for all such

42 Id. at 42-43.

431d. at 43.

44 Id. at 43 -44.

45 Id. at 44.
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customers to bear the settlement responsibilities set forth in proposed Attachment T
because PacifiCorp will continue to provide required imbalance services under Schedules
4 and 9 of its OATT to transmission customers pursuant to the EIM.

32. PacifiCorp proposes to revise Schedule 1 (Scheduling, System Control and
Dispatch Service) to clarify that administrative charges imposed by CAISO to PacifiCorp
for the EIM administrative charge in proposed section 29.11(i) of the CAISO tariff and
other EIM-related administrative fees can be included in PacifiCorp's annual Schedule 1

charge.46 PacifiCorp contends that this allocation: (1) reflects benefits to its transmission
customers from CAISO's security-constrained economic dispatch model, increased
reliability, and an expanded pool of resources to meet imbalances;47 (2) will have been
approved by the Commission in its review of CAISO's proposed E1M tariff provisions;
and (3) is consistent with the manner in which PacifiCorp currently recovers Scheduling
Coordinator costs for service into CAISO.

33. Under the EIM, PacifiCorp proposes to settle energy imbalances using LMPs
determined by CAISO at PacifiCorp's Load Aggregation Points, instead of PacifiCorp's
current practice ofusing an Hourly Pricing Proxy derived from the average price for each
hour of the delivered energy price at the California-Oregon Border, Four Corners, Mid-

Columbia, and Palo Verde.48 Specifically, transmission customers will be charged or
paid for deviations of their metered load from the load component of the transmission
customer base schedules, calculated pursuant to section 4.2.4.3 ofAttachment T of
PacifiCorp's OATT, at the price determined under proposed section 29.11(b)(3)(C) of the
CAISO tariff for the period of the deviation at the applicable Load Aggregation Point
where the load is located. PacifiCorp asserts that, because the EIM is the manner in
which it will continue to offer required Schedule 4 energy imbalance service to
transmission customers serving load within its BAAs, it is appropriate for such customers
to bear the cost allocations proposed in Schedule 4 to facilitate the EIM. Transmission
customers serving load outside of PacifiCorp's BAAs using point-to-point transmission
service will be charged or paid for deviations of the resource component compared to the

461d at 44-46. PacifiCorp states that these administrative costs do not include
PacifiCorp's implementation payments to CAISO under the Implementation Agreement
and amendment for CAISO's costs in establishing the EIM, which will be booked to
FERC Account No. 303, intangible assets, and allocated using the "Wage and Salary"
allocator. Id. at 46.

471d. at 45 (citing Midwest ISO Transmission Owners v. FERC, 373 F.3d 1361
(D.C. Cir. 2004)).

48 Id. at 46-47.
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interchange component of their base schedules at CAISO's price for the period of the

deviation at the applicable Load Aggregation Point.

34. Because the LMPs used in the EIM pricing contain a marginal loss component
reflecting only marginal losses calculated by CAISO at 115 kV, PacifiCorp states that it
will adjust LMPs to remove these losses, and will instead perform a loss calculation using
Schedule 10 loss factors at the Hourly Pricing Proxy and settle losses separately from
imbalance pricing.49 Specifically, PacifiCorp Schedule 10 uses periodically updated loss
factors that are currently 4.26 percent for use of transmission facilities rated at 46 kV or
higher, 3.56 percent for use of distribution facilities rated at 34.5 kV and below, and
7.82 percent for use of both transmission and distribution facilities.

35. PacifiCorp proposes that the revised Schedule 9 (Generator Imbalance Service)
will apply only to resources that are not participating in the EIM.5° Unless a customer
has received a manual dispatch or communicated physical changes in output to CAISO,
generator imbalance service will apply to a transmission customer when there is a

difference between a transmission customer's metered generation and the resource
component of the transmission customer's base schedule. For these resources,
Schedule 9 generator imbalance service will be settled at the price determined by CAISO,
under proposed section 29.11(b)(3)(B) of the CAISO tariff, for the period of the deviation
at the PNode where the generator is located. The charge will exclude the price
component for marginal losses.51

36. For those transmission customers who have received a manual dispatch or
communicated physical changes in output to CAISO, Schedule 9 generator imbalance
service will apply when: (1) the transmission customer's metered generation deviates
from the manual dispatch amount or from the amount ofjehysical changes in output
communicated to CAISO prior to the 15-minute market; and (2) the resource
component of the customer's base schedule deviates from the manual dispatch amount or

49 Id. at 47.

50 PacifiCorp EIM Participating Resources will settle imbalances directly with
CAISO. Id.

51 Id. at 48.

52 These deviations will be settled at the price determined by CAISO under
proposed section 29.11(b)(3)(B) of the CAISO tariff for the period of the deviation at the
applicable PNode where the generator is located, less the price component for marginal
losses.
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the amount ofphysical changes communicated to CAISO prior to the 15-minute

market° or (3) the resource component of the customer's base schedule deviates from
the manual dispatch amount.54

37. PacifiCorp notes that, while currently a transmission customer can only be charged
a penalty under either Schedule 4 for hourly energy imbalances or Schedule 9 for
generator imbalances occurring during the same hour, but not both unless imbalances
aggravate each other, the revised schedules will not have this restriction because the EIM
directly charges or compensates load and generation at the applicable LMP, and therefore
protects against double-charging.55 Additionally, PacifiCorp states that because the EIM
will include separate penalties for over- and under-scheduling and will settle imbalances
at LMPs, PacifiCorp proposes to remove the penalty tiers currently contained in
Schedules 4 and 9.

38. PacifiCorp does not propose any substantive changes to the procedures and
average loss factors for settlement of real power losses in Schedule 10 of its OATT
(Real Power Losses) for initial implementation of the EIM, but notes that it has made a
clarifying revision, based on stakeholder comments, to state that financial settlement and
physical delivery options for real power losses are available to both network and point-to-

point transmission customers.56

39. PacifiCorp proposes that any charges or payments from uninstructed imbalance
energy under proposed sections 29.11(b)(3)(B) and (C) of CAISO's tariff not otherwise
recovered under Schedules 4 and 9 will not be sub-allocated to transmission customers.57
PacifiCorp explains that this type of imbalance energy can arise from differences between

53 These deviations will be settled at the price determined by CAISO under
proposed section 29.11(b)(1)(A)(ii) of the CAISO tariff for the period of the deviation at
the applicable PNode where the generator is located, less the price component for
marginal losses.

54 These deviations will be settled at the price determined by CAISO under
proposed section 29.11(b)(2)(A)(ii) of the CAISO tariff for the period of the deviation at
the applicable PNode where the generator is located, less the price component for
marginal losses.

PacifiCorp Transmittal Letter at 49.

56 Id. at 49-50.

57 Id. at 50. Proposed OATT Attachment T, section 8.2.
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CAISO's projection and customers' individual expectations, even if each customer is
100 percent accurate, and asserts that its proposal will insulate its customers from bearing
potential costs due to CAISO's load forecast. Likewise, PacifiCorp also proposes not to
sub-allocate charges to PacifiCorp for unaccounted for energy pursuant to proposed
section 29.11(c) of the CAISO tariff.58

40. PacifiCorp proposes to assign charges for under- or over-scheduling to
transmission customers subject to OATT Schedule 4 in the BAA that contributed to the
imbalance for the hour based on the BAA's respective under- and over-scheduling
imbalance ratio share, and to allocate daily excess revenues from under- or over-

scheduling charges to load in the EIM area that was not subject to such charges according
to Metered Demand.59 PacifiCorp also proposes to sub-allocate flexible ramping
constraint charges pursuant to proposed section 29.11(g) of the CAISO tariff to
transmission customers on the basis ofMeasured Demand." PacifiCorp notes that,
pursuant to a recent settlement agreement, CAISO allocates flexible ramping constraint
charges 75 percent to hourly Measured Demand (consisting of metered load and exports)
and 25 percent to daily gross negative supply deviations by generators." However,
PacifiCorp maintains that it will not have the data necessary to determine this split for
generating resources participating in the EIM, and that a further sub-allocation would be
costly and difficult to implement without substantial benefits. PacifiCorp notes that if it
later determines that a change is appropriate, it will have better data from which to
develop an alternative approach.6i

41. PacifiCorp explains that, under CAISO's EIM proposal, each EIM Entity and
CAISO will have its own real-time market BAA neutrality account, consisting of charges
or credits attributable to excessive rate mitigation measures in the pricing formula for
Load Aggregation Points, load forecast deviations, uninstructed generator imbalance
energy, regulation energy in CAISO, the real-time marginal loss surplus, and

581d., section 8.3.

PacifiCorp Transmittal Letter at 51; Proposed OATT Attachment T, section 8.4.

60 PacifiCorp Transmittal Letter at 51 -52; Proposed OATT Attachment T,
section 8.5.6.

61 PacifiCorp Transmittal Letter at 51 (citing Cal. Indep. Sys. Operator Corp.,
141 FERC ¶ 61,012 (2013) (approving settlement agreement resolving issues concerning
CAISO's flexible ramping constraint)).

'21d. at 52.
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unaccounted for energy.63 PacifiCorp states that CAISO will reallocate a portion of the
amounts in each BAA's account based on the BAA's ratio of five-minute energy
transfers to other BAAs to overall uninstructed imbalance energy in the BAA.
PacifiCorp proposes to sub-allocate real-time imbalance energy offsets pursuant to
proposed section 29.11(e)(3) of the CAISO tariff to transmission customers on the basis
ofMeasured Demand. PacifiCorp contends that the Commission has found pro rata
allocation ofneutrality uplifts to be just and reasonable."

42. PacifiCorp also proposes to allocate charges pursuant to proposed
section 29.11(e)(2) of CAISO's tariff for real -time congestion offset—which arise when
CAISO has to redispatch generation resources in real-time to manage congestion—to
transmission customers on the basis ofMeasured Demand.65 CAISO will allocate the
costs of congestion attributable to transmission constraints within each BAA to the
applicable EIM Entity BAA's real-time congestion account. PacifiCorp asserts that this
allocation is consistent with Commission policy, because enhanced reliability provides a

system-wide benefit and congestion management benefits the integrated transmission
grid.

43. PacifiCorp explains that the EIM makes bid cost recovery payments to generators
when real-time market revenues over a day do not cover a resource's real-time
commitment and dispatched bid costs." Dispatched bid cost recovery costs fall into two
categories: dispatched energy production deviation from a resource's transmission
customer base schedule, and commitment costs, consisting of the costs to start a

generator and operate it at its minimum operating level. PacifiCorp explains that CAISO
will allocate bid cost recovery costs to each BAA, taking into account energy transfers
between BAAs similar to the way it will for the real-time market BAA neutrality account.
PacifiCorp proposes to sub-allocate real-time bid cost recovery charges pursuant to
proposed section 29.11(f) of the CAISO tariff on the basis of Measured Demand.°

63

64 •la (citing Southwest Power Pool, 114 FERC ¶ 61,289, at P 128 (2006)).

'51d. at 52-53. Proposed OATT Attachment T, section 8.5.2.

66 PacifiCorp Transmittal Letter at 53-54.

67 Proposed OATT Attachment T, section 8.5.5.
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44. PacifiCorp proposes not to sub-allocate to transmission customers any charges for
the real-time marginal cost of losses offset pursuant to proposed section 29.11(e)(4) of
the CAISO tariff.68

45. PacifiCorp proposes to adopt the same approach as CAISO with respect to revenue
neutrality.69 PacifiCorp states that CAISO imposes daily and monthly neutrality
adjustments and rounding adjustments to collect any shortfalls due to rounding, and
allocates these charges on the basis of Measured Demand. PacifiCorp proposes to hold
transmission customers harmless from certain charges related to the timing ofpayments
and risk of market shortfalls that are more under PacifiCorp's control." PacifiCorp
asserts that it is reasonable for it to take responsibility for making timely payments to
CAISO, and also reasonable for it to receive the allocation of payments from CAISO
after the defaulting market participant makes a late payment.

46. PacifiCorp proposes to assign three types of charges directly to the customers
causing those costs to be incurred. First, to the extent PacifiCorp incurs a penalty for
inaccurate or late actual settlement quality meter data, pursuant to section 37.11.1 of the
CAISO tariff, PacifiCorp will directly assign the penalty to the responsible transmission
customer.n Second, PacifiCorp will directly assign charges for tax liability pursuant to
proposed section 29.22(a) of the CAISO tariff to the transmission customers triggering
the tax liability.73 Finally, PacifiCorp states that it will sub-allocate charges under
proposed section 29.11(j) of the CAISO tariff for variable energy forecasting services
only to transmission customers with non-participating resources that request CAISO's
forecast, as CAISO has stated that it will waive the charge if an EIM Entity uses an

68 PacifiCorp Transmittal Letter at 54.

69Id. at 54.

7° These charges include: Invoice Deviation (distribution and allocation); Default
Invoice Interest Payment; Default Invoice Interest Charge; Invoice Late Payment Penalty;
Financial Security Posting (Collateral) Late Payment Penalty; Shortfall Receipt
Distribution; Shortfall Reversal; Shortfall Allocation; Default Loss Allocation; and
Generator-Interconnection Process Forfeited Deposit Allocation.

71 PacifiCorp Transmittal Letter at 55.

72 Proposed OATT Attachment T, section 8.5.7.

73
Id., section 8.6.
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independent forecast, which PacifiCorp has elected to do.74 PacifiCorp contends that
each of these provisions is consistent with cost causation principles.

47. Consistent with proposed section 29.11(1) of the CAISO tariff, PacifiCorp states
that it has included a provision that PacifiCorp will be subject to CAISO's payment
calendar for issuing settlement statements, exchanging invoice funds, submitting meter
data, and submitting settlement disputes, but that PacifiCorp will continue to follow
section 7 of its OATT for issuing invoices regarding the EIM.75 PacifiCorp also proposes
revisions reflecting that CAISO has the authority to correct prices and may modify
settlement statements as a result of its dispute resolution process.

76

48. PacifiCorp states that proposed section 8.10 of Attachment T permits EIM-related
charges or payments that are not captured elsewhere in the OATT to be placed in an EIM
Residual Balancing Account pending Commission approval of a proposed allocation
methodology pursuant to section 205 of the Federal Power Act (FPA), with interest
accruing in accordance with the Commission's regulations." PacifiCorp compares the
EIM Residual Balancing Account to formula rate true-ups and asserts that this
methodology provides even more protection from over- or under-recovery of costs than a
true-up because initial charges are not based on projected costs and PacifiCorp will not
allocate any amounts until the Commission has approved an allocation methodology.

H. Dispute Resolution

49. PacifiCorp proposes to add a new section 12.4A (EIM Disputes) to its existing
dispute resolution procedures, specifically addressing the administration and settlement
ofcharges under the EIM.78 Under these proposed procedures, disputes regarding the
manner in which PacifiCorp allocates EIM payments and charges from CAISO as the
operator of the EIM will be processed in accordance with the existing dispute resolution

74 Id., section 8.5.7.

75 PacifiCorp Transmittal Letter at 55.

76 Id. at 56; Proposed OATT Attachment T, section 8.11.

77 PacifiCorp Transmittal Letter at 56-57.

781d. at 57-58. Disputes relating PacifiCorp's administration of non-EIM OATT
provisions will continue to be processed in accordance with existing sections 12.1 to 12.4
and 12.5.
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procedures," but disputes between CAISO and a PacifiCorp EIM Participating Resource
Scheduling Coordinator related to settlement statements provided to the PacifiCorp EIM
Participating Resource Scheduling Coordinator from CAISO will proceed according to
the timeline in the CAISO tariff.88 PacifiCorp may raise disputes regarding settlement
statements received from CAISO in accordance with the process in the CAISO tariff.81
Additionally, PacifiCorp proposes that, if a dispute arises regarding a CAISO charge or
payment to PacifiCorp that is subsequently charged or paid to a transmission customer or
interconnection customer, and such customer wishes to raise a dispute with CAISO,
PacifiCorp will file the dispute on behalf of such customer and will work with the
customer to resolve the dispute pursuant to the process in CAISO's tariff.82

50. PacifiCorp maintains that its proposed dispute resolution procedures are just and
reasonable, because disputes are addressed pursuant to the procedures of the entity whose
actions are being challenged.83 PacifiCorp acknowledges that the settlement dispute
timeframes in CAISO's tariff provide limited time for transmission and interconnection
customers without a direct relationship to CAISO to review statements and request that
PacifiCorp raise a dispute on their behalf. PacifiCorp notes that it raised this issue in the
stakeholder process, plans to raise the issue in CAISO's EIM filing in Docket
No. ER14- 1386-000, and commits to continue to request that CAISO revisit this issue.

I. Compliance

51. According to PacifiCorp, proposed section 9 of Attachment T includes several
provisions related to the code of conduct for customers subject to Attachment1.84
PacifiCorp states that section 9.1 requires PacifiCorp BIM Participating Resources and
PacifiCorp EIM Participating Resource Scheduling Coordinators to comply with
information requests, and transmission customers to provide PacifiCorp with information
necessary to respond to information requests from CAISO, the EIM market monitor, or
other regulatory authorities regarding EIM activities. PacifiCorp asserts that this

79 Proposed OATT, section 12.4A.1.

801d., section 12.4A.2.

81 Id., section 12.4A.3.

82 Id., section 12.4A.4.

83 PacifiCorp Transmittal Letter at 58.

841d. at 58-60.
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provision appropriately recognizes the need for non-participants to respond to data
requests, as non-participant activities can have a material effect on LMP5.85 PacifiCorp
emphasizes, however, its continued obligation to preserve the confidentiality of
information obtained from transmission and interconnection customers, unless it is
required or otherwise permitted to disclose the information.

52. PacifiCorp has proposed six general rules of conduct for participation in the
EIM.86 These rules of conduct generally require customers to: (1) comply with dispatch
instructions and operating orders in accordance with Good Utility Practice; (2) submit
bids for resources that are reasonably expected to be available and capable of performing
at the levels specified in the bid; (3) notify CAISO and PacifiCorp of outages in
accordance with section 7 of Attachment T of PacifiCorp's OATT; (4) provide complete,
accurate, and timely meter data to PacifiCorp and maintain responsibility to ensure the
accuracy of such data; (5) provide information to PacifiCorp, including the information
requested in Attachment T, by applicable deadlines; and (6) utilize commercially
reasonable efforts to ensure that forecasts are accurate and based on all information that
is, or should have been, known at the time of submission. Proposed section 9.3 permits
PacifiCorp to refer a violation of these rules of conduct to the Commission for
enforcement.

53. According to PacifiCorp, the rules of conduct are necessary and appropriate to put
customers on notice as to expected conduct, and are also designed to address concerns
raised by the CAISO Market Surveillance Committee in connection with its public

committee process about the potential for market participants to leverage EIM activities
with their participation in other CAISO markets.8

J. Market Contingencies

54. Under proposed section 10 ofAttachment T, PacifiCorp proposes to give itself the
authority to take corrective action in the event of certain market contingencies related to
the EIM.88 First, proposed section 10.1 of Attachment T provides that, if CAISO
temporarily suspends the EIM pursuant to proposed section 29.1(d) of the CAISO tariff,
PacifiCorp will revert to the currently-effective Schedules 4 and 9 (Temporary Schedules

85 Id. at 59.

861d. at 59-60.

871d. at 60.

88 Id. at 61 -64.
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-4and 9) until either the temporary suspension is no longer in effect or PacifiCorp has

terminated its participation in the EIM. Proposed section 10.2 of Attachment T addresses
the corrective actions PacifiCorp may take during the 180-day period between submitting
a notice of termination of its participation in the EIM and the termination effective date.
Specifically, PacifiCorp may request that CAISO prevent EIM Transfers and separate the
PacifiCorp BAAs from operation of the EIM in the EIM area, and that it suspend
settlement of EIM charges with respect to PacifiCorp. PacifiCorp would then utilize
Temporary Schedules 4 and 9.

55. Section 10 also contemplates three types of temporary contingencies, each of
which would enable PacifiCorp to request the same corrective actions from CAISO and
implement Temporary Schedules 4 and 9. Consistent with CAISO's proposed tariff, the
first two of these temporary contingencies involve either operational circumstances that
have caused or are in danger of causing an abnormal system condition in PacifiCorp's
BAA requiring immediate action, or disruption of communications between CAISO and
PacifiCorp, preventing PacifiCorp, PacifiCorp EIM Entity Scheduling Coordinator, or a

PacifiCorp EIM Participating Resource Scheduling Coordinator from accessing CAISO
systems to submit or receive information. PacifiCorp maintains that these protections are
just and reasonable to protect reliability as part of PacifiCoip's balancing authority
responsibilities.89

56. PacifiCorp also proposes a third contingency if, during the initial 12 months of
EIM operation, PacifiCorp determines, after consultation with CAISO and the
Department ofMarket Monitoring, that there exist market design flaws that could be
effectively remedied by rule or tariff changes.% PacifiCorp asserts that the Commission
has recognized the need to provide additional protections at the start of a new market.91
Moreover, PacifiCorp contends that this protection is appropriate because PacifiCorp has
an alternative methodology to provide for imbalances, should a market design flaw create
material impacts in either the CAISO or PacifiCorp BAAs. PacifiCorp submits that
temporarily suspending the EIM to correct a market design flaw would be preferable to
terminating participation altogether, particularly in light of the substantial time and effort
invested by stakeholders and regulators. Finally, PacifiCorp asserts that the actions

891d. at 62-63.

901d. at 62.

91 Id. at 63 (citing New York Indep. Sys. Operator, Inc., 97 FERC ¶ 61,095 (2001);
Midwest Indep. Transmission Sys. Operator, Inc., 108 FERC ¶ 61,163, at P 58, order on
reh'g, 109 FERC If 61,157, at PP70-80 (2004), order on reh'g and order on proof, 111

FERC If 61,448 (2005), order on reh'g and compliance, 113 FERC ¶ 61,081 (2005)).
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CAISO can take to address temporary contingencies, such as price correction, do not
adequately protect its customers.92

K. Other Proposed Changes to PacifiCorp's OATT

57. PacifiCorp describes additional proposed OATT revisions needed to implement
the EIM, including: (1) revisions and additions to the Definitions in section 1 of its
OATT;" (2) changes to ensure the applicability ofAttachment T to all transmission and
interconnection customers (and thereby ensure that customers will provide PacifiCorp the
requisite information to meet the registration, outage reporting, and forecast requirements
included throughout Attachment T);94 and (3) a clarification to the submissions required
from a transmission customer that elects to utilize non-firm point-to-point transmission
service to participate in the EIM under section 18.5.95

58. Additionally, PacifiCorp proposes that, when network customers use network
integration service to participate in the EIM, network resources bid into the EIM as

Participating Resources need not be undesignated (as a network resource would
otherwise need to be to make off-system sales).96 However, network customers electing
instead to use point-to-point service for EIM participation would be required to
undesignate network resources, consistent with the Commission's rules and policies
regarding network service. PacifiCorp states that these changes are reflected in new
sections 28.7, 30.1, and 30.4.

59. Finally, PacifiCorp requests that its new market responsibilities as an EIM Entity
be subject to a higher, gross negligence or intentional wrongdoing standard of liability, as

opposed to its responsibilities as a transmission provider under the pro forma OATT,
which are subject to the ordinary negligence standard of liability.97 PacifiCorp contends
that the Commission has permitted use of the gross negligence standard for CAISO and
its participating transmission owners under the Transmission Control Agreement and the

92 Id. at 63-64.

931d. at 64.

94 Id.

95 Id. at 65.

96 Id. at 66.

97 Id. at 66-68; Proposed OATT, section 10.2.
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CAISO tariff, and for transmission providers in all other organized markets." PacifiCorp
argues that its status as EIM Entity is comparable, as excessive damage awards could
lead to higher insurance premiums and a higher cost of capital, causing PacifiCorp's
customers to bear additional costs." PacifiCorp also notes that this higher standard of
liability would encourage participation by other balancing authorities.

L. Other Considerations Related to EIM Implementation

60. PacifiCorp states that, consistent with its prior practices, it proposes to include
certain, specified implementing procedures in a new PacifiCorp EIM Business Practice,
which has yet to be drafted.10° PacifiCorp states that it will follow the guidance in
existing Business Practice #13 for developing and amending business practices, and that
it anticipates a stakeholder process with ample opportunities for review and comment.

61. PacifiCorp notes that its Order No. 764 compliance filing is currently pending
before the Commission in Docket No. ER13-2364, but asserts that the EIM will not affect
that filing.101 PacifiCorp states that, at this time, it does not support allowing external
resources outside of its BAAs to participate in CAISO's 15-minute market at
PacifiCorp's intertie boundaries, because PacifiCorp views this as a market expansion
outside the scope of the EIM.

M. Effective Date and Waiver Requests

62. PacifiCorp appends to its filing, as Attachment C, a table of requested effective
dates. Generally, PacifiCorp requests that: (1) the language associated with applicability
ofAttachment T and related requirements become effective June 20, 2014 to provide
greater certainty with respect to the EIM design for PacifiCorp, CAISO, and customers
during the July 2014 EIM market simulation; (2) the provisions related to actual
implementation of the EIM become effective September 23, 2014, consistent with the
effective date requested in CAISO's EIM filing and to ensure that information supporting
EIM operation is in place several business days prior to the first trade date of the new
market (October 1, 2014, at the earliest); and (3) the remaining provisions related to the
settlement of charges associated with the EIM and additional aspects related to

98 PacifiCorp Transmittal I,etter at 67.

991d. at 68.

1°° Id. at 68-70.

1" Id. at 70.
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implementation of the EIM become effective the later of October 1, 2014, or the date
CAISO and PacifiCorp mutually agree to commence the EIM.102 PacifiCorp requests
waiver of section 35.3(a)(1) of the Commission's regulationsle to permit certain
provisions to become effective more than 120 days after the date PacifiCorp filed the
OATT amendment with the Commission. PacifiCorp submits that granting this waiver
will permit the OATT amendments to be in place in a timeframe necessary to support
final design, testing, and startup of the EIM, thereby providing all parties with necessary
regulatory and operational certainty.

63. PacifiCorp requests that the Commission issue an order no later than June 20,
2014, to facilitate the EIM market simulation.104

64. PacifiCorp requests waiver of the requirement to submit full Period I and Period II
cost-of-service statements pursuant to 18 C.F.R. § 35.13, consistent with prior waivers
granted by the Commission for formula rates.105 PacifiCorp states that EIM charges are
addressed in the CAISO filing in Docket No. ER14-1386-000, and that PacifiCorp has no
experience on which to estimate proposed amounts.

III. Notice and Responsive Filings

65. Notice ofPacifiCorp's filing was published in the Federal Register, 79 Fed. Reg.
18,681 (2014), with interventions and protests due on or before April 15, 2014. The
Commission subsequently extended the comment period to April 25, 2014. Puget Sound
Energy, Inc., Sacramento Municipal Utility District, Noble Americas Energy Solutions,
LLC, Idaho Power Company, J.P. Morgan Ventures Energy Corporation, Morgan Stanley
Capital Group Inc., NextEra Energy Resources, LLC, Cowlitz County Public Utility
District, Meadow Creek Project Company, LLC, California Municipal Utilities
Association, Public Utility District No. 1 of Snohomish County, Washington, M-S-R
Public Power Agency, Public Power Council, Portland General Electric Company,
Western Area Power Administration, Northern California Power Agency, Goshen Phase
II LLC, Balancing Authority of Northern California, California Department of Water
Resources State Water Project filed timely motions to intervene. The Washington
Utilities and Transportation Commission also filed a notice of intervention.

102 Id. at 70-71, and Attachment C.

103
18 C.F.R. § 35.3(a)(1) (2013).

104 PacifiCorp Transmittal Letter at 70.

'°51d. at 70-71.
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66. Southern California Edison Company (SoCal Edison), Iberdrola Renewables, LLC
(Iberdrola), Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E), Western Power Trading Forum
(WPTF), Electric Power Supply Association (EPSA), California Independent System
Operator Corporation (CAISO), Xcel Energy Services Inc. (Xcel),106 Deseret Generation
& Transmission Co-Operative, Inc. (Deseret), Public Utility District No. 2 of Grant
County, Washington (Grant County PUD) and Northwest and Intermountain Power
Producers Coalition (NIPPC) filed timely motions to intervene and comments. The
American Wind Energy Association, the California Wind Energy Association, the Center
for Energy Efficiency and Renewable Technologies, and Renewable Northwest
(collectively, Wind Parties) timely filed a joint motion to intervene and comments.
Similarly, Nevada Power Company d/b/a NV Energy and Sierra Pacific Power Company
d/b/a NV Energy (collectively, NV Energy) timely filed a joint motion to intervene and
comments. Public Utility District No. 1 of Chelan County, Washington, Public Utility
District No. 1 of Cowlitz County, Washington, Public Utility District No. 1 of Snohomish
County, Washington, and City of Tacoma, Department ofPublic Utilities, Light Division
(doing business as Tacoma Power) (collectively, Northwest Public Parties) filed
comments. Tri-State Generation and Transmission Association (Tri-State) filed a timely
motion to intervene and protest. BPA filed a timely motion to intervene, comment, and
protest. Powerex Corporation (Powerex) filed a timely motion to intervene and protest.
The Public Utility Commissioners' EIM Working Group (PUC EIM Group) filed timely
comments. City of Redding, California (Redding), the City of Santa Clara, California
(Santa Clara), Modesto Irrigation District (Modesto), Transmission Agency ofNorthern
California (TANC) and Utah Associated Municipal Power Systems (UAMPS) filed
motions to intervene, comments, and motions to consolidate Docket No. ER14-1578-000
with Docket No. ER14-1386-000. The Honorable United States Senator Harry Reid
submitted comments on May 20, 2014 and Governor Edmund G. Brown, Jr. of California
and Governor Brian Sandoval ofNevada submitted joint comments on June 2, 2014. The
Cities ofAnaheim, Azusa, Banning, Colton, Pasadena and Riverside, California (Six
Cities) and Eugene Water and Electric Board filed motions to intervene out-of-time.

67. On May 12, 2014, motions for leave to answer and answers were filed by
PacifiCorp and CAISO. On May 20, 2014, SoCal Edison filed a motion for leave to
answer and answer to the answer filed by PacifiCorp. On May 23, 2014, Powerex filed
separate motions for leave to answer and answer to the answers filed by PacifiCorp and
CAISO. Also on May 23, 2014, Tri-State filed a motion for leave to answer and answer
the answers filed by PacifiCorp and CAISO. On May 28, 2014, PacifiCorp filed a

motion for leave to answer and answer the answers filed by Powerex and Tri-State.

106 Xcel intervenes on behalf ofPublic Service Company of Colorado.
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IV. Discussion

A. Procedural Matters

- 30 -

68. Pursuant to Rule 214 of the Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure,
18 C.F.R. § 385.214 (2013), the notice of intervention and filing of timely, unopposed
motions to intervene serve to make the movants parties to the proceeding. Pursuant to
Rule 214(d) of the Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure, 18 C.F.R.
§ 385.214(d) (2013), the Commission will grant the late-filed motions to intervene of
Six Cities and Eugene Water and Electric Board given their interest in the proceeding, the
early stage of the proceeding, and the absence ofundue prejudice or delay.

69. Rule 213(a)(2) of the Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure, 18 C.F.R.
§ 385.213(a)(2) (2013), prohibits an answer to a protest or an answer unless otherwise
ordered by the decisional authority. We will accept the answers to comments and
protests filed by PacifiCorp and CAISO because they have provided information that
assisted us in our decision-making process. We are not persuaded to accept the answers
to answers filed by SoCal Edison, Powerex, Tri-State, and PacifiCorp and will, therefore,
reject them.

B. Substantive Matters

1. Overview of PacifiCorp's EIM Proposal

70. PacifiCorp's ElM proposal sets forth the rules for PacifiCorp and its customers to
participate in CAISO's real-time energy imbalance market, which by virtue of CAISO's
proposed tariff filing in Docket No. ER14-1386-000, will extend to PacifiCorp's BAAs.

Discussion

71. We conditionally accept, in part, subject to further modifications, and reject, in
part, PacifiCorp's proposed OATT revisions, as directed in this order. We also grant the
effective dates requested in Attachment C to the filing.

72. In the following sections of this order, we address aspects of PacifiCorp's proposal
that have been contested by various commenters. Our review of the aspects of
PacifiCorp's proposal that are not contested and not specifically discussed herein
indicates that they are just and reasonable and are hereby accepted for filing, with the
effective dates requested by PacifiCorp.
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2. General and Legal Issues

Backaround

73. According to PacifiCorp, the EIM Benefits Study demonstrates that the EIM will
provide both quantitative benefits—including interregional and intraregional dispatch
savings and reduction in flexibility reserves and renewable energy curtailment—and
qualitative reliability benefits due to increased situational awareness and
responsiveness.107 PacifiCorp calculates that its costs to implement the EIM, including
upgrading metering and telecommunications equipment, systems and support necessary
for efficient operation, and settlement of transactions occurring in the EIM, will total
$20 million, with annual operation and maintenance costs of $3 million starting January
2015.1"

Comments

74. UAMPS believes that the claimed annual economic benefit to PacifiCorp in the
EIM Benefits Study is overly optimistic and that PacifiCorp's filing (including the EIM
Benefits Study) should be set for hearing to allow for analysis of the claimed benefits
versus the added cost of participation.109 UAMPS requests that the Commission not
approve PacifiCorp's Erm amendments on the basis of the instant filing, but instead
requests that the Commission suspend PacifiCorp's proposed OATT changes for a

nominal period and permit the changes to become effective on the dates requested by
PacifiCorp, subject to refund and set the matter for hearing and hold the hearing in
abeyance pending settlement talks and an investigation of the issues requested by
UAMPS."°

75. Powerex argues that PacifiCorp has provided little to no support for many of its
tariff changes and that PacifiCorp has not met its burden of proof as required under long-

standing Commission precedent.111 Accordingly, Powerex requests that the Commission
issue an order rejecting the filing, and provide guidance on the areas of deficiency that

107 PacifiCorp Transmittal Letter at 2-3, 13-18.

1" Id. at 18-19.

109 UAMPS Comments at 5-10.

11° Id. 22-23.

Powerex Protest at 8- 1 1 .
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PacifiCorp must address in a subsequent filing after meaningful stakeholder
participation.112 Powerex believes that the problems it identifies in PacifiCorp's proposal
can be readily resolved, but admits that it has not undertaken the complex work to
develop solutions.

76. BPA acknowledges that it does not seek rejection of PacifiCorp's filing; rather, it
advocates that the Commission approve PacifiCorp's filing with the modifications
proposed by BPA.113 Deseret argues that the benefits of EIM have been overstated and
that PacifiCorp has not demonstrated that energy imbalance charges under Schedules 4
and 9 will be lower.114 Deseret notes that there is no indication that transmission
customers will see any practical difference between CAISO's security-constrained least
cost dispatch model and how PacifiCorp currently provides energy imbalance service
through its least expensive, most cost-efficient resources available.115 However, Deseret
states that it supports the implementation of a CAISO/PacifiCorp EIM and, on the whole,
believes that the EIM will likely produce net benefits.116

77. In addition to the requests for a hearing or rejection ofPacifiCorp's filing, several
parties request consolidation of the EIM proceedings filed by PacifiCorp and CAIS0.117
Tri-State requests that the Commission consolidate CAISO's EIM proceeding with
PacifiCorp's filing in this docket, as PacifiCorp's OATT cannot be fully understood
without referencing the CAISO tariff.118 UAMPS also requests consolidation of the
two proceedings, arguing that the Commission needs to take a holistic approach and
evaluate CAISO's and PacifiCorp's EIM proposals together as PacifiCorp's EIM
proposal is inextricably linked to CAISO's EIM.119

112 Id at 7.

113 BPA Comment and Protest at 4.

114 Deseret Comments at 14.

115 Id. at 16.

1161d. at 14.

117 TANC Comments at 15-16; Modesto Comments at 5; Santa Clara Comments at
7; Redding Comments at 6.

118 Tri-State Protest at 4.

119 UAMPS Comments at 18-21.
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78. In response to UAMPS, PacifiCorp argues that an evidentiary hearing is
unnecessary, as the record provides sufficient evidence for the Commission to make its
determination, and will delay implementation of the market improvements provided by
the EIM.12° PacifiCorp suggests that stakeholders were afforded ample opportunity to
comment on the EIM Benefits Study during the stakeholder proceeding, and thus "should
not be encouraged to remain on the sidelines and wait for the opportunity to raise issues
after a filing with the Commission."121 PacifiCorp contends that no party questions that
the EIM will produce qualitative benefits, at a minimum.122 CAISO similarly contends in
its answer that the benefits of the EIM "have been the subject ofconsiderable study, have
been widely considered, including by Commission staff, and are more than sufficiently
documented to justify the costs of moving forward," and that commenters have presented
no evidence that these benefits will not materialize.123 According to PacifiCorp, the
Commission has recognized the benefits of transparent price signals from LMP-based
markets,124 and does not require benefit studies in order to determine that proposed tariff
changes are just and reasonable.125 PacifiCorp maintains that the true test of the EIM
market design will be through its operation, and notes that CAISO has committed to
provide ongoing reports of market performance.126

79. PacifiCorp asserts that Powerex's request that the Commission reject the filing and
provide further guidance should be denied, as the Commission has a full record before it
upon which to render a decision, and that additional stakeholder proceedings are not

120 PacifiCorp Answer at 7-8.

121 Id. at 8.

122 Id. at 8-9 (citing PacifiCorp Transmittal Letter, Attachment D, Testimony of
Natalie L. Hocken at 14-15).

123 CAISO Answer at 7-10 (citation omitted).

124 PacifiCorp Answer at 9 (citing Cal. Indep. Sys. Operator Corp., 116 FERC
61,274, at P 63 (2006)).

125 Id. at 10- 11 (citing Midwest Indep. Transmission Sys. Operator, Inc.,
122 FERC ¶ 61,172, at P 6 (2008)).

'261d. at 11.
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likely to result in consensus over policy questions.127 CAISO states that the Commission
has repeatedly found CAISO's real-time market to be just and reasonable and consistent
with or superior to the imbalance service provisions in the pro forma OATT, and asserts
that Powerex has identified no changed circumstance that would render this prior
precedent inapplicable.128 PacifiCorp also states that the Commission should not
consider alternatives proposed by commenters unless the Commission determines that
PacifiCorp's proposed OATT revisions do not meet the standard in section 205 of the
FPA.129 PacifiCorp and CAISO state in their answers that, while they continue to believe
that consolidation of the proceedings is unnecessary, they would not object to
consolidation should the Commission find it appropriate.130

Commission Determination

80. Except as discussed below, we find that PacifiCorp has met its burden of proof
to demonstrate that the proposed OATT revisions are just and reasonable pursuant to
section 205 of the FPA. We also find that the record in this proceeding is sufficient to
permit the Commission to make determinations and to direct compliance filings, where
necessary, to modify the proposed OATT revisions. Accordingly, we deny the requests
for hearing. Moreover, we find that PacifiCorp's filing and the EIM Benefits Study
adequately demonstrate that the EIM will provide both quantitative and qualitative
benefits to PacifiCorp's customers. We note that these benefits can be expected to
increase with increased participation in the EIM because participation would bring
incremental load and resource diversity in the market.131 Accordingly, except with
respect to the specific matters noted below, we find that PacifiCorp's proposed tariff
revisions are just, reasonable, and not unduly discriminatory, and we therefore accept
them with the modifications directed herein.

127 CAISO Answer at 3-7.

1281d. at 3.

129 PacifiCorp Answer at 4.

139 Id. at 6-7; CAISO Answer at 16.

131
See EIM Benefits Study at 33 ("The results also confirm that the benefits

ofan EIM can be quite substantial as participation grows, allowing more resources to
participate and lowering the costs ofboth imbalance energy and the costs ofproviding
adequate dynamic reserves.").
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-81.We deny the requests to consolidate Docket No. ER14-1578-000 with CAISO's
proposed tariff filing in Docket No. ER14-1386-000. The Commission's policy is to
consolidate matters only if a trial-type evidentiary hearing is required to resolve common
issues of law and fact and consolidation will ultimately result in greater administrative
efficiency.132 Because we are not setting either filing for hearing and settlement judge
procedures, there is no need for consolidation.

82. We also find good cause to grant waiver of the Commission's maximum
120-day notice requirement, 18 C.F.R. § 35.3(a)(1) (2013), to permit PacifiCorp's
requested effective dates. Accordingly, we grant PacifiCorp the effective dates requested
in Attachment C, including the requested June 20, 2014 effective date for the language
associated with the applicability of proposed Attachment T, and the requested
September 23, 2014 effective date.

83. Lastly, we grant PacifiCorp's request for waiver of the requirement to submit
Period I and Period II cost-of-service statements pursuant to 18 C.F.R. § 35.13 (2013)
and for waiver of the applicable requirements ofPart 35 of the Commission's regulations
to the extent not satisfied in PacifiCorp's filing.

a. Business Practice Manuals

Background

84. PacifiCorp proposes, consistent with how it has previously implemented other
elements of its OATT, to include detailed implementation procedures in a new
PacifiCorp EIM Business Practice, which has yet to be drafted.133 PacifiCorp states that
its proposal is consistent with how CAISO, other regional transmission organizations,
and transmission providers document OATT implementing procedures. PacifiCorp
commits that, at a minimum, it will follow its own Business Practice #13 (Business
Practice Guidelines) in this regard and anticipates a stakeholder process with multiple
opportunities for review and comment.

132
See Southern Cal. Edison Co., 129 FERC 41 61,304, at P 26 (2009), amended

by 130 FERC NE
61,092 (2010); Midcontinent Express Pipeline LLC, 124 FERC ¶ 61,089,

at P 27 (2008), order on reh'g, 127 FERC If 61,164 (2009), order on remand, 134 FERC
¶ 61,155, reh'g denied, 136 FERC If 61,222 (2011); Startrans JO, L.L.C., 122 FERC
¶ 61,253, at P 25 (2008).

133 PacifiCorp Transmittal Letter at 68-70.
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-85.Several parties express concern that the lack of a developed PacifiCorp EIM
Business Practice makes it difficult to evaluate the scope of PacifiCorp's proposal,
particularly as to whether the EIM will have adverse impacts on the transmission rights of
other customers.134 BPA, UAMPS, and Powerex argue that the EIM implementation
procedures that will be included in the still-to-be-developed PacifiCorp EIM Business
Practice could impact rates, terms, and conditions of service.135 In particular, Powerex
contends that items such as scheduling, priority, and allocation of transmission rights as

well as penalty charges and data requirements are key provisions related to rates, terms,
and conditions of service for the EIM that should be set forth in the OATT and not left to
the E1M Business Practice.136

86. BPA recommends that the Commission hold PacifiCorp to its commitment to
provide multiple opportunities for review and comment by stakeholders in advance of the
proposed effective date of the EIM Business Practice."' In addition, BPA requests that
the Commission consider a procedural mechanism for PacifiCorp or stakeholders to
provide notice to the Commission of necessary tariff changes or corrections that are
identified in the EIM Business Practice development process.138 UAMPS requests that
the Commission require PacifiCorp and CAISO to provide a complete draft of the EIM
Business Practice as part of this filing.139 Powerex requests that the Commission, in a

future filing after rejecting the instant proposal, direct PacifiCorp to include in the
proposed amendments to its tariff all provisions that affect rates, terms, and conditions of
service such as the areas identified by Powerex.14°

134 Santa Clara Comments at 8; Redding Comments at 9; UAMPS Comments
at 14.

135 BPA Comment and Protest at 9; 1JAMPS Comments at 14; Powerex Protest
at 81-85.

136 Powerex Protest at 84 - 85.

137 BPA Comment and Protest at 9.

1381d. at 10.

139 UAMPS at 14.

140 Powerex Protest at 85.
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87. PacifiCorp responds that its proposed process for developing the EIM Business
Practice is consistent with PacifiCorp's prior practice, and that the specific
implementation details that it proposes to include in the EIM Business Practice comport
with the Commission's "rule of reason" because they do not significantly affect the rates,
terms, or conditions of service in the manner contemplated by the Commission when
requiring amendments to the OATT.141 PacifiCorp states that it has commenced a robust
and extended stakeholder process regarding the proposed EIM Business Practice, which
will provide all stakeholders the opportunity to participate in every aspect of the

—
process.142 PacifiCorp commits to make the requisite filing under section 205 of the FPA
should it determine during the development of the ElM Business Practice that any items
currently included in the EIM Business Practice belong in Attachment T of its 0A1T.143

Commission Determination

88. Decisions on whether to place an item in PacifiCorp's OATT or the EIM Business
Practice are shaped by the Commission's "rule of reason" policy,144 which dictates that
provisions that "significantly affect rates, terms, and conditions" must be included in the
filed tariff.145 The Commission has elaborated that it is appropriate for a business

141 PacifiCorp Answer at 107-110.

1421d. at 110- 111.

143 Id. at 111.

144
See, e.g., City ofCleveland v. FERC, 773 F.2d 1368, 1376 (D.C. Cir. 1985)

(finding that utilities must file "only those practices that affect rates and service
significantly, that are reasonably susceptible of specification, and that are not so
generally understood in any contractual arrangement as to render recitation
superfluous"); Public Serv. Comm 'n ofN.Y. v. FERC, 813 F.2d 448,454 (D.C. Cir.
1987) (holding that the Commission properly excused utilities from filing policies or
practices that dealt with only matters of "practical insignificance" to serving customers);
Midwest Indep. Transmission Sys. Operator, Inc., 98 FERC ¶ 61,137, at 61,401,
clarification granted, 100 FERC ¶ 61,262 (2002) ("It appears that the proposed
Operating Protocols could significantly affect certain rates and services and as such are
required to be filed pursuant to Section 205.").

145
Cal. Indep. Sys. Operator Corp., 119 FERC ¶ 61,076, at P 656 (2007) (citing

JINP Funding I, LLC v. ISO-NE, 110 FERC ¶ 61,040, at P 22 (2005); Prior Notice and

(continued...)
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practice to contain "implementation details, such as instructions, guidelines, examples
and charts, which guide internal operations and inform market participants of how the
[public utility] conducts its operations under the...tariff."146 The Commission has also
found that the "rule of reason" test requires evaluation on a case-by-case analysis,
comparing what is in an OATT against what is in an unfiled business practice manual.147

89. Based on our preliminary analysis of the references to the EIM Business Practice
in the proposed OATT provisions and PacifiCorp's description in its pleadings of the
information to be included therein, it appears that PacifiCorp's proposed Attachment T
and related OATT revisions already contain the important factors through which
PacifiCorp will interact with CAISO in operating the EIM and that—except, as discussed
below, with respect to the transfer process for transmission capacity—the items that
PacifiCorp proposes to include in the EIM Business Practice are appropriately classified
as implementation details that may be placed in a business practice. As described in
PacifiCorp's proposal, the EIM Business Practice appears to include implementation
details, such as instructions, guidelines, examples, and charts, which guide internal
operations, and not the significant provisions found in the OATT. Accordingly we will
not require PacifiCorp to describe these technical specifications in the PacifiCorp OATT
at this time, except as otherwise directed in this order. However, given that PacifiCorp is
still developing the EIM Business Practice, we find that our analysis under the "rule of
reason" is only preliminary. We direct PacifiCorp to continue working with stakeholders
to develop the EIM Business Practice. Once this process is completed, we direct
PacifiCorp to file, within 30 days after the completion of the EIM Business Practice
stakeholder process, any necessary additions to its OATT identified during such process.

90. In light of the above, we disagree with Redding and Santa Clara that it is necessary
to have the completed EIM Business Practice before accepting PacifiCorp's proposed
EIM OATT revisions, nor will we require that PacifiCorp file the EIM Business Practice
as part of this proceeding as requested by UAMPS. In addition, we also note that
PacifiCorp has stated the EIM Business Practice will be issued prior to the planned
market simulation. Revised portions of the EIM Business Practice were posted on
PacifiCorp's Open Access Same-Time Information System (OASIS) website on

Filing Requirements Under Part II ofthe Federal Power Act, 64 FERC ¶ at 61,986- 89

(1993), order on reh'g, 65 FERC ¶ 61,081 (1993)).

146
Cal. Indep. Sys. Operator Corp., 122 FERC If 61,271, at P 16 (2008).

147 Cal. Indep. Sys. Operator Corp., 116 FERC If 61,274, at P 1370 (2006), order
on reh 'g, 119 FERC If 61,076, order on reh 'g, 120 FERC ¶ 61,271(2007).
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May 6, 2014, and PacifiCorp has committed to post a revised draft including the
remaining proposed procedures in June 2014.148

b. Proposed OATT Structure

Background

91. PacifiCorp proposes to incorporate the Erm into its existing system via revisions
to its OATT, including a new Attachment T containing EIM-specific provisions, as well
as revisions to existing Schedules 1, 4, 9, and 10.149 PacifiCorp states that section 1 of
proposed Attachment T explains that this attachment is intended to work in concert with
the CAISO tariff's EIM provisions.150 PacifiCorp also notes that Attachment T includes
cross-references to relevant sections of CAISO's proposed EIM tariff provisions, and
asserts that these cross-references "are necessary to provide PacifiCorp's customers with
the full understanding of their rights and obligations," but do not create a direct
contractual relationship between PacifiCorp's customers and CAISO that would not
otherwise exist.151 PacifiCorp states that section 1 of proposed Attachment T also
provides that, to the extent any provision in Attachment T is inconsistent with the
remainder ofPacifiCorp's OATT with regard to the administration of the EIM,
Attachment T will prevail.152

Comments

92. Several parties express concerns regarding PacifiCorp's use of cross-references
to CAISO's tariff and business practice manuals in its proposed OATT revisions
implementing the EIM. BPA protests PacifiCorp's continued reference to large
segments of CAISO's tariff (and business practice manuals) in the PacifiCorp OATT
(Attachment T and EIM Business Practice) without including a statement to the effect
that, in the event ofa conflict between CAISO 's tariff (and business practice manuals)

148
See PacifiCorp Answer at 110-11.

149 PacifiCorp Transmittal Letter at 3.

150 Id. at 21.

151 Id.

152 Proposed OATT Attachment T, section 1 ("To the extent that this
Attachment T is inconsistent with a provision in the remainder of this [OATT] with
regard to [PacifiCorp's] administration of the EIM, this Attachment T shall prevail.").
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and PacifiCorp's OATT (and EIM Business Practice), that PacifiCorp's OATT (and EIM
Business Practice) is controlling.153 BPA argues that the complexity associated with so
many tariff cross-references makes it likely that a conflict will occur between CAISO's
tariff and PacifiCorp's OATT, and that BPA has already highlighted one such conflict
regarding external resources and the EIM Participating Resource Agreement.154 UAMPS
raises a similar concern that referencing CAISO's tariff in PacifiCorp's OATT creates
ambiguity regarding which document governs PacifiCorp's transmission customers.155 In
addition, UAMPS argues that CAISO's EIM imposes obligations on all of PacifiCorp's
transmission and interconnection customers, thereby binding PacifiCorp's transmission
customers to another contractual entity.156 UAMPS requests that the Commission
provide clarity as to document priority between CAISO and PacifiCotp.

93. Tri-State asserts that PacifiCorp's numerous cross-references to the CAISO tariff
make it difficult for PacifiCorp's customers to determine the terms of their service or the
application of EIM charges.15 Tri-State notes that as CAISO amends its tariff, it will
become harder to track changes in the CAISO tariff that will impact PacifiCorp's OATT,
especially for PacifiCorp customers that are not CAISO customers. 158 Tri-State argues
that PacifiCorp's proposal to cross-reference the CAISO tariff violates section 35.1 of the
Commission's regulations and Commission precedent.159 Accordingly, Tri-State requests

153 BPA Comment and Protest at 20-23.

154 Id. at 21.

155 UAMPS Comments at 15.

'561d at 16

157 •

Tri-State Protest at 9.

158 Id. at 11.

159 Id. at 12-14 (citing 18 C.F.R. § 35.1(a) (2013); Cal. Indep. Sys. Operator
Corp., 146 FERC ¶ 61,205, at P 18 (2014); Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland
Interconnection, 81 FERC '1161,257, at 62,241 -62,242 (1997), order on reh'g and
clarification, 92 FERC If 61,282, at 61,951 -61,952 (2000); Ouachita River Gas Storage
Co., L.L.C., 68 FERC If 61,402, at 62,604 (1994); New York Indep. Sys. Operator, Inc.,
135 FERCJ 61,020, at P 14 (2011)).
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that the Commission direct PacifiCorp to file a revised OATT that does not rely on cross-

references to the CAISO tariff.160

94. BPA and UAMPS also raise the concern regarding how changes to CAISO's tariff
that are referenced either directly or indirectly in PacifiCorp's OATT will be handled by
PacifiCorp and whether parties will be informed of the CAISO changes or be able to
participate in the CAISO stakeholder process.'" UAMPS seeks assurances from the
Commission that CAISO will clearly define the stakeholder groups where EIM issues
will be addressed.162 BPA requests that a provision be added to PacifiCorp's OATT
requiring that a section 205 filing be made by PacifiCorp if CAISO modifies its tariff in a

manner that impacts the terms and conditions of service in PacifiCorp's OATT or in the
alternative, the Commission could simply make that clarification in the order approving
PacifiCorp's proposa1.163 BPA requests that, if the Commission declines to adopt either
approach, at a minimum, PacifiCorp should be required to notify its transmission
customers of any changes to CAISO's tariff that affect provisions in PacifiCorp's
0ATT.164

95. BPA also argues that PacifiCorp's proposal that Attachment T shall prevail in the
event of a conflict with the remainder of its OATT in the administration of the EIM
compounds the problem expressed by BPA that the EIM is being designed to trump
transmission customer's traditional tariff rights.165 BPA argues that requiring PacifiCorp
to include a clause in Attachment T that its OATT is controlling will place the burden of
finding and correcting conflicts where it belongs—on CAISO and PacifiCorp, and not on
transmission customers that have no relationship with CAIS0.166

96. Powerex argues that PacifiCorp has not addressed why EIM transactions should
receive "priority treatment" over the transactions of its OATT customers if a conflict

1601d at 11-14.

161
BPA Comment and Protest at 23; UAMPS Comments at 16-18.

162 UAMPS Comments at 18.

163 BPA Comment and Protest at 23.

'641d. at 23.

1651d. at 22.

'661d. at 23.
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should arise between the OATT and Attachment T.167 Powerex asserts that, to the best of
its knowledge, the Commission has only permitted OATT attachments to prevail over
Commission-approved OATTs in the narrow context of a market monitoring plan.168
Powerex thus requests that the Commission direct PacifiCorp to amend section 1 of
Attachment T to provide that existing OATT provisions will control in the event ofa
conflict with Attachment T.169

Answers

97. PacifiCorp defends its proposed OATT structure including the use of what it states
are limited and targeted cross-references to CAISO's tariff to clarify customers' rights
and obligations.170 PacifiCorp states that the Commission has approved cross-references
to the CAISO tariff in other contexts, including PG&E's Grid Management ChargePass-ThroughTariff and SoCal Edison's Wholesale Distribution Access Tariff.171 PacifiCorp
asserts that replicating every relevant CAISO tariffprovision in its OATT would be
administratively burdensome, and that having to submit FPA section 205 filings every
time CAISO revises its tariff (whether as a result of having that language incorporated
into PacifiCorp's OATT, as Tri-State requests, or as a separate affirmative obligation, as

proposed by BPA) is an unnecessary regulatory hurdle that could result in different
outcomes and potential cost trapping.17z PacifiCorp asserts that it will make section 205
filings to amend its OATT when amendments to the CAISO tariff (such as the addition of
new charge types) warrant, and will notify its transmission and interconnection customers
when it plans to do so, consistent with its current practice and Commission requirements.

167 Powerex Protest at 76-78.

168 Id. at 78-79 (citing Southwest Power Pool, Inc., 137 FERC II 61,046 (2011)
(approving revisions to SPP's OATT, including Attachment AG, which contains a

provision providing that Attachment AG will control in the event of a conflict with
another tariffprovision)).

169 Id. at 80.

178 PacifiCorp Answer at 33-52.

171 Id. at 39-40 (citing Cal. Indep. Sys. Operator Corp., 103 FERC ¶ 61,114 (2003)
and SoCal Edison Wholesale Distribution Access Tariff at section 21.1).

172 Id. at 36-42.
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98. CAISO asserts that commenters' objections to the cross-references to its tariff are

premised on a fundamental misunderstanding of the relationship between PacifiCorp's
OATT and CAISO's tariff and should be dismissed.173 CAISO explains that PacifiCorp
essentially is contracting with CAISO to provide energy imbalance service—a service
provided pursuant to CAISO's tariff—and therefore the proposed revisions to
PacifiCorp's OATT to reflect the EIM are analogous to the transmission owner tariffs of
CAISO's participating transmission owners.

99. CAISO states that, except for the obligations imposed on non-participants in the
EIM (which arise through such participants' relationship to PacifiCorp), the cross-

referenced obligations are imposed on EIM market participants pursuant to CAISO's
tariff, and therefore the provisions in CAISO's tariff affecting the operation of the EIM
should govern in the case of conflicts with PacifiCorp's OATT.174 PacifiCorp asserts that
Attachment T works in conjunction with, but in the case of a conflict should
appropriately prevail over, the rest of its OATT.175 PacifiCorp maintains that its proposal
that Attachment T should prevail to the extent it is inconsistent with a provision in the
remainder ofPacifiCorp's OATT with respect to the administration of the EIM is
necessary because PacifiCorp cannot assert priority over CAISO's tariff in its OATT. 176

100. PacifiCorp states that it has not included any provision in proposed Attachment T
that would create a direct relationship between CAISO as the EIM operator and a

PacifiCorp transmission customer with non-participating resources!" It also maintains
that all PacifiCorp transmission customers and other interested parties will have
equivalent notice and opportunity to participate in CAISO and PacifiCorp's business
practice manual development process!" CAISO likewise confirms that all interested
parties will have the oNortunity to participate in its stakeholder process, which it states is
open and transparent."'

173 CAISO Answer at 11-14.

174 Id. at 12-13.

175 PacifiCorp Answer at 45-50; Proposed OATT Attachment T, section 1.

176 PacifiCorp Answer at 45-46.

177 Id. at 38.

178 Id. at 42 -44.

179 CAISO Answer at 13-14.
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101. We conditionally accept PacifiCorp's proposed approach with respect to revising
its OATT to facilitate participation in the EIM, subject to PacifiCorp making the relevant
provisions of CAISO's tariff publicly available to its customers, as discussed below.
Specifically, we find that PacifiCorp's proposal to include cross-references in its OATT
to the relevant provisions of CAISO's tariff is appropriate to ensure PacifiCorp's
seamless integration into the EIM.

102. We also find reasonable the provision in proposed section 1 of Attachment T
specifying that Attachment T will control with respect to matters of EIM administration
in the event of a conflict with the remainder ofPacifiCorp's OATT. The Commission
previously has rejected a clause in a seller's tariff that purported to give the seller's tariff
priority in a conflict with CAISO's tariff, finding that the proposed clause was an

impermissible attempt to unilaterally revise the terms of its market operator's tariff.180
By the same logic, it is appropriate that Attachment T (which incorporates by reference
the EIM-specific portions of CAISO's tariff) should prevail if there is a conflict with
PacifiCorp's OATT regarding the EIM. Otherwise, PacifiCorp could unilaterally make
changes to the non-EIM provisions of its OATT that could have the effect of changing
how the EIM provisions in CAISO's—the market operator of the EIM—tariff are applied
through PacifiCorp's OATT. Moreover, we note that the proposed language in section 1

ofAttachment T is limited to conflicts regarding matters related to the EIM, and that
PacifiCorp asserts that Attachment T is consistent with the remainder of its OATT. We
expect PacifiCorp to continue to monitor the relationship between its OATT and
Attachment T after the commencement of the EIM, and in light of any future
amendments, to ensure that no unintended consequences arise.

103. We believe that it would create unnecessary redundancy to require PacifiCorp to
make a filing pursuant to section 205 of the FPA every time CAISO modifies its tariff in
a manner that affects the terms and conditions of service in PacifiCorp's OATT. We
make this finding with the understanding that PacifiCorp, as explained in its answer, will
make a section 205 filing to amend its OATT when amendments to the CAISO tariff
warrant such a filing.181 However, we understand commenters' concerns regarding the

180
See J.P. Morgan Ventures Energy Corp., 142 FERC ¶ 61,190, at P 28 (2013)

(citing El Segundo Power, LLC, 91 FERC ¶ 61,110 (2000); USGen New England, Inc.,
90 FERC I 61,323 (2000); Sithe New England Holdings, LLC, 86 FERC ¶ 61,283
(1999)).

181 Forinstance, if CAISO were to modify Section 29.4(e)(4)(D) of its tariff as

referenced in PacifiCorp's proposed Attachment T, section 4.2.2.1, there would be
nothing for PacifiCorp to submit to the Commission pursuant to section 205 as

(continued...)
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burden of keeping up to date with the CAISO tariffprovisions cross-referenced in
PacifiCorp's OATT. Accordingly, we direct PacifiCorp to make the current version of
all such CAISO provisions, as well as notice when CAISO files a proposal to amend such
provisions, available on its website.

3. Market Design and Operation

a. Transfer of Transmission Rights to the EIM

Background

104. PacifiCorp states that it does not have any unsubscribed, available transmission
capacity for EIM Transfers between PacifiCorp's PacifiCorp East and PacifiCorp West
BAAs, or on the California-Oregon Intertie between PacifiCorp West and the CAISO
BAA. Instead, PacifiCorp plans to utilize firm transmission rights voluntarily offered by
its marketing division (and transmission customer) PacifiCorp Energy.182 PacifiCorp
proposes not to separately compensate or credit PacifiCorp Energy or any other potential
Interchange Rights Holder183 for transmission capacity made available for EIM Transfers.

Comments

105. Powerex asserts that this proposal violates the Commission's open access
requirements and the pro forma OATT by effectively withholding unused capacity for the
use of a select group of customers, without complying with the reassignment provisions

PacifiCorp's tariff language would not change. However, if CAISO were to add a new
section 29.5 of its tariff that impacted any provision of PacifiCorp's Attachment T, we
would expect PacifiCorp to make a section 205 filing to add the relevant CAISO cross-

reference to PacifiCorp's OATT.

182 PacifiCorp Transmittal Letter at 39-40. Proposed OATT Attachment T,
section 5.2. PacifiCorp also proposes revisions to section 23 of its OATT to clarify that
an Interchange Rights Holder who elects to make its reserved firm transmission capacity
available for EIM Transfers is not performing a reassignment under the OATT and need
not comply with the procedures for assignment or transfer of service in section 23.1(a).
PacifiCorp Transmittal Letter at 65-66.

183 A PacifiCorp Interchange Rights Holder is defined as
" [a] Transmission

Customer who has informed the PacifiCorp EIM Entity that it is electing to make
reserved firm transmission capacity for an Interchange available for EIM Transfers
without compensation." Proposed OATT, section 1.30J.
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in section 23 ofPacifiCorp's OATT or obtaining Commission approval of non-

conforming assignment agreements.184 Powerex further contends that the proposal
violates section 18.4 of PacifiCorp's OATT (which requires that unused firm
transmission capacity be offered on a non-discriminatory basis to eligible customers as

non-firm service), permits a merchant affiliate to engage in unauthorized transmission
functions, and unfairly modifies existing OATT curtailment priorities. Powerex
maintains that PacifiCorp has not met its burden ofproof, particularly since CABO
admitted in its answer in Docket No. ER14-1386-000 that the EIM could operate without
transfers between BAAs.185

106. In addition, Powerex believes that the donated rights on the California-Oregon
Interne are from a grandfathered agreement between BPA and PacifiCorp.186 Powerex
argues that if that is indeed the case (as the filing lacks any information on the matter),
PacifiCorp's proposed donation violates the terms of the underlying BPA/PacifiCorp
agreement and directly harms Powerex and other BPA transmission customers who could
have access to the unused transmission capacity or would be credited the non-firm
revenues that BPA would receive from its sale of the unused capacity.187 Powerex
requests that if the donated EIM transmission capacity is from a grandfathered
agreement, the Commission should require that PacifiCorp: (1) identify and file the
agreements under which each Interchange Rights Holder intends to make transmission
rights available to the EIM; (2) identify all third-party transmission providers associated
with those rights; (3) file an agreement between PacifiCorp and each associated
transmission provider to the extent assignment is permitted under a grandfathered
agreement and requires written consent; and (4) demonstrate that the donation does not
constitute an unlawful departure from or modification of the underlying agreement or
unlawfully abrogate the rights of other transmission customers.188

184 Powerex Protest at 62-72. Northwest Public Parties also raise this issue in their
brief comments.

185 Powerex raised this same issue in its protest of CAISO's EIM filing in Docket
No. ER14-1386. See Powerex Protest, Docket No. ER14- 1386-000 (Mar. 28, 2014) at
87-89.

186 Powerex Protest at 68-69.

187 Id. at 69-70.

188 Id. at 72-73.
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-107.Northwest Public Parties express a similar concern that transmission customers
may offer unused firm transmission capacity on a third-party system to facilitate EIM
Transfers, but the voluntary offering may prohibit transmission providers on the
neighboring systems from offering that same unused available capacity to other
customers as set forth in their respective OATTs.189 Northwest Public Parties request that
the Commission direct PacifiCorp to demonstrate that the voluntary offer option for
transmission customers will not adversely affect existing transmission rights held by
customers on neighboring systems, including BPA. Alternatively, Northwest Public
Parties request that the Commission reject PacifiCorp's voluntary offer option and related
OATT provisions.190

108. BPA does not oppose PacifiCorp's proposal but points out that its tariff and pre-

tariff transmission contracts with PacifiCorp do not include a mechanism for transmission
rights to be used by another party without BPA's consent.191 BPA commits to continue
to work with CAISO and PacifiCorp to understand how these rights would be transferred,
but asserts that the relevant PacifiCorp OATT provisions should apply only to
transmission rights on PacifiCorp's system at this time.

109. Finally, Deseret does not oppose PacifiCorp's proposal in principle, but expresses
concern that Interchange Rights Holders might be able to game the system by
manipulating the amount and timing of release to get a trading advantage.192 Deseret
requests that the Commission direct PacifiCorp to include at least the basic procedures in
Attachment T, instead ofa business practice, and contends that these procedures should
at a minimum require Interchange Rights Holders to release transmission rights at least
two hours in advance of the applicable operating hour (given that initial base schedules
are required at T-75) and to offer all unused transmission to CAISO during that time.
Deseret also argues that proposed section 23.4 should be revised to clarify that
Interchange Rights Holders are only exempt from the reassignment provisions in
section 23 of PacifiCorp's OATT with respect to the specific capacity made available to
the EIM.

189 Northwest Public Parties Comments at 2.

190 Id.

191 BPA Comment and Protest at 5-6.

192 Deseret Comments at 6-8.
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-110.
Wind Parties and Iberdrola support the proposal as consistent with the

Commission's open access principles. Iberdrola also asserts that the proposal is
necessary as an operational matter, noting that PacifiCorp will not know prior to any
operating hour which resources will be dispatched for the RIM, and thus would not be
able to effectuate a reassignment of transmission rights under the OATT.

Answer

111. PacifiCorp maintains that it has demonstrated that its proposal is consistent with or
superior to the pro forma OATT and that the use of Interchange Rights Holder
transmission capacity is distinct from the continuing obligation under the OATT of any
non-RIM transmission provider to make unused transmission capacity available to
others.194 In response to the concerns raised by Powerex and BPA, PacifiCorp clarifies
that the proposed Interchange Rights Holder mechanism applies only to rights on
PacifiCorp's transmission system.195 PacifiCorp also explains that the rights that
PacifiCorp Energy, as an Interchange Rights Holder, intends to transfer are existing firm
transmission rights that were sold to PacifiCorp Energy pursuant to PacifiCorp's OATT
as a result of PacifiCorp's legal ownership interests in California-Oregon Intertie, and are
not transmission rights sold to PacifiCorp Energy by BPA. PacifiCorp asserts that
concerns regarding the grandfathered agreements with BPA relate to discussions
"between transmission operators on how to implement the EIM without undue burden on
any party's transmission system within the confmes of contractual agreements between
the parties to those contracts," and are thus beyond the scope of this proceeding.

112. In response to Deseret, PacifiCorp asserts that its proposal to include the specifics
of the tagging procedures for these transfers in its business practice is appropriate.
Nevertheless, PacifiCorp addresses Deseret's request for additional detail by stating that
the Interchange Rights Holders will need to indicate the amount of rights they plan to
release to the EIM 75 minutes before each operating hour by submitting an e-Tag with
the transmission profile equivalent to the amount of transmission rights made available to
the EIM. PacifiCorp also asserts that these e-Tagging procedures constitute
implementation details setting forth technical procedures that are properly included in the
RIM Business Practice—not in the OATT—consistent with several other PacifiCorp
business practices that contain e-Tagging procedures.196 Finally, PacifiCorp also states

193 Wind Parties Comments at 6; Iberdrola Comments at 4-5.

194 PacifiCorp Answer at 22-23.

1951dat26-27.

196 Id. at 109.
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that Deseret's requested clarification of section 23.4 is not necessary, because the
provision already provides that the reassignment provisions will not apply to an
Interchange Rights Holder that "voluntarily makes its transmission capacity available to
the EIM."197

Commission Determination

113. We conditionally accept PacifiCorp's proposed approach with respect to revising
its OATT to utilize firm transmission rights voluntarily offered by its marketing division
and any other transmission customer to facilitate participation in the EIM, subject to
PacifiCorp making a compliance filing, as discussed below. Specifically, we direct
PacifiCorp to make a compliance filing within 30 days after the date of issuance of this
order revising proposed section 5.2 of Attachment T to include the requirements for
scheduling and using transmission rights held by an Interchange Rights Holder and
deleting the last sentence ofproposed section 5.2 of Attachment T, which provides that
the requirements for scheduling and using transmission rights held by an Interchange
Rights Holders will be set forth in the EIM Business Practice.

114. We appreciate that without transmission rights between PacifiCorp East and
PacifiCorp West, and PacifiCorp West and CAISO, respectively, PacifiCorp's ability to
participate in, and thus its customers' ability to benefit from, the EIM will be limited.
PacifiCorp's proposal to make available transmission capacity that ordinarily will be used
for bilateral transactions and scheduled accordingly, to now be used on a real-time basis
to expand CAISO's real-time energy imbalance market into PacifiCorp's BAAs is a

novel approach that appears to be reasonable. Based on our preliminary analysis,
PacifiCorp's proposal does not appear to be a sale, assignment, or transfer of
transmission service that would fall under section 23 of the pro firma OATT. PacifiCorp
Energy is not relinquishing its transmission rights that it acquired from PacifiCorp to
another party. As explained by PacifiCorp in its answer, PacifiCorp Energy will still be
submitting the e-Tags in the prescheduling window (i.e., T-75) indicating the amount of
transmission rights that will be available in the EIM.198

115. However, our understanding of PacifiCorp's proposal with respect to the transfer
of transmission rights is based primarily on the information provided in the answer
PacifiCorp filed in this proceeding. We agree with intervenors that PacifiCorp's
proposed section 5.2 of Attachment T, on its face, does not provide us with sufficient
detail regarding PacifiCorp's proposal. For instance, while PacifiCorp states in its

'971d. at 71.

198 Id. at 70.
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answer that the transmission rights at issue were sold to PacifiCorp Energy pursuant to
PacifiCorp's OATT resulting from PacifiCorp's legacy ownership interests in the
California-Oregon Intertie, PacifiCorp provides no details on how the Commission, or
other interested parties, can be assured that a subsequent transfer will not be over a third-

party system whereby the underlying ability to transfer the transmission rights may not be
clear. Additionally, we find that the basic terms of these transactions (such as timing)
affect the rates, terms, and conditions of Commission-jurisdictional service, and therefore
should be filed for Commission review and acceptance rather than contained in the EIM
Business Practice.199 Accordingly, we conditionally accept PacifiCorp's proposal,
subject to PacifiCorp making a compliance filing within 30 days after the date of issuance
of this order proposing specific procedures to effectuate such transfers, and reject the
proposed language purporting to leave these details to the EIM Business Practice. We
agree with PacifiCorp, however, that no further change is needed to PacifiCorp's
proposed section 23.4 of its OATT as the provision is clear on its face.

b. Transmission Usage Charee

Background

116. PacifiCorp does not currently charge its transmission customers a separate
transmission usage charge to import or export power across the PacifiCorp/CAISO
interface, nor does it propose to do so in the instant filing. PacifiCorp states that it
supports CAISO's proposal that CAISO and PacifiCorp (or any other BAA that joins the
EIM) mutually waive transmission charges for transfers between their BAAs (and
between their BAAs and the BAA of any other entity that joins the EIM).zoo PacifiCorp
explains that transmission requirements will still apply in the source BAA where the load
or generation is located, and thus maintains that transmission in the EIM is not "free" and
that EIM Entity transmission rates will fully recover transmission revenue requirements
from existing transmission customers. PacifiCorp notes that both it and CAISO have
committed to reevaluate their transmission proposals through their respective stakeholder
processes after the first year of EIM operations.

199
See, e.g., Cal. lndep. Sys. Operator Corp., 122 FERC If 61,271, at P 16 (2008)

(finding that " [it is appropriate for Business Practice Manuals to contain implementation
details, such as instructions, guidelines, examples and charts, which guide internal
operations and inform market participants of how the CAISO conducts its operations
under the MRTU tariff," but explaining that the Commission applies a "rule of reason"
test to identify "those provisions significantly affecting rates, terms and conditions of
service, which therefore must be filed for Commission approval") (citations omitted).

2" PacifiCorp Transmittal Letter at 37-38.
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117. Both Redding and TANC express concern that PacifiCorp's "no charge" proposal
for transmission transfers across CAISO/PacifiCorp interface for EIM transactions will
negatively impact non-EIM customers.201 Tri- State notes that several parties in CAISO's
EIM filing in Docket No. ER14-1386-000 raised the concern that the lack of a
transmission charge for EIM Transfers across the interface could lead parties to lean on
the EIM to serve load rather than use other markets, and that these concerns are equally
applicable to PacifiCorp's instant filing.202

118. Powerex argues that PacifiCorp's proposal (with CAISO) to waive transmission
charges for EIM Transfers across the interties between CAISO's BAA and PacifiCorp's
BAAs is discriminatory as non-EIM Transfers using the same transmission facilities,
during the same time period, will be charged for transmission service.203 Powerex
contends that PacifiCorp's proposal will shift inter-BAA transactions from the day-ahead
to the real-time market, not for market efficiency reasons, but for preferential
transmission rates.204 Powerex further asserts that PacifiCorp's proposal does not
eliminate rate-pancaking as claimed, but rather preserves PacifiCorp's existing
transmission rates for all non-EIM transactions, while selectively waiving those
transmission rates for similar transactions that occur within the EIM framework.
Powerex contends that this "selective transmission discount" is contrary to Commission
precedent and policies.205 Accordingly, Powerex requests that the Commission reject
PacifiCorp's proposal and order PacifiCorp to revise Attachment T to ensure non-

discriminatory and non-preferential treatment for transmission used by EIM
participants.2"

201 Redding Comments at 9-10; TANC Comments at 13-14. Redding, Santa Clara,
and Modesto adopt and incorporate by reference the comments submitted by TANC.

202 •Tn-State Protest at 19.

203 Powerex Protest at 52.

2041d. at 53.

205 Id. at 56-57.

206 Id. at 58.
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-119.PUC EIM Group supports deferring for a year the consideration of creating an
imbalance energy-specific transmission usage charge.2" Due to the lack of data on how
much energy will transact through EIM or how power flows will be impacted, PUC EIM
Group requests that the Commission direct PacifiCorp and CAISO to commence a

stakeholder process to develop a cost-based EIM transmission usage charge and to file
OATT revisions within a specified period of time after implementation of the EIM.208

120. Both WPTF and EPSA believe that PacifiCorp's initial proposal not to charge for
EIM Transfers across the CAISO/PacifiCorp interface is reasonable, but they both
recommend that the Commission direct PacifiCorp and CAISO to review this policy,
along with any other barriers to entry or market concerns, with stakeholders and file a

revised proposal within 12 months of the date on which the E1M commences.2" WPTF
is particularly concerned that PacifiCorp has not extended the reciprocity concept to
future EIM Entities that might join, therefore leading to rate-pancaking. WPTF and
EPSA request that the stakeholder process commence within 30 days of an order
accepting the filing in this proceeding.

121. Xcel requests clarification that as the EIM footprint expands, deliveries between
market areas would be treated in a comparable manner and requests clarification from
PacifiCorp in a future amendment to its OATT that the practice would continue. 210

122. CAISO believes that at least initially, the approach taken by PacifiCorp and
CAISO to not charge for EIM transmission transfers across the interface is reasonable as

the initial amount of capability is relatively small and commits to review this issue with
stakeholders in 2015.21'

Answer

123. PacifiCorp echoes CAISO's commitment to review the matter with stakeholders in
2015, asserting that its proposal to collect data upon EIM implementation and analyze a

full year's worth ofdata strikes the appropriate balance, and that requiring the related

207
PUC E1M Group Comments at 2.

208 Id

2°9 WPTF Comments at 4 -6; EPSA Comments at 4-5.

210 Xcel Comments at 4.

211 CAISO Comments at 9.
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stakeholder process to commence within 30 days of the order accepting the filing, as

requested by EPSA and WTPF, would be premature.212 With respect to WPTF's
question regarding the extension of reciprocity to future EIM Entities, PacifiCorp
clarifies that its proposed changes to its OATT to implement the EIM in its BAAs only
govern PacifiCorp's transmission system, and that its filing neither prevents nor requires
the extension of reciprocity to other entities joining the EIM. Finally, PacifiCorp
reiterates that its proposal is not a discount or waiver, does not enable "free riders," and
that transmission revenue recovery will be fully compensated by PacifiCorp's existing
transmission rates.213

Commission Determination

124. PacifiCorp does not have a comparable exit or entrance fee such as CAISO's that
can be waived for EIM transactions. While PacifiCorp supports CAISO's proposal to
waive CAISO's transfer fee for EIM transactions, PacifiCorp is not proposing any
reciprocal tariff language to that effect because the waiver of a CAISO fee is more
appropriately addressed in CAISO's EIM filing. Accordingly, the arguments raised by
commenters in this proceeding with respect to CAISO's waiver of the EIM transfer fee
and any future stakeholder discussion are beyond the scope of PacifiCorp's EIM
proposal. Notwithstanding, we note that the Commission is addressing this issue in the
concurrent order being issued on CAISO's EIM proposal in Docket No. ER14-1386-000.

c. External Resource Participation

Background

125. PacifiCorp proposes to allow generating resources that are not physically located
within the metered boundaries of one of PacifiCorp's BAAs to become an EIM
Participating Resource if that resource implements a pseudo-tie into a PacifiCorp BAA,
arranges for transmission service over any third-party system to transfer the power to
PacifiCorp's BAA, and secures transmission service on PacifiCorp's transmission
system.214

212 PacifiCorp Answer at 28-29.

213 Id. at 29-33.

214 PacifiCorp Transmittal Letter at 32.
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126. CAISO notes in its comments that its proposed tariff revisions permit EIM Entities
to determine the eligibility requirements for resources to participate in the EIM. In
addition, CAISO states that it understands PacifiCorp's decision to refrain from opening
its interties to economic bidding at the commencement of the EIM, but appreciates
PacifiCorp's willingness to explore this option after it has gained operational
experience.215 Iberdrola expresses support for PacifiCorp's decision not to expand the
EIM to include new intertie boundaries for other ISO markets, arguing that efforts to
expand the EIM's footprint at this time are unnecessary and would only further
complicate PacifiCorp's already-substantial undertaking.216

127. WPTF requests that the Commission direct PacifiCorp to begin a stakeholder
process no later than 12 months after the EIM commences to address the feasibility of
expanding the ability of external resources to participate either through dynamic
scheduling or through the expansion of CAISO's 15-minute market to PacifiCorp's
boundaries.217 NIPPC characterizes it as regrettable that most independent power
producers outside of California cannot participate in the initial iteration of the EIM due to
the fact that the EIM is limited to BAAs and asks that the Commission monitor and
encourage CAISO and PacifiCorp to expand the EIM to enable independent power
producers located in WECC to participate. 218

128. Grant County PUD believes that the requirement that external resources must use
a pseudo- tie to transact in the EIM is an artificial barrier to entry and that PacifiCorp has
failed to justify excluding potential market participants from participating in CAISO's
15-minute market at PacifiCorp's intertie boundaries.219 Grant County PUD argues that
static schedules could be used in the 15-minute market to import power into PacifiCorp
and that there would be no need for Grant County PUD to pay a PacifiCorp transmission

215 -CAI SO Comments at 6.

216 Iberdrola Comments at 7.

217 WPFT Comments at 6-7.

218 NIPPC Comments at 3.

219 Grant County PUD Comments at 3.
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charge for the EIM, as PacifiCorp would be using its system to move the EIM energy to
clear its imbalances.22°

Answer

129. PacifiCorp reiterates that it intends to study the feasibility of incorporating15-minutemarket features at the interties, but argues that being tied to a timetable for
initiating a stakeholder process would be both unduly burdensome and inconsistent with
CAISO's EIM tariff amendment, which does not require EIM Entities to provide access
to the 15-minute market.221 PacifiCorp also notes that the Commission has previously
found the use of a pseudo-tie approach to be just and reasonable in the context of SPP's
Energy Imbalance Service market.222

Commission Determination

130. We conditionally accept PacifiCorp's treatment of external resources as filed,
subject to PacifiCorp eliminating from its OATT the requirement that participating
resources in the EIM pay for transmission service in addition to any transmission rate that
they incur as a PacifiCorp transmission customer, as discussed herein. We find that
PacifiCorp's proposal to require that external resources implement a pseudo-tie
arrangement to electrically move from the external BAA to PacifiCorp's BAA is
consistent with the Commission's acceptance of a similar arrangement in the SPP's
Energy Imbalance Service market requiring that external resources use a pseudo-tie in
order to participate in that market.223 We agree with PacifiCorp that allowing external
resources to participate in CAISO's 15-minute market as proposed by Grant County PUD
is an expansion of the scope of the EIM and is not necessary for PacifiCorp's proposal to
be found just and reasonable and not unduly discriminatory.

131. We will not require a timetable for PacifiCorp to begin a stakeholder process to
address the feasibility to expand the EIM to include dynamic schedules or bring CAISO's

220 Id.

221 PacifiCorp Answer at 55-56.

222 Id. at 55 (citing Southwest Power Pool, Inc., 123 FERC 1161,062, at P 24
(2008)).

223
Southwest Power Pool, Inc., 123 FERC 1161,062 at P 24 ("The Commission

finds that SPP's choice of the pseudo-tie approach over dynamic scheduling is just and
reasonable.")
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15-minute market to PacifiCorp's boundaries as requested by WPTF. We expect with
additional EIM experience that PacifiCorp will seek to add additional participants or
products to its boundaries to increase load and resource diversity, transfer capability, and
flexible generation resources in the market, but we believe that it is premature, at this
time, to direct PacifiCorp to initiate a stakeholder process. We encourage PacifiCorp to
follow through with its commitment to explore this issue with stakeholders.

d. Use of Transmission Service for EIM Transactions

Background

132. PacifiCorp explains that, under proposed sections 3.1 and 8.7.2.1 of Attachment T,
network transmission customers may elect either to: (1) utilize their network service and
continue to be billed for transmission based upon their monthly network load, plus any
output of designated network resources participating in the EIM; or (2) use point-to-point
transmission service under an umbrella service agreement for non-firm point-to-point
transmission service and pay the hourly rate, on an after-the-fact basis, when
dispatched.224 The customer initially makes this election when it submits its application
to become a PacifiCorp EIM Participating Resource, and may change its election on a

quarterly basis. In addition, PacifiCorp proposes that network customers using point-to-

point transmission service to participate in the EIM be required to un-designate network
resources to be bid into the EIM, but that network customers using network integration
service to participate in the EIM need not un-designate their network resources (as a
network resource would otherwise be required in order to make off-system sales).225

133. PacifiCorp also proposes to charge both network and point-to-point transmission
customers that receive a dispatch instruction and the dispatch operating point exceeds the
transmission customer's reserved capacity, for any amount of the dispatch operating point
in excess of the transmission customer's reserved capacity.226 In the case of network
customers, depending upon whether they are using network or non-firm point-to-point
transmission service for EIM transactions, that delta would be added to either their
monthly network load or would be charged to them at the non-firm point-to-point
transmission rate.

224 PacifiCorp Transmittal Letter at 30-32.

225 Id. at 31, 66.

226 Id. at 34; Proposed OATT Attachment T, section 8.7.2.2.
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134. In addition, PacifiCorp proposes not to pass through to PacifiCorp transmission
customers the costs associated with unaccounted for energy and the marginal loss
Component of LMP. Instead, PacifiCorp proposes to apply the loss factors in its OATT
Schedule 10 and to use the Hourly Pricing Proxy to determine the charges for its
transmission customers.

Comments

135. Redding requests that the Commission clarify whether PacifiCorp's proposal to
permit customers to use network service for participation in the EIM is consistent with
Commission precedent, which limits the use of network integration transmission service
to serving native load.227

136. BPA supports PacifiCorp's proposal to allow designated network resources to
participate in the EIM, but argues that PacifiCorp's proposal to bill network customers
using network service based upon their monthly network load, plus any output of
designated network resources participating in the EIM, will cause unintended market
effects, encourage gaming, and result in discriminatory distribution of EIM transmission
costs.228 BPA contends that PacifiCorp's proposal provides an incentive for network
customers to participate in the EIM based upon the likelihood ofbeing dispatched in
coincidence with the system peak load, rather than based upon the economics of their
resources and the market (e.g., customers would reduce EIM dispatches during system
peak in order to minimize or avoid EIM transmission charges). BPA thus requests that
the Commission direct PacifiCorp to revise proposed section 8.7.2.2 such that all EIM
dispatches from designated network resource are charged after-the- fact based on actual
use at the non-firm point-to-point transmission rate.229 On the other hand, rather than
avoid EIM transmission charges, Xcel argues that the most efficient network resources
might actually pay more for network transmission service as they will be dispatched more
often and would be added to the transmission customer's network load.230

137. Tri-State asserts that PacifiCorp is essentially offering its EIM point-to-point
transmission customers the equivalent ofnetwork transmission service for the hourly

227 Redding Comments at 10 (citing PacifiCorp, 118 FERC 1161,026, at P 8

(2007); MidAmerican Energy Co., 112 FERCI61,346 (2005)).

228 BPA Comment and Protest at 15-20.

229 Id. at 19-20.

230 Xcel Comments at 5.
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non-firm price, and questions how PacifiCorp will keep track ofwhether EIM
transmission customers are operating within their capacity reservations.231 Tri-State
argues that, similar to the exemption from inter-EIM wheeling charges, this proposal may
be unduly discriminatory and may encourage entities to lean on the EIM to serve load
rather than to rely on day-ahead markets or longer-term bilateral transactions.

138. Powerex uses five hypothetical situations to illustrate its contention that
PacifiCorp's proposal is discriminatory and affords unduly preferential treatment to
certain customers that may pay more or less depending upon certain circumstances.232

139. UAMPS believes that PacifiCorp's network transmission customer pricing option
will result in excess transmission charges to network customers that participate in the
EIM. Network transmission service that is used for EIM transactions will be billed at the
greatest positive dispatch operating point, which is a five minute interval, thus, if a

transmission customer dispatched its resource between 60 and 100 megawatts (MW) over
the course of the hour, it would see an additional 100 MW added to its monthly network
load even though network load is averaged over the hour (80 MW) thereby resulting in an
excess transmission charge to the customers.233 UAMPS raises a similar argument with
respect to non-firm point-to-point transmission service. In addition, UAMPS argues that
based upon its interpretation of section 1.11B of PacifiCorp's Attachment T, the billing
determinant for network transmission customers participating in EIM transactions will be
the expected dispatch operating point rather than the actual operating point, thereby
overcharging customers that do not meet their dispatch point.

140. Deseret believes that network customers (and those taking similar grandfathered
network- like service) should be permitted to change their election as to how they will be
charged for EIM transmission service for their EIM resources on a monthly, rather than
quarterly, basis, which would facilitate more widespread participation from eligible
customers.234

231 Tri-State Protest at 1 7- 1 9.

232 Powerex Protest at 44 - 51.

233 UAMPS Comments at 11-12.

234 Deseret Comments at 8-9.
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141. PacifiCorp acknowledges that its proposal is not consistent with traditional
network transmission service but asserts that its proposal is superior to the pro forma
OATT in light of the numerous benefits of the EIM.235 PacifiCorp also states that the
Commission has previously supported the use of network transmission service for all
customers participating in an imbalance market.236 PacifiCorp argues that BPA's
concerns regarding discriminatory distribution of EIM transmission costs and potential
gaming are unfounded. PacifiCorp asserts that its proposal is a reasonable means to
ensure that EIM resources contribute to their share ofPacifiCorp's transmission system
costs and that a transmission customer may select the OATT transmission service to
participate in the E1M that best suits its needs. Finally, PacifiCorp argues that its
proposal does not shift costs to more efficient resources; rather, it ensures that resources
that choose to participate in the EIM will pay appropriately for the transmission they
utilize. PacifiCorp declines to adopt Deseret's requested modification, claiming that
processing monthly changes in election would be administratively burdensome and has
not been shown, at this time, to be commercially or operationally necessary..237

142. Additionally, PacifiCorp clarifies that EIM participation using firm point-to-point
transmission service requires an umbrella service agreement for non-firm point-to-point
transmission service because these customers will be charged the hourly rate for non-firm
point-to-point transmission service on an after-the-fact basis to the extent the EIM
transaction causes the customer to exceed its reserved capacity.238 PacifiCorp asserts that
its proposal with respect to point-to-point transmission service is just and reasonable
because it will encourage participation in the EIM, and because all similarly situated
transmission customers will receive the same treatment.239

143. Lastly, PacifiCorp answers that UAMPS's assertions point out some differences
between how transmission charges are applied today for traditional transmission use
associated with integrated hourly loads under the OATT; however, these differences do

235 PacifiCorp Answer at 58-62.

236 Id. at 60 n.171 (citing section 28.6 of the Midcontinent Independent System
Operator, Inc. tariff and section 30.4 of the SPP tariff).

2371d. at 64-65.

238 Id. at 65 -66.

239 Id. at 66-67.
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not render PacifiCorp's EIM transmission charges unjust or unreasonab1e.24° PacifiCorp
contends that its proposal to base EIM transmission charges on the greatest positive
dispatch operating point is a reasonable proposal for EIM participation and that the
proposed billing determinant is a reasonable means of ensuring that PacifiCorp EIM
Participating Resources do not free ride. In addition, PacifiCorp asserts that its proposal
not to pro-rate transmission charges to sub-hourly increments is also consistent with
PacifiCorp's implementation of 30-minute and 15-minute transmission scheduling.

Commission Determination

144. We reject PacifiCorp's proposal to require that participating resources in the EIM
pay for transmission service in addition to any transmission rates that they regularly incur
as a PacifiCorp transmission customer. We direct PacifiCorp to submit a compliance
filing within 30 days after the date of issuance of this order to revise its OATT to
eliminate the additional transmission charge for EIM transactions for participating
resources, as discussed herein.

145. The Commission finds that PacifiCorp's proposal to require EIM resources to
purchase additional transmission service to participate in the EIM would result in double
recovery of transmission costs. An EIM resource located in PacifiCorp's BAA and that
is charged for non-firm point-to-point transmission service will include that cost in its
EIM offer price. As a result, if an EIM resource located in PacifiCorp's BAA utilizes
PacifiCorp's non-firm point-to-point transmission service option and is dispatched to
serve load in PacifiCorp's BAA, that load will be charged for its network transmission
service and the additional transmission service that the EIM resource was required to
purchase to sell into the EIM, essentially double-charging load in PacifiCorp.
PacifiCorp's rationale that an EIM resource should contribute to its share of PacifiCorp's
transmission system costs ignores the fact that the associated transmission costs will be
included in the LMPs paid to EIM resources and paid by network load such that EIM
resources would make no net payment for transmission service and network load would
pay for transmission service twice. PacifiCorp's transmission formula rate will not return
all of the non-firm transmission revenue to network customers due to the fact that firm
point-to-point transmission customers will have to factor the non-firm point-to-point
transmission rate in their bid as well due to the risk that these customers may be
dispatched beyond their reservation and thus subject to the non-firm transmission rate on
an after-the-fact basis. In this instance, if the firm point-to-point transmission customer
stays within its transmission reservation, PacifiCorp will not collect any non-firm
transmission revenues from that customer to credit against next year's revenue

240 Id. at 61.
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requirement, but the network load will end up paying that additional transmission charge
nonetheless.

146. In addition, PacifiCorp's proposal to charge for transmission service in association
with participation in the EIM is in conflict with the proposal by CAISO to have
reciprocal transmission rates for the EIM, which we accept in the concurrently issued
order on CAISO's EIM proposal. CAISO proposes to assess transmission charges only
in the BAA where the EIM energy sinks. In the CAISO BAA, load, which will include
EIM Transfers originating in PacifiCorp, will continue to pay the CAISO transmission
access charge; however, CAISO proposes to waive its wheeling access charge, normally
charged on exports from CAISO, on EIM Transfers to PacifiCorp. If PacifiCorp requires
E1M resources to purchase transmission service to participate in the E1M then that cost of
transmission will be included in the energy bids of those resources. In effect, a

participant purchasing EIM energy in CAISO from PacifiCorp would pay the CAISO
transmission access charge and the PacifiCorp transmission charge embedded in the
energy bid of the PacifiCorp resource. However, a participant purchasing EIM energy in
PacifiCorp from CAISO would only pay the PacifiCorp transmission charge as CAISO
does not propose to assess transmission charges to resources participating in the EIM.
This results in similarly situated EIM participants being treated differently within the
EIM footprint and is therefore unduly discriminatory.

147. Another concern with PacifiCorp's approach is that network customers utilizing
the network load ratio share approach for billing have a strong incentive to sell into the
EIM when their network load is low relative to the times when their network load is high.
Under this circumstance, the network customer may not pay for EIM transmission service
while an EIM resource that has elected to participate in the EIM using non- firm point-to-

point transmission service would always pay the non-firm point-to-point transmission
rate. PacifiCorp's proposal is inconsistent with Commission policy241 and is unduly
discriminatory in that network customers that choose not to participate in the EIM would
not be afforded the same ability to use network service for off-system sales.

148. In addition, the Commission does not agree that network resources should be
required to undesignate to participate in the EIM. Undesignation of network resources is
required to allow unused available transmission capacity to be released for use by other
potential transmission customers.242 But here, the EIM will dispatch EIM resources

241
See, e.g., Westar Energy, Inc., 142 FERC ¶ 61,066, at P 4 (2013) (approving

stipulation and consent agreement resolving Westar Energy Inc.'s use of secondary
network integration service for the purchase ofenergy to facilitate off-system sales); and
section 28.6 of the Commission's pro forma OATT.

242 Order No. 890, FERC Stats. & Regs. ¶ 31,241 at PP 1534, 1549.
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based on a real-time model of the transmission system and will utilize any unused
transmission, whether firm or non-firm, to allow EIM resources to provide imbalance
energy. Therefore, there would not be a need for network resources to undesignate for
the EIM to function properly. This approach is consistent with PacifiCorp's proposed
change to the definition of "Network Resource," which would carve out an exception for
the output of a network resource associated with an EIM dispatch instruction.

149. Furthermore, the EIM will only dispatch resources that are already running,
meaning that all resources in the EIM will have an existing transmission reservation
corresponding to their transactions prior to being dispatched in the MM. Accordingly, as

a prerequisite ofparticipating in the EIM, PacifiCorp should require that EIM
Participating Resources in PacifiCorp's BAAs must be a PacifiCorp transmission
customer. Under a traditional OATT structure, a customer would not pay additional
transmission charges for imbalance energy and would only pay charges under Schedule 4
and Schedule 9. The EIM is an alternative means of providing and charging for services
similar to Schedule 4 and Schedule 9 and PacifiCorp does not provide a credible
argument to justify charging participating resources for additional transmission related to
EIM transactions.

e. OATT Schedules 4 and 9

Background

150. PacifiCorp proposes to change its OATT Schedule 4 (Energy Imbalance Service)
and Schedule 9 (Generator Imbalance Service) to settle energy imbalances using the EIM
LMP for all of its customers, regardless of that customer's participation in the EIM.
Currently, PacifiCorp derives the cost of its imbalance services from an Hourly Pricing
Proxy based on average delivered energy prices from the California-Oregon Border, Four
Corners, Mid-Columbia, and Palo Verde. PacifiCorp proposes to replace this Hourly
Pricing Proxy with LMPs from the E1M. PacifiCorp claims that the use ofLMPs more
accurately reflects its cost for providing imbalance services through Schedule 4 and
Schedule 9. PacifiCorp also proposes to remove its three-tiered penalties for Schedule 4
and Schedule 9 imbalances.2' Lastly, PacifiCorp will still allow its customers to self-

provide energy imbalance services.

243 PacifiCorp's OATT currently has penalty tiers of (1) +1- 1.5 percent, (2) +1- 1.5

up to 7.5 percent, and (3) greater than +1- 7.5 with applicable MW minimums for each
tier.
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151. Commenters request that PacifiCorp retain the three-tiered imbalance penalties
found in the pro forma OATT. Certain commenters request that the first tier of
imbalance penalties, the 1.5 percent band, should remain in place so that transmission
customers can net their minor deviations over the month instead of financially settling all
deviations within that band.244 Additionally, commenters claim that the lack of the three
tiers of imbalance penalties removes an incentive for transmission customers to
accurately schedule their transmission use.245

152. Commenters claim that the use of the EIM LMP will only reflect the cost of
imbalance energy provided by generators participating in the EIM and that participation
in the EIM will mostly be from PacifiCorp generation.246 Commenters claim that there is
no guarantee that PacifiCorp will bid its most economical resources into the EIM. This
can expose transmission customers to potentially unjust and unreasonable prices
compared to the more liquid trading hubs currently used to determine imbalance charges
for Schedule 4 and Schedule 9.

153. Finally, commenters argue that transmission customers will not have the same
protections from imbalance charges under PacifiCorp's proposed changes compared to
the current Schedule 4 and Schedule 9. Specifically, a transmission customer (or
generator) has no way to shield itself from high LMPs due to transmission congestion.247

154. WPTF highlights a concern with the language of Schedule 9. According to
WPTF, the schedule does not correctly apply charges and payments to generators.248
WPTF indicates that it has raised this issue with PacifiCorp and that PacifiCorp has
agreed to correct the language.

155. CAISO contends that it is unclear under what circumstances a non-participating
resource in the EIM would be paid the instructed imbalance energy price under

244 SoCal Edison Comments at 5.

245 Powerex Protest at 37.

2461d. at 33.

247 Deseret Comments at 19 and 22.

248 WPTF Comments at 7-9.
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PacifiCorp's proposed OATT amendment.249 According to CAISO, a non-participating
resource's schedule change that is properly reflected in the 15-minute market schedule by
the EIM Entity will be settled by CAISO as instructed imbalance energy. CAISO
requests that PacifiCorp confirm its understanding that non-participating resources will
be paid the instructed imbalance energy price pursuant to Schedule 9.

Answer

156. PacifiCorp states that it supports CAISO's interpretation and confirms that
resources that participate in the EIM will be settled directly with CAISO for the services
they provide, and not under Schedule 9 of PacifiCorp's OATT, while loads and non-

participating resources (including imports and exports) will continue to be settled under
Schedules 4 and 9 of PacifiCorp's OATT, respectively.250 PacifiCorp will make
consistent changes to its OATT on compliance if directed by the Commission.

157. Regarding the removal of the three-tiered imbalance penalties, PacifiCorp states
that the use of the EIM five-minute dispatch, along with CAISO's 15-minute real-time
unit commitment, will allow the EIM to produce LMPs that reflect the true cost of
imbalance deviations without the need for a penalty component.251 Additionally,
PacifiCorp points to Order No. 890-A, where the Commission stated that the use of
five-minute dispatch in organized markets causes transmission customers and generators
to minimize their deviations from operator instructions.252

158. Regarding the use of the EIM LMP instead of the Hourly Pricing Proxy to set

prices for Schedule 4 and Schedule 9, PacifiCorp states that the Commission has found
the use of LMPs to be just and reasonable as a pricing system that provides a transparent
price signal reflecting the marginal cost to supply energy at specific locations.253
Additionally, PacifiCorp points to previous Commission orders stating that LMP market
designs promote efficient use of the transmission grid, encourage the use of lowest-cost
generation, and allow the grid operator to operate the grid more reliably.

249 CAISO Comments at 14-15.

250 PacifiCorp Answer at 86.

251 Id. at 88-89.

252 id. at 89 (citing Order No. 890-A, FERC Stats. & Regs. ¶ 31,261 at P 270).

253 Id. at 87 (citing Cal. Indep. Sys. Operator Corp., 116 FERC ¶ 61,274, at PP 62,
64 (2006), order on reh'g, 119 FERC ¶ 61,076 (2007)).
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-159.Finally, PacifiCorp agrees with WPTF's suggested revisions to Schedule 9 and
will make the correction in a compliance filing.254

Commission Determination

160. We conditionally accept PacifiCorp's proposed revisions to Schedules 4 and 9,
subject to the further compliance filing directed herein. We find that PacifiCorp's
proposal to charge for Schedule 4 and Schedule 9 imbalance service using the EIM LMP
more accurately reflects the cost ofproviding that service by PacifiCorp. PacifiCorp's
current approach ofusing a proxy price to determine imbalance energy costs using four
liquid trading hubs only provides a proxy for PacifiCorp's actual cost ofproviding
imbalance energy, whereas the EIM LMP will reflect the actual cost that PacifiCorp pays
for imbalance service. While the EIM may not be as liquid as the four trading hubs used
in the proxy price, commenters have not provided evidence to persuade the Commission
that the EIM will not be competitive with the combination of CAISO and PacifiCorp.
Moreover, in the order on CAISO's EIM filing issued concurrently in Docket No. ER14-
1386-000, we note that bidding into the EIM will be subject to CAISO's Department of
Market Monitoring review and mitigation and as discussed in this order, we are directing
PacifiCorp to submit a change in status filing to justify PacifiCorp's continued authority
to sell at market-based rates in the EIM. PacifiCorp's bidding behavior in the EIM will
be closely monitored by both CAISO's Department of Market Monitoring and the
Commission.

161. Requests by commenters that PacifiCorp retain the three-tiered penalties for
imbalances are not persuasive. While commenters point out that the Commission
instituted the penalty tiers to incentivize accurate scheduling by transmission
customers—specifically, that "the charges must provide an incentive for accurate
scheduling, such as by increasing the percentage of the adder above (and below)
incremental cost as the deviations become larger"255—the Commission has accepted
alternatives to the deviation band approach. We have found the real-time LMP for
imbalances to be an adequate inducement for the customer to act rationally in an energy
market and that uninstructed deviation penalties provide additional incentives to keep
actual energy flows close to scheduling parameters.256 Here, PacifiCorp's proposal is to
charge for imbalance service using the EIM LMP, which we find above to more

254 Id. at 85-86.

255 Order No. 890, FERC Stats. & Regs. ¶ 31,241 at P 663.

256 See, e.g., Midwest Indep. Transmission Sys. Operator, Inc., 111 FERC
'1161,053, at P 197 (2005).
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accurately reflect the cost ofproviding imbalance service by PacifiCorp. Accordingly,
PacifiCorp's proposal is just and reasonable.

162. While we accept the use of the EIM LMP for Schedule 4 and Schedule 9, we are
concerned that the continued use of the Hourly Pricing Proxy for Schedule 10 is
inconsistent with the use of the EIM LMP in Schedule 4 and Schedule 9. Therefore, we
direct PacifiCorp to revise its Schedule 10 to financially settle losses using the full LMP
in place of the Hourly Pricing Proxy.

163. In addition, we direct PacifiCorp to submit a compliance filing within 30 days
after the date of issuance of this order to submit the clarifications regarding the concerns
raised by WPTF and CAISO, as discussed above.

f. EIM Fees in Schedule 1

Backaround

164. PacifiCorp proposes to revise OATT Schedule 1 (Scheduling, System Control and
Dispatch Service) in order to pass through the $0.19/MWh administrative charge that
CAISO proposes to collect from PacifiCorp for its participation in the EIM as an EIM
Entity, along with several other EIM-related administrative fees.257

Comments

165. Powerex argues that PacifiCorp has not supported its proposal to include CAISO's
EIM administrative charge of $0.19/MWh along with three Scheduling Coordinator fees
in PacifiCorp's Schedule 1 that will be charged to all transmission customers based upon
their reserved capacity of PacifiCorp facilities.258 Powerex contends that CAISO's
administrative fee is charged on each MWh of both demand and supply imbalances; thus,
Powerex argues, the charges to PacifiCorp rise and fall in direct proportion to
PacifiCorp's transmission customers' energy imbalances.259 Powerex states that, despite
that direct correlation to supply and demand, PacifiCorp will allocate the aforementioned

257 PacifiCorp Transmittal Letter at 44-46. PacifiCorp states that these
administrative costs do not include its implementation payments to CAISO under the
Implementation Agreement and amendment for CAISO's costs in establishing the EIM,
which will be booked to FERC Account No. 303, intangible assets, and allocated using
the "Wage and Salary" allocator. Id. at 46.

258 Powerex Protest at 19.

2591d. at 19-20.
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charges to all transmission customers based upon reserved transmission capacity,
including transmission customers that do not participate in the EIM and have no role in
causing PacifiCorp to incur these costs. Powerex asserts that PacifiCorp's reference to
vague, unsubstantiated reliability benefits does not justify assessing these costs to all
transmission customers and requests that PacifiCorp be directed to allocate these costs
solely to load and generation imbalances.2"

166. Deseret is concerned that 100 percent of the EIM fees may be booked to FERC
Account No. 561, which would be recovered solely through Schedule 1 of PacifiCorp's
OATT. Deseret contends that the function of the EIM extends well beyond what is
required to schedule and control transmission service. Deseret believes that a portion of
E1M costs should be recovered based upon the capacity of E1M Participating
Resources.261

167. BPA is concerned that PacifiCorp will include start-up costs associated with
metering and communication equipment necessary for EIM participation by PacifiCorp's
load and resources into PacifiCorp's transmission formula rate, despite early assurances
from PacifiCorp that these costs will be borne by PacifiCorp Energy. BPA argues that
these capital costs should not be included in transmission rates and that PacifiCorp's
transmission customers are not beneficiaries of the EIM that will be operated by
CAIS0.262 BPA notes that third party resources that elect to participate in the EIM will
have to bear these capital costs, and thus there is no basis for PacifiCorp to socialize these
costs to transmission customers.

Answer

168. PacifiCorp notes that none of its transmission customers self-supply imbalance
energy; thus, all of PacifiCorp's transmission customers take imbalance service from
PacifiCorp under Schedules 4 and/or 9.263 Therefore, PacifiCorp states, by extension,
these customers make use of EIM services. In addition, PacifiCorp states that these same
customers will benefit from: (1) the qualitative benefits provided by the EIM; (2) the
revenue credits generated by the EIM; and (3) the additional supply opportunities

260 Id. at 20-21.

261 Deseret Protest at 23 -24.

262 BPA Comment and Protest at 6.

263 PacifiCorp Answer at 76.
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provided by the EIM.264 According to PacifiCorp, Powerex's arguments are flawed and
not consistent with cost-causation principles.

169. In response to Deseret, PacifiCorp explains that the implementation payments
made by PacifiCorp to CAISO are not included in Schedule 1. PacifiCorp asserts that,
while a portion of these costs may be included in PacifiCorp's annual transmission
formula rate filin.g, customers already have a mechanism to challenge the costs that go
into that filing.26 PacifiCorp also notes that it responded to the concerns raised by BPA
in the stakeholder process and clarified that capital costs associated with metering and
communications for PacifiCorp's own loads and resources will not be included in
PacifiCorp's transmission rates.2"

Commission Determination

170. We accept PacifiCorp's proposal regarding the recovery of EIM administrative
fees through Schedule 1 of its OATT. The benefits of the EIM to PacifiCorp cannot be
realized without incurring administrative charges from CAISO's implementation of the
EIM. PacifiCorp will be submitting forecast data to CAISO on behalfof all transmission
and interconnection customers, which CAISO will use to dispatch and settle its real-time
market. The administrative fee for this service, charged by CAISO to PacifiCorp, is
properly considered as a Scheduling, System Control and Dispatch Service and
appropriately included in Schedule 1 of its OATT. Powerex's argument that the amount
of the administrative charge assessed to PacifiCorp is solely related to the amount of
supply and load imbalance is not accurate. Absent any imbalance, CAISO would still
assess an administrative charge based upon five percent of the total gross absolute value
ofboth supply and demand of all EIM market participants. In the case of PacifiCorp, that
value would include non-participating transmission customers.267 Thus, even customers
that do not use the EIM potentially cause PacifiCorp to incur EIM administrative charges
on their behalf Therefore, we are not persuaded by Powerex's argument.

171. We note that in the order issued concurrently in the CAISO EIM proceeding in
Docket No. ER14-1386-000, the Commission has accepted CAISO's proposed EIM
administrative charge as being allocated to EIM market participants. Accordingly, it is

2641d. at 83.

2651d at 85.

266 Id.

267
See CAISO Tariff, proposed section 29.1 1(i)(2)(i) and (ii).
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appropriate that PacifiCorp pass through the just and reasonable EIM administrative
charge in PacifiCorp's OATT Schedule 1 as all of PacifiCorp's transmission
interconnection customers cause PacifiCorp, as the EIM Entity, to incur these costs on
their behalf.

172. In addition, if PacifiCorp registers its generation as an EIM Participating
Resource, each resource will be directly assigned CAISO's administrative charge, which
could remove a large portion of the administrative charges being flowed through under
Schedule 1 of PacifiCorp's OATT. Lastly, the three administrative charges noted by
Powerex relate to a one-time $5,000 Scheduling Coordinator application fee,268 an

additional $500/month fee for each additional Scheduling Coordinator Identification
Code,269 and a $1,000/month Scheduling Coordinator Identification Code charge for each
month the Scheduling Coordinator has market activity.270 Assuming PacifiCorp uses two
Scheduling Coordinator Identification Codes (one each for PacifiCorp East and
PacifiCorp West), after the initial one-time application fee, PacifiCorp would be assessed
and flow through under Schedule 1, approximately $2,500/month in Scheduling
Coordinator charges. The three administrative fees that PacifiCorp proposes to pass
through in Schedule 1 are fees that currently are on file with the Commission as part of
CAISO's tariff. Powerex has not demonstrated that CAISO's existing tariff is unjust or
unreasonable, nor has Powerex demonstrated that the three administrative fees flowing
through Schedule 1 are burdensome. Therefore, Powerex's arguments that PacifiCorp
has not supported its proposed flow through of these charges in Schedule 1 are

unpersuasive.

173. In response to the concerns raised by BPA and Deseret, we direct PacifiCorp to
identify and document each EIM-related charge in in its annual transmission formula rate
filing in which it proposes to collect EIM related start-up charges, to ensure that
PacifiCorp is properly classifying start-up and capital costs to generation, transmission,
common plant, etc. as appropriate.

268 PacifiCorp Transmittal Letter at 45 n.90.

269 Id. at n.91.

270 Id. at n.92.
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g. Collection of CAISO Charges by PacifiCorp

Background

174. PacifiCorp proposes to sub-allocate the following CAISO charges to its
transmission customers on the basis ofMeasured Demand: (1) flexible ramping
constraint charges pursuant to proposed section 29.11(g) of CAISO's tariff;271 (2) real-

time bid cost recovery charges pursuant to proposed section 29.11(f) of CAISO's tariff;272
(3) real-time congestion offset pursuant to proposed section 29.11(e)(2) of CAISO's
tariff;273 and (4) real-time market neutrality and neutrality settlement charges pursuant to
proposed sections 29.11(e)(3) and 29.11(e)(5) of CAISO's tariff, respectively
(collectively, EIM Uplift Charges).274 Measured Demand consists of metered load
volumes, including losses, and e-Tagged export volumes, including losses.275 In addition,
PacifiCorp proposes to allocate CAISO charges for over- and under-scheduling load
based upon the transmission customer's imbalance ratio share.

Comments

175. Deseret contends that additional clarification is needed regarding the flow through
of imbalance charges in sections 8.4.1 and 8.4.2 ofAttachment T.276 Deseret notes that
the language of these sections in Attachment T contradicts its plain reading of Schedule
4. Deseret recommends that one consistent formula for calculating imbalance energy
charges should be used in both Attachment T and Schedule 4 and that it would be optimal
to have Attachment T simply reference Schedule 4.277 Deseret also contends that neither
Attachment T nor Schedule 4 address how charges or payments from CAISO to
PacifiCorp for energy imbalance will either flow through dollar for dollar to transmission

271 Id. at 51-52 (citing Proposed OATT Attachment T, section 8.5.6).

272 Id. at 53-54 (citing Proposed OATT Attachment T, section 8.5.5).

273 Id. at 52-53 (citing Proposed OATT Attachment T, section 8.5.2).

274 Id. at 52, 54 (citing Proposed OATT Attachment T, sections 8.5.1 and 8.5.4).

275 Proposed OATT, section 1.19C.

276 Deseret Comments at 10-12.

2771d
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customers via Schedule 4 or, if there is a difference, how that difference will either be
charged/credited to transmission customers or retained by PacifiCorp.278

176. Powerex argues that PacifiCorp's proposal to allocate CAISO load scheduling
penalties based upon a transmission customer's respective "imbalance ratio share" is an
undefined term and does not provide the Commission with sufficient detail to determine
whether the imbalance ratio share will provide the proper incentive for accurate
scheduling."'

177. Powerex also takes issue with PacifiCorp's proposal to allocate the EIM Uplift
Charges based upon Measured Demand. Powerex notes that CAISO' s flexible ramping
constraint charge reflects the cost of maintaining sufficient flexible (economic fast
ramping) capacity available to provide imbalance energy and these resources are
compensated for the net revenues they forego.28° Powerex argues that PacifiCorp's
proposed allocation ignores the fact that the greatest driver of flexible ramping capability
is the variable output ofvariable energy resources; however, Powerex argues that
PacifiCorp's proposal does not allocate this charge to generator imbalance contrary to
cost-causation principles. Powerex requests that PacifiCorp be required to explain why
the aforementioned costs are borne by Measured Demand instead of being charged to
Schedule 4 and 9 customers actually receiving energy imbalance service. z81 SoCal
Edison raises a similar concern to Powerex; however, SoCal Edison recognizes that its
proposal to adopt the 75/25 split used by CAISO would take time to implement and
SoCal Edison does not want to delay the EIM implementation date. Accordingly, SoCal
Edison asks the Commission to direct PacifiCorp to implement SoCal Edison's
recommendation within one year of initial EIM operation.282

178. Powerex contends that PacifiCorp's rationale that CAISO allocates bid cost
recovery charges based on Measured Demand is a false equivalence in that CAISO incurs
these costs as a result of centralized dispatch of the entirety of generation across multiple
markets in California while the EIM will be limited to a real-time imbalance market and a

subset ofunits serving the needs of entities that need imbalance service. Powerex

278

279 Powerex Protest at 40.

280 Id. at 21-22.

2811d. at 24.

282 SoCal Edison Comments at 8.
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requests that PacifiCorp be required to demonstrate why the allocation of EIM Bid Cost
Recovery charges to all loads and exports is just and reasonable instead of allocating the
costs to Schedules 4 and 9 customers.283

179. Powerex raises similar concerns and arguments with respect to PacifiCorp's
proposed allocation of CAISO real-time congestion offset charges to Measured
Demand.284 Powerex explains that CAISO's real-time congestion offset charge results
from two distinct congestion events: (1) the receipt of short-term transmission revenue;
and (2) the cost ofperforming reliability dispatch when schedules are infeasible.
Powerex explains that short-term transmission revenue occurs in an LMP market when
the total amount paid by consumers of real-time energy exceeds the total amounts
received by real-time energy suppliers (a credit). Powerex argues that under the OATT
framework, customers other than loads and exports pay for transmission service, but will
not receive this credit while there may be loads and exports that will get the credit but
they do not pay for transmission service (e.g., generators or a physical intermediary).
Powerex notes that the second congestion event, the cost of redispatch, is allocated to
native and network load under the existing OATT, and PacifiCorp has not explained the
rationale for deviating from long-standing Commission policy.28 Powerex requests that
the Commission reject PacifiCorp's assertions of reliability benefits and direct PacifiCorp
to develop an allocation of real-time congestion offset charges consistent with the distinct
circumstances that cause each to occur.

180. Lastly, Powerex repeats its concerns and arguments with respect to PacifiCorp's
proposed allocation of real-time neutrality charges and EIM neutrality settlement charges
on the basis ofMeasured Demand.286 Powerex contends that these charges relate solely
to operation of the EIM and real- time imbalances of loads and generators. Accordingly,
Powerex requests that the Commission reject PacifiCorp's proposed allocation and direct
PacifiCorp revise its proposal to allocate these charges to transmission customers who
cause imbalance costs or who otherwise receive benefits from receiving these services.

283 Powerex Protest at 26-27.

2" Id. at 27-30.

285 Id. at 29-30 (citing North Western Corp., 137 FERC ¶ 61,248, at P 30 (2011)).

2861d. at 31.
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181. In response to the arguments raised by Powerex and SoCal Edison regarding its
proposal for allocating CAISO's flexible ramping constraint charge in a different manner
than how CAISO assesses that chair to its customers, PacifiCorp again argues that its
allocation reflects data limitations.2 7 In addition, PacifiCorp contends that its proposal
needs to be viewed in the broader context that generators on CAISO's system pay certain
charges that they would not have to pay on PacifiCorp's system and vice versa. Thus, for
initial implementation purposes, PacifiCorp believes that its proposed allocation of
CAISO's flexible ramping constraint using Measured Demand is reasonable and that any
future changes to the allocation are best left to the stakeholder process after PacifiCorp
has more data.288

182. PacifiCorp notes that Deseret offered constructive suggestions to revise sections
8.4.1 and 8.4.2, and offers to revise sections 8.4.1 and 8.4.2 to clarify how each customer
will be assessed for over- and under-scheduling._ charges and to define the term
"imbalance ratio share," as noted by Powerex.'9 In addition, PacifiCorp clarifies that
PacifiCorp Energy will be a transmission customer under Schedules 4 and 9 and will be
allocated a share of EIM imbalance charges and penalties in the same manner as all the
other PacifiCorp transmission customers.290 PacifiCorp also states that there is no
contradiction between sections 8.4.1 and 8.4.2 with Schedule 4 as contended by Deseret.
PacifiCorp explains that the sections and Schedule 4 use the same set of data and that no
further clarification is required.

183. PacifiCorp argues that Powerex's concerns regarding allocating the EIM Uplift
Charges on the basis of Measured Demand is based upon the incorrect assumption that
certain customers do not take imbalance service and thus do not benefit from the EIM.
PacifiCorp asserts that Measured Demand is appropriate at the initiation of a new market
and that actual operational experience may show that certain charges are material and
could be compounded by certain market participants, at which time it may be appropriate
to revise PacifiCorp's proposed allocation of the EIM Uplift Charges.291

287 PacifiCorp Answer at 80.

2881d. at 82.

289 Id. at 78-79.

290 Id. at 79-80.

291 Id.
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184. We agree with PacifiCorp that Powerex's argument against the use ofMeasured
Demand to allocate these charges is based upon the faulty reasoning that the EIM
proposal is nothing more than a more complicated way to provide imbalance service
under Schedules 4 and 9 of PacifiCorp's OATT. The reality of the EIM is that it will
extend CAISO's security-constrained economic dispatch to PacifiCorp's BAAs, which is
analogous to CAISO's operation of its BAA, whereby load and supply is balanced on a

least cost basis along with resolving transmission congestion. The charges that CAISO
will be assessing to PacifiCorp are an integral part of CAISO's security-constrained
economic dispatch. Accordingly, it is reasonable for PacifiCorp to allocate the
aforementioned charges on the same basis as CAISO, i.e., Measured Demand. With
respect to the flexible ramping constraint charge, the Commission accepts PacifiCorp's
rationale that it does not currently have the data to allocate that charge in the same
manner as CAISO. However, we do agree that PacifiCorp should look into this issue as it
gains experience with the EIM. Accordingly, we direct PacifiCorp to submit a report to
the Commission 15 months after the commencement of the EIM analyzing whether
continued use of the Measured Demand allocation is appropriate for the flexible
ramping constraint charge and whether it now has sufficient operational data to use the
75/25 allocation factor used by CAISO.

185. In addition, we direct PacifiCorp to submit a compliance filing revising sections
8.4.1 and 8.4.2 within 30 days after the date of issuance of this order as proposed by
PacifiCorp in its answer. We find that PacifiCorp's proposed change clarifies how each
transmission customer will be allocated over- and under-scheduling charges.

h. Scheduling Timelines

Background

186. PacifiCorp's transmission customers will be required to submit forecast data
(schedules) to PacifiCorp as the UM Entity, which will be provided to CAISO as the
market operator so that CAISO can model and account for expected load, generation,
imports, and exports during the operating hour. The forecast data will be used as the
baseline to measure imbalance energy for purposes of settling EIM transactions.292

292 •

PacifiCorp Transmittal Letter at 28.
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187. Deseret argues that the timeframe for submitting schedules into the EIM will
increase costs to Schedule 4 and 9 transmission customers.293 According to Deseret, the
current scheduling practice on average uses load and resource forecasts that are no worse
than 55 minutes old and at best, 32.5 minutes old.294 While the EIM Business Practice
has yet to be developed, Deseret understands that load and resource forecasts will stretch
to 90 minutes old (based upon a requirement to submit schedules 55 minutes prior to the
operating hour (T-55)), which will expose transmission customers to additional cost
risks.295 Deseret argues that, to the extent a transmission customer's load forecast varies
after T-55, the transmission customer has two choices—it can leave its load/resource
forecast unchanged and pay/receive the difference between its base T-55 schedule and its
metered load at the Load Aggregation Point price or it can adjust its resource and
interchange schedules using PacifiCorp's Business Practice #48 (Intra-Hour
Transmission Scheduling) to better match its updated forecast and then pay/receive the
difference between its T-55 base schedule and its metered load at the Load Aggregation
Point price and receive/pay the difference between its T-55 base schedule and its metered
generation at the LMP generation (or interchange) node.296 Deseret argues that either
choice increases its cost risk to manage energy imbalances due to the effects of
congestion, the potential price spread between the Load Aggregation Point and LMP
price, and the lack of tools to mitigate that price spread.297

188. BPA also is concerned that the EIM scheduling timelines will create less accurate
load and resource schedules than the current practice. BPA states that, while
PacifiCorp's EIM proposal will allow for 15-minute scheduling, the schedules that will
be used for determining imbalances (and settlements) under Schedules 4 and 9 will be
forecasts provided by transmission customers 75 minutes before the operating hour and
the load schedules provided by CAISO 55 minutes before the operating hour.298 BPA
argues that changing the scheduling timeline from 20 minutes to 75 minutes or

293 Deseret Comments at 17-19.

2941d at 18.

295 Id

296 Id at 18-19.

297 Id. at 19.

298 BPA Comment and Protest at 7.
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55 minutes significantly increases imbalances and requires more capacity, which imposes
more costs on transmission customers.299 BPA suggests that more thought be given to
using a different set of schedules for determining imbalance charges.30°

Answers

189. PacifiCorp notes that the timelines required by CAISO and PacifiCorp are

necessary for CAISO's security-constrained economic dispatch to perform all the
necessary complex calculations to accurately estimate operations for the operating hour.
PacifiCorp asserts that maintaining the existing 20-minute scheduling timeline is simply
not workable in either CAISO's real-time energy imbalance market or CAISO's15-minutemarket.301 PacifiCorp contends that transmission customers have several options
available to minimize imbalance risks such as: (1) adjusting imports and/or exports in
anticipation of real-time changes in load (including on a 15-minute basis, which is
available on both CAISO's and PacifiCorp's transmission systems); (2) adjusting
generation, which would result in resource imbalance but could offset impacts of load
imbalance; and (3) participating in the EIM to offset imbalances.302

190. In response to Deseret's concerns that the scheduling timelines would increase
rather than reduce the cost of scheduling imbalance energy, CAISO agrees that the
timeframe for Deseret to revise its schedule would be reduced, but asserts this is a

necessary consequence of the operation of the 15-minute market run, which will provide
countervailing benefits.303 CAISO notes that its 15-minute market will economically
reschedule the entire system, thus ensuring that expected system conditions are met with
the most efficient resources. CAISO states that the Commission has recognized the
overall advantages provided by the 15-minute market and determined CAISO's approach
to be just and reasonable.3"

30° Id.

301 PacifiCorp Answer at 75.

3112 Id. at 76.

303 CAISO Answer at 10.

3°4 Id. at 9 (citing Cal. Indep. Sys. Operator Corp., 146 FERC If 61,204,
at PP 53 -54 (2014)).
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191. As previously noted, we find that PacifiCorp's filing and the EIM Benefits Study
adequately demonstrate that the EIM will provide both quantitative and qualitative
benefits to PacifiCorp's customers. Accordingly, in order to realize those benefits,
PacifiCorp and by extension, its transmission customers, must submit forecast data
consistent with the timelines established by CAISO in order for CAISO to run its
security-constrained economic dispatch. These are the same timelines applicable to
supply resources in CAISO's real-time market. Thus, we find that PacifiCorp's proposal
is just and reasonable and we therefore accept it. Neither Deseret nor BPA have
demonstrated that maintaining the status quo is a workable option for EIM forecasts in
the EIM.

i. EIM Market Suspension

Background

192. Under proposed section 10 ofAttachment T, PacifiCorp would have authority to
suspend its participation in the EIM (by requesting that CAISO prevent EIM Transfers,
separate the PacifiCorp BAAs from E1M operations, and suspend settlement of EIM
charges with respect to PacifiCorp, and then reverting to the currently-effective versions
of Schedules 4 and 9) if, during the initial 12 months of EIM operation, PacifiCorp
determines, after consultation with CAISO and CAISO's Department ofMarket
Monitoring, that there exist market design flaws that could be effectively remedied by
rule or tariff changes.305

Comments

193. While CAISO supports PacifiCorp's proposal as a prudent safeguard against
unforeseen consequences,306 PG&E and SoCal Edison argue that PacifiCorp should not
have the ability to unilaterally suspend EIM pricing and settlement except for
reliability?" SoCal Edison submits that PacifiCorp should be required to obtain CAISO

305 PacifiCorp Transmittal Letter at 61-64. PacifiCorp may also take corrective
actions if: (1) CAISO temporarily suspends the EIM; (2) PacifiCorp has submitted notice
that it is terminating its participation in the EIM; or (3) operational circumstances are
causing abnormal system conditions or communications between CAISO and PacifiCorp
have been disrupted.

306 CAISO Comments at 7-8.

SoCal Edison Comments at 8; PG&E Comments at 3-5.
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and the Department of Market Monitoring's concurrence before implementing this
procedure, while PG&E requests outright rejection of the provision. PG&E asserts that
PacifiCorp "should not be permitted to temporarily opt out of dispatch and settlement
through the EIM if it does not like the market results, without proper review and approval
by the Commission that temporary withdrawal is appropriate."3" PG&E further argues
that PacifiCorp should be satisfied that CAISO and the Department of Market Monitoring
will act decisively if market issues arise, and that EIM Entities are also protected by FPA
206 rights and the ability to leave the EIM on six months' notice.

Answer

194. PacifiCorp asserts that its proposal does not give it the option to suspend
participation in the EIM due to high prices that are justified by the present market
conditions, but rather will permit PacifiCorp to protect its customers from inefficient
prices directly resulting from the exploitation of a market design flaw.3" PacifiCorp
points to two recent occasions where CAISO made filings with the Commission to
correct market design flaws that resulted in strategic bidding, in Docket No. ER11 -4580-

000, or the exercise of market power, in Docket No. ER12-2539-000, and notes that
CAISO had no mechanism to mitigate the costs related to these design flaws pending
acceptance of these filings by the Commission.31° PacifiCorp also asserts that, contrary
to PG&E's assertions, the ability to file a complaint pursuant to section 206 of the FPA
will not adequately protect its customers, because the Commission provides only
prospective relief for issues of rate design.311 Likewise, PacifiCorp argues that exiting
the EIM should be reserved as a permanent, final action and does not provide an
appropriate solution for a correctable design flaw.312

195. PacifiCorp concedes, however, that it could only take corrective action in response
to a market design flaw with the concurrence of CAISO and CAISO's Department of
Market Monitoring, and agrees that the modifications to proposed section 10.3 of

3118 PG&E Comments at 5.

3" PacifiCorp Answer at 100.

310 Id. at 100-101.

311 Id. at 102 (citing Black Oak Energy, L.L.C. v. PJM Interconnection, L.L. C.,
139 FERC ¶ 61,111, at P 40 (2012)).

312 Id. at 103.
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Attachment T suggested by SoCal Edison present a reasonable compromise.
313

PacifiCorp states that it will make these revisions if directed by the Commission.

Commission Determination

196. We reject PacifiCmp's proposal to unilaterally suspend its participation in the
EIM due to a market design flaw and direct PacifiCorp to make a compliance filing,
within 30 days after the date of issuance of this order to remove proposed section 10.3(3)
ofAttachment T. While the Commission has permitted market operators to take
corrective actions to protect against market design flaws for limited periods at the start of
a new market,314 it is not appropriate for a market participant that joins an existing market
to have the authority to suspend its participation in that market if the market participant
detects a market design flaw during the first year ofparticipation.

197. Additionally, PacifiCorp has not demonstrated that this provision is necessary.
We appreciate PacifiCorp's concerns regarding protecting its customers, but it has other
options at its disposal to remedy a market design flaw in addition to the ability to leave
the EIM on six months' notice. For instance, if PacifiCorp detects a market design flaw
and brings that flaw to the attention of CAISO and its Department of Market Monitoring,
PacifiCorp need not sit idly by and wait for CAISO to file a tariff change correcting the
market design flaw. PacifiCorp could file a request for waiver of the EIM tariff
provisions and seek Commission authorization to separate from the EIM pending
implementation of tariff revisions addressing the design flaw. The Commission has
previously granted limited, one-time waivers of tariff provisions in order to remedy

313 Id. at 103- 104.

314
See New York lndep. Sys. Operator, Inc., 88 FERC ¶ 61,228, at 61,754-61,755

(1999) (authorizing the New York Independent System Operator, Inc. to take certain
emergency corrective actions to address "unintended design flaws which may require
immediate corrective actions" during initial operation of its market); Midwest Indep.
Transmission Sys. Operator, Inc., 108 FERC ¶ 61,163, at P 58, order on reh'g,
109 FERC 61,157, at PP 70-80 (2004), order on reh'g and order on proof, 111 FERC
¶ 61,448 (2005), order on reh'g and compliance, 113 FERC ¶ 61,081 (2005) (requiring
Midwest Independent Transmission System Operator, Inc. to file a plan to cutover to
decentralized power system operations in the event of an operational failure in connection
with the filing of its open access transmission and energy markets tariff); Southwest
Power Pool, Inc., 144 FERC II 61,224, at P 403 (2013) (approving a reversion plan in
connection with SPP's Integrated Marketplace, which permitted SPP to revert operations
to the original Energy Imbalance Service market during a 10-30 day window after the
market launch).
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concrete problems.315 Permitting PacifiCorp to unilaterally suspend its participation in
the EIM without Commission approval, however, would exceed the rights appropriately
afforded to market participants. Accordingly, we reject PacifiCorp's unsupported
section 10.3(3) of Attachment T.

4. Market Power Mitigation

Background

198. PacifiCorp has not proposed any revisions to its OATT related to market power
mitigation under the EIM. However, by participating in the EIM, PacifiCorp will be

subject to CAISO's market monitoring and mitigation protocols.316 CAISO's
Department ofMarket Monitoring will provide market monitoring services for the
participation of EIM market participants such as PacifiCorp in the real- time market. In
addition, CAISO will apply market power mitigation to the participation of EIM market
participants in the real- time market. As explained by CAISO in its filing in Docket
No. ER14- 1386-000, the market power mitigation procedures will be essentially the same
as the current market rules, but CAISO will apply them separately to transmission
constraints within each EIM Entity BAA. However, CAISO is not proposing to apply
market power mitigation to transmission constraints limiting EIM Transfers into an EIM
Entity BAA with the implementation ofEIM.3I7

Comments

199. Deseret notes that there are multiple factors that initially indicate that the
PacifiCorp East and PacifiCorp West BAAs may not be competitive.318 Accordingly,
Deseret requests that, absent a showing by PacifiCorp of a workably competitive market,
the Commission should require that market-wide mitigation measures be imposed on
EIM Participating Resources in PacifiCorp East and PacifiCorp West regardless of

319congestion. In the alternative, Deseret argues that PacifiCorp's proposal should be

315 See, e.g., ISO New England Inc., 117 FERC If 61,171, at P 21(2006); PIM
Interconnection, L.L.C. , 135 FERC If 61,069, at P 8 (2011).

at 40.

316
See CAISO Transmittal Letter, Docket No. ER14-1386-000 (Feb. 28, 2014)

-117 id

318 Deseret Comments at 20.

3191d. at 22.
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modified to permit a transmission customer to retain the existing Schedule 4 and 9
pricing (hourly proxy and three pricing tiers) with an annual election or require
PacifiCorp to offer a net imbalance rate cap by month or year.32° The rate cap could be
based upon a formula price or index such as currently used for imbalance energy.

200. Deseret also raises another market power concern. Deseret contends that any
difference between CAISO's load forecast and the aggregate load forecasts of the BAA's
transmission customers will be filled by PacifiCorp's merchant entity.321 Deseret argues
that if this is the actual role that PacifiCorp's merchant entity will perform under the
OATT, then that role should be incorporated in the OATT. In addition, Deseret asserts
that if PacifiCorp's merchant entity is performing this stopgap function, then it will
presumably be able to view the load forecasts of other transmission customers and this
access to non-public information could inform PacifiCorp's merchant entity's bidding
strategy and raise Standards of Conduct concerns.322 Deseret believes that CAISO's
market monitoring unit should monitor this situation for potential abuse.

201. BPA requests that the Commission put in place appropriate market power
mitigation measures on day one ofEIM.323 BPA raised the same issue in CAISO's EIM
filing in Docket No. ER14-1386-000. BPA contends that all the factors point to
PacifiCorp having market power in its respective BAAs, particularly PacifiCorp East, and
that mitigation measures are needed beginning on day one of the EIM to protect
transmission customers from higher, potentially anticompetitive imbalance energy
prices.324

Answer

202. PacifiCorp argues that market oversight and mitigation of market power are

important elements of the EIM and that those issues should be addressed in CAISO's
filing in Docket No. ER14-1386-000.325 In addition, in response to Deseret's concern
that PacifiCorp Energy will have sensitive market information, PacifiCorp states that

320 Id

321 Id at 12-13.

322 Id at 13.

323 BPA Comment and Protest at 24.

324 Id. at 25.

:3.25 . -
PacthCorp Answer at 112.
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PacifiCorp Energy will not have access to the load forecasts of non-PacifiCorp
transmission customers.326 PacifiCorp notes that PacifiCorp Energy will receive
CAISO's load forecast for PacifiCorp's BAAs each hour and the amount needed to
balance each hour; however, CAISO will not be supplying load forecasts for specific
load-serving entities within PacifiCorp's BAAs in any given period.

203. Finally, with respect to Deseret's Standards of Conduct concerns, PacifiCorp notes
that staff for the PacifiCorp EIM Entity will consist ofpersonnel from PacifiCorp's grid
operations and transmission services departments and will be treated as transmission
function employees as appropriate. PacifiCorp affirms that these employees will treat
customer information obtained in accordance with the Standards of Conduct as they do
today, including with regard to separation from PacifiCorp Energy's marketing function
employees.327 Moreover, PacifiCorp notes that it has included in section 9.1 to
Attachment T an ongoing obligation to comply with the Standards of Conduct.

Commission Determination

204. We agree with PacifiCorp that market power mitigation and market monitoring are
more appropriately addressed in CAISO's EIM filing in Docket No. ER14-1386-000, and
note that the Commission is concurrently issuing an order in that proceeding addressing
these issues.

205. PacifiCorp currently has general market-based rate authority, which includes
authorization to sell energy and ancillary services at market-based rates within its two
BAAs. PacifiCorp originally was granted market-based rate authority in Docket
No. ER97-2801 -000.325 The Commission accepted PacifiCorp's June 2010 triennial
filing by order issued June 29, 2011.329 In that letter order, the Commission found in
pertinent part that PacifiCorp passed the screens in the PacifiCorp West BAA but failed
the screens in the PacifiCorp East BAA; however, the Commission analyzed the
delivered price test submitted by PacifiCorp for PacifiCorp East and determined that
PacifiCorp satisfied the Commission's market-based rate requirements. PacifiCorp
currently has pending its triennial update filed in June 2013 in Docket No. ER10-3246-

326 Id at 94.

327 Id.

328 PacCorp, 79 FERC ¶ 61,383 (1997).

329 PacCorp, Docket No. ER97-2801 -030, etal. (June 29, 2011) (unpublished
letter order accepting updated market power analysis and notice of change in status).
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002 and a more recent change in status filing in Docket No. ER10-3246-003 for the

recently completed MidAmerican Energy Holding Company acquisition of NV Energy,
Inc. and its public utility subsidiaries.33

206. The Commission determines whether to grant a seller market-based rates based
upon the facts presented to the Commission in the application and the applicant passing
the applicable market-based screens established by the Commission. Pursuant to
section 35.42 of the Commission's regulations,331 a market-based rate seller must timely
report to the Commission any change in status that would reflect a departure from the
characteristics the Commission relied upon in granting market-based rate authority. As
such, because the EIM will be a new relevant geographic market for market power
purposes, PacifiCorp is required to make a market-based rate change of status filing
within nine months of the launch of the EIM market so that the Commission can assess

whether PacifiCorp has market power in the EIM.332

207. In the order on CAISO's EIM proposal issued concurrently in Docket No. ER14-

1386-000, we are imposing a requirement that CAISO provide the Commission with
informational status reports every six months for two years following the launch of the
EIM on the presence of market power at the interties. Information in these reports may
be used by the Commission to launch an FPA section 206 investigation to address market
power problems at the interties. In addition, we note in the concurrent CAISO EIM order
that CAISO may file with the Commission to implement EIM intertie mitigation if it
believes, and can demonstrate, that such mitigation is warranted.

208. As previously discussed, we reject Deseret's request to maintain the existing
Schedules 4 and 9 pricing or to implement a cap on the rates that PacifiCorp may collect
for those schedules. Moreover, we disagree with Deseret that a potential Standards of
Conduct violation exists with respect to PacifiCorp Energy's receipt of CAISO's load
forecast for each BAA. As explained by PacifiCorp, the information will not be
disaggregated to contain each load-serving entity's data; thus, PacifiCorp Energy will not
see confidential customer data. In addition, as also noted above, PacifiCorp has added, to
section 9.1 ofAttachment T of its EIM proposal, the ongoing obligation that the EIM

33°
See Silver Merger Sub, Inc., 145 FERC ¶ 61,261 (2013).

331
18 C.F.R. § 35.42 (2013).

NU The Commission believes that nine months after the launch of the EIM is an
appropriate length of time for the submission of this market power study because it is
unlikely that there will be sufficient data available to perform a study on this market until
that time.
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Entity will continue to abide by the Standards of Conduct. Failure by PacifiCorp, as the
EIM Entity, to abide by the Standards of Conduct would be a violation of its OATT and
could result in a Commission enforcement action.

5. Dispute Resolution

Background

209. PacifiCorp proposes to add a new section 12.4A (EIM Disputes) to its existing
OATT section 12.4 to address disputes that may arise in the administration and settlement
ofcharges under the EIM. According to PacifiCorp, disputes will be handled under
either PacifiCorp's OATT or CAISO's tariffbased on which entity's actions are being
challenged.333 Specifically, disputes between PacifiCorp and a transmission or
interconnection customer related to the allocation of charges or payments from CAISO
will be subject to the existing dispute resolution procedures in section 12 PacifiCorp's
OATT, while disputes between CAISO and either PacifiCorp or a PacifiCorp EIM
Participating Resource Scheduling Coordinator will be resolved according to the dispute
resolution procedures in section 29.13 of CAISO's tariff.334 To the extent that a dispute
arises regarding a CAISO charge or payment that PacifiCorp then charges or pays to a
transmission or interconnection customer, the customer can provide notice that it wants
PacifiCorp to raise a dispute with CAISO on its behalf, and the dispute will be resolved
under CAISO's tariff.33'

Comments

210. SoCal Edison argues that there is a disconnect between CAISO's settlement
dispute procedures and PacifiCorp's dispute resolution procedures with regards to non-

participating resources that nonetheless will be assessed charges under the EIM.336 SoCal
Edison requests that the Commission direct PacifiCorp to make changes to its OATT,
perhaps in coordination with CAISO, to ensure a workable dispute resolution process.

211. Xcel requests that with respect to the dispute resolution procedures, a method
should be adopted that will inform other EIM Entity BAAs that an EIM dispute has been

333PacifiCorp Transmittal Letter at 58.

334 Proposed OATT, section 12.4A.

335
Id., section 12.4A.4.

336 SoCal Edison Comments at 9.
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resolved so that the issue leading to the dispute can be avoided or mitigated in other EIM
Entity BAAs.337 Xcel notes that other regional markets do not experience this issue as

their dispute resolution procedures pertain throughout the market rather than to each
BAA.

Answer

212. PacifiCorp responds that it has raised concerns on behalf of its customers during
CAISO's EIM stakeholder process (and in comments on CAISO's EIM filing in Docket
No. ER14- 1386-000) that CAISO's timeline for issuing settlement data will leave little to
no time for PacifiCorp's transmission customers to analyze the settlement statements that
they receive from PacifiCorp and request that PacifiCorp bring a dispute to CAISO on
their behalf.338 PacifiCorp notes that CAISO has not accepted PacifiCorp's proposal to
extend the period for raising disputes, which leaves PacifiCorp's customers in the
position to have to rely upon preliminary settlement data issued by CAISO as the basis
for requesting that PacifiCorp dispute a charge on their behalf.339 With respect to the
concerns raised by Xcel, PacifiCorp commits to post the information requested by Xcel
and will reflect this commitment in the EIM Business Practice.34°

Commission Determination

213. We accept proposed section 12.4A of the PacifiCorp OATT. We recognize that,
upon EIM implementation, the possibility exists that PacifiCorp's transmission customers
will have very little time to review the charges that they are assessed from PacifiCorp by
CAISO, thereby limiting their ability to request that PacifiCorp dispute a charge with
CAISO on their behalf. As noted by PacifiCorp, its transmission customers will have
preliminary settlement data from CAISO in enough time that will permit transmission
customers to request that PacifiCorp bring a dispute to CAISO on their behalf. We do
not find the use ofpreliminary data to be ideal as the data is subject to change in final
form thereby leading to the filing ofneedless disputes or worse, failure to raise a

legitimate dispute if the final settlement data differs from the preliminary data. However,

337 Xcel Comments at 4.

338 PacifiCorp Answer at 95- 97.

339 Unless a PacifiCorp customer signs up with CAISO to become an EIM market
participant, that customer will not have a contractual relationship with CAISO to bring a
dispute and must rely upon PacifiCorp to raise the dispute on their behalf. Id. at 95-96.

3401d. at 98.
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while the timeframe to review final settlement data will be very compressed, neither
SoCal Edison nor PacifiCorp state that they will be unable to review the final settlement
data and bring a dispute, if needed. Moreover, in response to PacifiCorp's concerns
raised in CAISO's EIM filing in Docket No. ER14- 1386-000, CAISO states that it "will
be mindful of the concerns of EIM Market Participants and monitor the circumstances
accordingly."341 Accordingly, we will not direct PacifiCorp to modify its dispute
resolution procedures, but we expect that if a problem does arise, PacifiCorp and CAISO
will address the situation expeditiously and file appropriate tariff language with the
Commission.

6. Seams Issues

a. Unscheduled How Mitigation

Background

214. PacifiCorp proposes to use a dynamic e-Tag to implement EIM Transfers across
the interface between BAAs.342 The e-Tag will be submitted in the pre-schedule window
when e-Tag curtailments take place and will include an estimated amount of energy for
the energy profile, which is necessary to be compatible with WECC's unscheduled flow
mitigation procedures. The e-Tag will have the same curtailment priority as the
underlying firm transmission reservation and if necessary, will be curtailed on a pro-rata
basis with other firm transmission rights. PacifiCorp notes that EIM Transfers within the
BAA will not be e-Tagged.343

Comments

215. Tri-State is concerned that CAISO's and PacifiCorp's EIM filings will exacerbate
the ongoing problems Tri-State is experiencing with unscheduled flow curtailments. Tri-Stateargues that there are a series ofproblems with the tagging and netting procedures to
be used in the EIM that suggest that the EIM will result in discriminatory curtailments
that will make the WECC curtailment problems that Tri-State previously brought before
the Commission worse.344 Tri-State notes that CAISO and PacifiCorp only intend to tag

341 CAISO Answer, Docket No. ER14- 1386-000 (April 15, 2014) at 48.

342 PacifiCorp Transmittal Letter at 40.

3" Id. at 41.

344 •
Tri-State Protest at 6.
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the net EIM transactions that will occur between the two BAAs.345 Tri-State argues that
the problem with only tagging net EIM transactions is that the actual generation source
and specific sink for each EIM transaction will not be identified and the actual impact on
unscheduled flow relative to non-EIM interchange transactions will not be accurately
represented on the tags.346 Moreover, Tri-State asserts that because PacifiCorp is not
proposing to tag intra-BAA transfers, these transfers essentially will not be curtailed
under WECC unscheduled flow procedures while firm tagged non-EIM transactions will
remain subject to curtailment."' Tri-State argues that CAISO and PacifiCorp are
effectively hiding a large amount of EIM transactions from curtailments under WECC's
Unscheduled Flow Mitigation Plan, which Tri-State argues is discriminatory versus
similar transactions that are appropriately tagged.3" Tri-State contends that the problem
ofunscheduled flow curtailments must be addressed in PacifiCorp's and CAISO' s EIM
proceedings and not in an unrelated WECC proceeding involving unscheduled flow
mitigation procedures.349

Answer

216. PacifiCorp argues that Tr -State's concerns are misplaced. PacifiCorp
acknowledges that operational issues associated with dynamic e-Tags may exist in
WECC's Unscheduled Flow Mitigation Plan, but asserts that those issues are not a

product of EIM implementation or unique to the EIM and do not require a solution other
than one that would be applicable to all dynamic e-Tags in WECC.35° With respect to
Tri-State's concerns that PacifiCorp is not e-Tagging intra-BAA EIM transactions,
PacifiCorp notes that WECC's Unscheduled Flow Mitigation Plan only requires e-

Tagging of schedules on "qualified paths" and that PacifiCorp does not have any
qualified paths within its BAAs.351

345 id

346 Id. at 7.

347 Id.

348 Id. at 8.

349 Id. at 9.

350 PacifiCorp Answer at 73.

351 Id. at 74.
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217. We dismiss Tri-State's concerns as beyond the scope of this proceeding.
PacifiCorp's proposal to use dynamic e-Tags with the same curtailment priority as the
underlying transmission service reservations is consistent with the existing WECC
Unscheduled Flow Mitigation Plan and will ensure that curtailments of EIM schedules
over qualified paths are implemented based on transmission service priority. Tri-State's
concerns that the EIM will exacerbate ongoing unscheduled flow curtailments are
speculative. The Commission recently accepted the revised WECC Unscheduled Flow
Mitigation Plan submitted by PacifiCorp on behalfof the filing parties and supported by
Tri-State.352 The Commission directed the filing parties to submit an informational report
within one year of implementation of the revised WECC Unscheduled Flow Mitigation
Plan.353 While the informational report will not be noticed nor require Commission
action, the Commission will have a more complete picture of curtailments in the WECC
after some experience with the EIM and WECC's Unscheduled Flow Mitigation Plan.

b. Preserving Transmission Rights

Backaround

218. As previously noted, PacifiCorp is proposing that EIM Transfers will be
effectuated by transmission customers voluntarily offering their firm transmission rights
to be used for the EIM. According to PacifiCorp, its proposal ensures that the
transmission rights of other transmission customers for these transmission facilities are
not used and that usage can be curtailed through the e-Tag.354

Comments

219. Redding requests that the Commission ensure that EIM Transfers will not
negatively impact transmission rights and facilities ofnon-EIM market entities. Redding
argues that PacifiCorp's filing never makes clear that transmission customers will be
precluded from submitting EIM bids that would exceed EIM transmission rights.355
Redding also is concerned that the EIM will devalue Redding's transmission rights on

352
See PacifiCorp, 147 FERC 1161,131, at PP 16 -

1 7 (2014).

353 Id. P 20.

354 PacifiCorp Transmittal Letter at 40.

355 Redding Comments at 8.
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BPA's system through a reduction in non-firm transmission revenue which is used to
offset BPA's revenue requirement, and will put new stresses on BPA's transmission
system as BPA tries to integrate large volumes of wind generation.356

220. TANC also expresses concerns that the EIM will result in adverse impacts to non-

EIM participants' transmission rights and facilities. TANC requests that the Commission
require that PacifiCorp and CAISO study potential adverse impacts on other transmission
rights holders on the California-Oregon Intertie and, if impacts are identified, require
PacifiCorp and CAISO to enter into mitigation agreements or take mitigation measures to
address the adverse impact.357 TANC requests that this process also be applied to any
expansion of the EIM or additional transmission capacity being assigned to the EIM..'58

221. Iberdrola argues that it holds significant transmission rights across the California-

Oregon Intertie and does not believe that the EIM will unduly harm those existing
transmission rights.359

222. Deseret argues that PacifiCorp's proposal is unclear as to how transmission
customers that do not take service under PacifiCorp's OATT (grandfathered customers)
will be treated under the ElM as PacifiCorp intends to treat all load-serving entities in
each BAA as part of Measured and Metered Demand as those terms are used in
PacifiCorp's proposal for purposes of allocating charges and credits.36° Deseret requests
that the Commission direct PacifiCorp to modify its definitions to expressly describe the
load, resources, and customers that it expects to be included under the provisions of the
EIM.

223. Powerex argues that PacifiCorp's filing fails to contain enough information to
permit the Commission to determine the scope and effects of PacifiCorp's transmission
use proposal on existing transmission customers.361 Powerex notes that PacifiCorp's
filing does not address the priority that EIM flows will have under the OATT relative to

3561d. at 11.

357 TANC Comments at 10- 11

358 Id at 13.

359 Iberdrola Comments at 6.

360 Deseret Comments at 5.

361 Powerex Protest at 59-60.
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other users of the grid.362 Powerex believes that PacifiCorp should be required to address
in a subsequent filing, if implementation of the EIM will result in a change in OATT
curtailment and if so, PacifiCorp must propose amendments to its OATT as necessary
and demonstrate to the Commission that the changes are consistent with or superior to the
pro forma OATT .363

Answers

224. PacifiCorp argues that it has put in place safeguards that will preserve third-party
transmission rights. PacifiCorp notes that the amount of transmission capacity that will
be used for EIM Transfers comes from an existing transmission customer voluntarily
offering its existing rights for the EIM. In addition, PacifiCorp will use an e-Tag to
implement the EIM Transfer. The e-Tag will be pre-scheduled so that it is subject to
curtailment just as other transmission rights utilizing an e-Tag will be curtailed.
According to PacifiCorp, its proposal will ensure that EIM Transfers will be limited to
existing firm transmission rights offered to the EIM and not the rights of other
customers.364

225. PacifiCorp notes that any amount of transfer capability made available for EIM
Transfers is indicated in the applicable e-Tag, which includes a reservation number
associated with the underlying transferred transmission rights. PacifiCorp states that its
scheduling system will reject any e-Tag that attempts to identify more transmission rights
than are associated with the reservation number used in the e-Tag.365 As an additional
protection, the amount of the transfer capability in the e-Tag is programmed into
CAISO's EIM model that controls dispatch amounts as a cap, which the model cannot
exceed.

226. PacifiCorp asserts that PacifiCorp Energy does not intend to use firm transmission
rights that PacifiCorp Energy has acquired from BPA for EIM implementation and states
that it would be required to work with BPA if it intends to do so.3

6 In addition,
PacifiCorp clarifies that PacifiCorp Energy will use firm point-to-point rights purchased
from BPA to deliver PacifiCorp Energy's resources (and only PacifiCorp Energy's

3621d at 74.

363 Id at 75.

364 PacifiCorp Answer at 16.

365 Id.

"6 Id. at 18.
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resources) to PacifiCorp's transmission system.367 PacifiCorp dismisses TANC's
concerns that the EIM will change transmission flows and prices and must be studied as

hyperbole. PacifiCorp concludes that the existing scheduling system and model used by
CAISO to administer the RIM does not allow for the dispatch of EIM Participating
Resources in excess of the transmission rights that are made available for RIM Transfers,
so there can be no encroachment of other transmission customers' rights under any
circumstances.368

227. With respect to transmission availability over PacifiCorp's internal transmission
system, PacifiCorp notes that the security-constrained economic dispatch model will not
order an EIM dispatch over an internal transmission path that is constrained or congested
either prior to the operating hour based upon forecast information or in real-time.36'
PacifiCorp states that the EIM design avoids curtailments through the incorporation of
future transmission constraints and system configurations in the security-constrained
economic dispatch model and, during real-time, through the refreshing of real-time
transmission information. Accordingly, PacifiCorp concludes that its proposal to useas-availabletransmission for EIM dispatch within PacifiCorp East and PacifiCorp West will
not result in the diminution of the existing transmission rights of transmission customers.

228. CAISO responds that concerns raised by commenters that operation of the EIM
will adversely impact commenters' transmission rights demonstrates either that
commenters do not understand the operation of CAISO's security-constrained economic
dispatch in the real-time market or that commenters believe that CAISO will not manage
EIM Transfer limits in a manner similar to the manner in which CAISO manages internal
constraints on its system.3" CAISO notes that the EIM will model the EIM Transfer
limits as additional constraints in the network model and that these additional constraints
will be enforced and can bind, thereby restricting EIM Transfers to the available limit
regardless of the amount of lower cost generation on the other side of the constraint
CAISO concludes that the security-constrained dispatch will not allow EIM Transfers to
exceed EIM Transfer limits; therefore, third-party transmission rights cannot, and will
not, be affected.371

3671d. at 19.

3681d. at 22.

369 Id. at 74.

3" CAISO Answer at 14.

371 Id at 15.
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229. With respect to Deseret's concerns regarding how grandfathered customers will be
treated under EIM, PacifiCorp states that it will include the following language, if
directed by the Commission, in section 1 of Attachment T as follows, to reinforce the
circumstances under which legacy transmission customers are subject to Attachment T:

This Attachment T shall apply to all Transmission Customers and
Interconnection Customers, as applicable, with new and existing
service agreements under Parts II, III, IV, or V of this Tariff, as well
as all transmission customers with legacy transmission agreements
that expressly incorporate by reference the applicability of
PacifiCorp's OATT and/or this Attachment T in particular.372

Commission Determination

230. Because we are directing PacifiCorp to submit a compliance filing detailing the
procedures for Interchange Rights Holders to transfer their transmission capacity to
PacifiCorp for the EIM as additional provisions in PacifiCorp's OATT, we fmd that the
issues raised by intervenors regarding the effects of PacifiCorp's proposal on third party
transmission rights are not ripe for resolution until after PacifiCorp makes its compliance
filing. Nonetheless, we are encouraged that the procedures proposed by PacifiCorp in its
answer could possibly mitigate some of the concerns raised by intervenors. For instance,
PacifiCorp's use of e-Tags for EIM Transfers could assure that if curtailments are

required on the interface facilities that all firm users are curtailed pro-rata, just as all
parties would be prior to EIM implementation. In addition, the procedures proposed to
be in place on both PacifiCorp's and CAISO's system to prevent overscheduling above
the EIM transferred transmission rights could prevent the awarding of ETM bids that
exceed the assigned transfer capability, which in turn could preclude EIM Transfers from
leaning on other transmission customers' transmission rights. We reserve judgment as to
whether these procedures will actually prevent the possible harm alleged by intervenors
until we analyze PacifiCorp's compliance filing.

231. However, in response to the concerns raised by Deseret with respect to how
grandfathered contracts will be treated under EIM, we direct PacifiCorp to include in its
compliance filing the proposed language to section 1 ofAttachment T as proffered by
PacifiCorp in its answer.

YU . -
PacthCorp Answer at 51 - 52.
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-7.Other Issues

Background

232. PacifiCorp proposes a number of changes to the definitions section of its OATT to
implement the EIM. In addition, PacifiCorp proposes targeted modifications to Parts I
through V of its OATT for that same reason.

Comments

233. BPA identifies several technical issues in the proposed OATT amendments that
need correcting such as defining the term "Dynamic Transfer" but using the term
"Dynamically Transferred" which is not defined.373 In addition, BPA points out that both
PacifiCorp's transmittal letter and section 8.7.2.2 of Attachment T state that transmission
customers may use firm point- to-point transmission service for EIM dispatches, but
section 3.1 ofAttachment T, which sets forth the transmission rights a customer must
have to be an eligible resource for EIM is silent in that regard."'

234. BPA believes that there may be a conflict in sections 3.2.1 and 3.3.3 of
Attachment T of PacifiCorp's OATT and CAISO's definition of EIM resource. BPA
suggests that it is unclear whether a resource that is located outside of an EIM Entity's
BAA would qualify as an EIM resource for purposes of CAISO's pro forma EIM
Participating Resource Agreement.375 BPA recommends that PacifiCorp (or CAISO)
modify references to resource eligibility to make clear that resources that are eligible
under section 3.2.1 of Attachment T of PacifiCorp's OATT qualify as E1M resource
under the pro forma EIM Participating Resource Agreement.

235. BPA argues that the data collection requirements in section 4.2.1.2 ofAttachment
T of PacifiCorp's OATT are essentially limitless as they are missing a reference or
statement regarding the context of the data.376 BPA notes a similar problem exists with
sections 4.2.2.2 and 4.2.1.1 and recommends that a limiting reference be applied to these
sections as well.

373BPA Comment and Protest at 11.

374 Id.

3" Id. at 12-13.

376 Id. at 13.
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236. BPA notes that the provision to inform CAISO and PacifiCorp of outages
(section 9.2 of Attachment T) is not uniform as non-participating resources need only
notify PacifiCorp of an outage.377 BPA recommends that additional language be added to
the section to note the "as applicable" need for non-participating resources to provide this
information to CAISO.

237. Deseret also identifies multiple definitions along with several sections of the
OATT that need clarification.378 Deseret suggests that the proposed definition of "BAA"
(section 1.4B) should be consistent with the reference in the existing OATT definition of
"Control Area." Deseret suggests that the term "incremental changes" in the definition of
"Dispatch Operating Point" (section 1.11B) should be changed to clarify that the
reference can include both increases and decreases. Additionally, Deseret asserts

that language in the definitions of "Measured Demand" and "Metered Demand"
(sections 1.19C and 1.19D)—referring to losses assessed pursuant to Schedule 10 of
PacifiCorp's OATT—should also refer to Schedule 10 of the "appropriate transmission
provider's" OATT.

238. Deseret suggests that the definition of "Transmission Customer Base Schedule"
(section 1.55A) should exclude "hourly-level load Forecast Data" since sections 4.2.4.1
through 4.2.4.3 of Attachment T provide that transmission customers will provide
Forecast Data for resources, Interchange, and Intrachange, but not loads. With regard to
section 1.15D, the definition of TIE, Deseret seeks clarification as to when one category
of IIE applies versus the other category.

239. Deseret requests that section 8.7.2.2 of Attachment T be clarified to make clear
that transmission rights acquired by a PacifiCorp OM Participating Resource through
section 23 of the OATT (i.e., through a resale or assignment from another transmission
customer) be considered in the assessment of Reserved Capacity to determine whether
any additional hourly non- firm transmission charges for EIM participation will apply.

Answers

240. PacifiCorp states that it has considered all comments regarding specific language
proposed for the definitions and offers technical clarifications where appropriate."
PacifiCorp believes that the defmition of "BAA" is consistent with the definition of

"7 Id. at 13-14.

378 Deseret Comments at 24-25.

379 PacifiCorp Answer at 104.
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"Control Area" retained from the pro forma OATT, and states that no change is
required.38° PacifiCorp agrees that the clarifying change to the definition of "Dispatch
Operating Point" proposed by Deseret would be consistent with the definition, insofar as

a dispatch operating point can be expressed either as a negative or positive MW
quantity.381 PacifiCorp agrees to make this clarification in a compliance filing if directed
by the Commission. PacifiCorp acknowledges that, for some legacy transmission
customers, losses may be settled pursuant to a different agreement or contractual
arrangement than PacifiCorp's OATT.382 PacifiCorp agrees to make Deseret's requested
clarification in the definitions of "Measured Demand" and "Metered Demand" in a

compliance filing if directed by the Commission.

241. With respect to Deseret's concerns regarding the defmition of "Transmission
Customer Base Schedule," PacifiCorp acknowledges that sections 4.2.4.1 through 4.2.4.3
ofAttachment T require that Forecast Data submissions include data on all resources,
Interchange, and Intrachange which balance to the transmission customer's anticipated
load, as applicable.383 In that case, PacifiCorp agrees with Deseret and will make the
necessary adjustment to section 1.55A of the OATT in a compliance filing directed by
the Commission. Further, PacifiCorp notes in its answer that it has modified section 9 in
response to the comments of WPTF to clarify when one category of TIE applies versus
the other category, and contends that this revision should provide the additional
clarification requested by Deseret.384

242. PacifiCorp clarifies that section 3.2.1 ofAttachment T refers to the term
"Dynamically Transferred through a Pseudo-Tie into PacifiCorp's BAA," and such usage
was in fact intended to refer to the defined term "Dynamic Transfer" in this instance. In
addition, PacifiCorp agrees with BPA that transmission customers most certainly may
participate in the EIM using long-term firm point-to-point transmission service; however,
PacifiCorp argues that the eligibility requirements for EIM set forth in section 3.1 of
PacifiCorp's OATT Attachment T are accurate as proposed by PacifiCmp.385

380 Id. at 104-105.

381 Id. at 105.

382 Id.

3831d. at 105 - 106.

384 Id. at 106.

3851d. at 65.
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243. PacifiCorp does not agree with BPA that an unintentional conflict exists between
Attachment T, section 3.2.1 ofPacifiCorp's OATT and CAISO's defined term EIM
Resource.386 PacifiCorp understands that CAISO's intent is that its defined term, EIM
Resource, includes a resource that is pseudo-tied and considers pseudo-tied resources to
be within the metered boundary of the EIM Entity to which is it pseudo-tied. Therefore,
PacifiCorp believes such a resource may execute CAISO's pro forma EIM Participating
Resource Agreement. CAISO responds that it considers pseudo-tied resources to be
within the BAA of the EIM market participant, and does not believe further clarification
is warranted.387

244. With respect to BPA's concerns regarding section 4.2.1.2 ofAttachment T,
PacifiCorp responds that this section appropriately defines the data requirements for
transmission customers with non-participating resources.388 PacifiCorp notes that the
process and data collection requirements for PacifiCorp's transmission customers with
non-participating resources are substantively and appropriately explained in section 6.1.2
of the draft PacifiCorp EIM Business Practice which was posted for the first round of
stakeholder comments on April 4, 2014, and on May 6, 2014, for a second round of
stakeholder comments.

245. PacifiCorp agrees with BPA that PacifiCorp's rules of conduct were not intended
to extend any obligations on transmission customers with non-participating resources
beyond what is otherwise required in section 7 ofAttachment T.389 As such, PacifiCorp
agrees to make this clarification to its Attachment T in a compliance filing if directed by
the Commission.

246. PacifiCorp does not agree with Deseret's contention that while section 7.4.2 of
PacifiCorp's OATT Attachment T requires PacifiCorp to report forced outages in
compliance with section 29.9(e) of the CAISO tariff, there is no parallel obligation
imposed on transmission customers with non-participating resources in that same section,
which leaves PacifiCorp with an obligation for which it may not have appropriate data.
According to PacifiCorp, section 7.4.2 ofAttachment T is accurate as drafted and
presents no reporting gap for PacifiCorp specifically regarding non-participating

386 Id. at 56.

387 CAISO Answer at 15.

388 PacifiCorp Answer at 53-54.

389 Id. at 99.
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resources in PacifiCorp's BAAs. Therefore, PacifiCorp states that it will not be
modifying this section.

247. PacifiCorp agrees with Deseret that the intention of section 8.7.2.2 of Attachment
T is to include any Reserved Capacity obtained in this manner and will make the
requested clarification to section 8.7.2.2 of Attachment T in a compliance filing if
directed by the Commission.39°

Commission Determination

248. We require PacifiCorp to submit a compliance filing within 30 days after the date
of issuance of this order incorporating those changes discussed above which PacifiCorp
agreed in its answer to make if directed by the Commission. We find that PacifiCorp's
proposal to make the requested clarification regarding these matters satisfactorily
addresses the issues raised by the commenters. In the following paragraphs, we discuss
our determinations with respect to the specific issues as to which PacifiCorp disagrees
with the commenters.

249. We disagree with PacifiCorp that the eligibility requirements in section 3.1 of
Attachment T are clear with respect to firm point-to-point transmission usage. We direct
PacifiCorp to submit a compliance filing within 30 days after the date of issuance of this
order to add a provision stating that a resource may participate in the EIM using firm
point-to-point transmission service.

250. We disagree with BPA that additional clarification is required as to whether a

resource located outside of an EIM Entity's BAA would qualify as an EIM resource for
purposes of CAISO's proprma EIM Participating Resource Agreement. Section
29.4(d)(1)(A) of CAISO's proposed tariff submitted in its EIM filing in Docket
No. ER14- 1386-000 provides that an EIM resource is eligible to become an EIM
Participating Resource if it meets the eligibility requirements established by the EIM
Entity in whose BAA the resource will be located. 91 PacifiCorp, as the EIM Entity, is
establishing the eligibility requirement and proposes to allow external resources to
"move" into PacifiCorp's BAA if the resource enters into a pseudo-tie for that purpose.392
No additional clarification is required.

390 Id. at 27.

391 CAISO Tariff, proposed section 29.4(d)(1)(A).

392
Proposed OATT Attachment T, section 3.2.1.
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251. We disagree with BPA that a limiting reference is necessary with respect to the
data collection requirements set forth in sections 4.2.1.1, 4.2.1.2 and 4.2.2.2. We find
that PacifiCorp has set forth the necessary data requirements in its OATT and that it is
appropriate to leave the implementation details to the EIM Business Practice as proposed.

252. We disagree with Deseret that the term "Control Area" in PacifiCorp's existing
OATT and PacifiCorp's proposed definition of "Balancing Authority Area" are not
consistent as each term references the other. We conclude that no additional clarification
is required.

253. We agree with PacifiCorp that there is no reporting gap in section 7.4.2 of
Attachment T as alleged by Deseret. The section clearly sets forth the requirement that
transmission customers with non-participating resources must report outages and derates
within a prescribed time and that PacifiCorp, as the ETM Entity, will report these outages
on their behalf Both participating and non-participating resources will be reporting
outages to the EIM Entity that will be reporting the outages to the market operator.

8. Implementation

Background,

254. PacifiCorp, as the EIM Entity, will be required to meet its portion of the combined
flexible ramping constraint capacity requirement for the next operating hour.393 The
amount of flexible ramping constraint capacity requirement is a minimum requirement
for each BAA in the E1M area and is based upon the E1M Transfer limit between BAAs.

255. PacifiCorp proposes to use two Load Aggregation Points, one for the PacifiCorp
East BAA and one for the PacifiCorp West BAA, to compute the price that load in
PacifiCorp will pay for EIM energy. PacifiCorp argues that the use of nodal LMPs
would require significant costs without a corresponding demonstrated benefit at this time.

Comments

256. Powerex contends that PacifiCorp has not explained how it will meet CAISO's
flexible ramping constraint requirement or how it will recover costs associated with
ensuring sufficient resources bid into E1M.394

393 CAISO Tariff, proposed section 29.34(m).

394 Powerex Protest at 80-81.
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257. PacifiCorp does not anticipate that it will need to take additional measures to
satisfy CAISO's flexible ramping requirement.395 PacifiCorp explains that it currently
reserves capacity on its resources, in addition to contingency reserve, to respond to load
and wind variations each delivery hour. According to PacifiCorp, this amount of reserves
is likely to be greater than CAISO's flexible ramping requirement. However, in the event
that PacifiCorp must provide additional flexible capacity reserves indicated in its bid
range for this purpose, PacifiCorp states that this would be a cost to PacifiCorp Energy as

the balancing agent for PacifiCorp's BAAs, and not PacifiCorp. As such, PacifiCorp
argues that these potential measures are not appropriate for inclusion in PacifiCorp's
OATT or the PacifiCorp EIM Business Practice.

Commission Determination

258. We do not agree with Powerex that this information is necessary for the
Commission to determine whether PacifiCorp's EIM proposal meets the just and
reasonable requirements of the FPA. PacifiCorp's participation in the EIM does not alter
its responsibilities as a balancing authority or the delegated system-balancing
responsibilities ofPacifiCorp Energy. Accordingly, we are not persuaded by Powerex's
request that PacifiCorp should add provisions to the OATT addressing how PacifiCorp
Energy will meet CAISO's flexible ramping requirement.

259. We accept PacifiCorp's proposed Load Aggregation Point proposal, but will
require that PacifiCorp file within one year from the go live date of the EIM a study on
disaggregating the Load Aggregation Points. The study should provide sufficient detail
to allow the Commission to reasonably evaluate the effects of implementing a greater
level of disaggregation and a proposal from PacifiCorp regarding the appropriate level of
disaggregation within the PacifiCorp BAAs.

9. Greenhouse Gas Compliance

Background

260. Currently, generating resources in California, and those importing into California,
need to comply with the California Air Resources Board (CARB) Greenhouse Gas
(GHG) regulations, which includes procuring state-issued GHG allowances. In CAISO's
EIM filing in Docket No. ER14- 1386-000, CAISO proposed a mechanism that would
allow resources located outside of California to include CARB GHG compliance costs in

395 PacifiCorp Answer at 72.
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their EIM bid in the form of a GHG adder to their economic energy bid.396 Under
CAISO's proposal, resources located outside of California that wanted to participate in
the EIM, but not sell into California could submit a high GHG adder to avoid being
dispatched into California.

Comments

261. Tri-State contends that the EIM may subject out-of-state resources to CARB
requirements despite CAISO's proposal to permit a bid adder mechanism that would, in
theory, allow the resource to bid high enough to avoid being dispatched into
California.397 Tri-State raised its concerns regarding out-of-state resources that do not
want to be subject to CARB in CAISO's EIM filing in Docket No. ER14-1386-000 and
that CAISO's answer to similar protests in that proceeding confirms that the bid adder
does not guarantee that an EIM resource can avoid being required to register with CARB
on the chance that it may be dispatched. Tri-State argues that the bid adder will have
unintended consequences imposing additional costs on consumers through higher prices
and that there must be a better way to insulate out-of-state generators from becoming
subject to CARB without relying on a market distorting bid adder. 398

Answer

262. PacifiCorp responds that it cannot provide the assurance that Tri-State seeks in
avoiding being subject to CARB as PacifiCorp has no means to limit EIM Transfers to
those entities that consent to CARB compliance.399 According to PacifiCorp, CAISO (as
the market operator) is the appropriate party to determine how a market participant can
either comply with CARB or avoid selling into CAISO's portion of the EIM and that
issue is squarely before the Commission in the CAISO EIM proceeding.

Commission Determination

263. We agree with PacifiCorp that Tr -State's concerns are beyond the scope of
PacifiCorp's filing. PacifiCorp's filing properly addresses how PacifiCorp and its
customers will participate in the EIM. Accordingly, rules regarding bidding into the

396
See CAISO Transmittal Letter, Docket No. ER14-1386-000 at 25-26

(Feb. 28, 2014).

397 Tri-State Protest at 14-15.

398 Id. at 16-17.

399 PacifiCorp Answer at 114.
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EIM, particularly with respect to CARB GHG compliance costs, are more appropriately
addressed in the proceeding on CAISO's EIM filing in Docket No. ER14-1386-000. We
note that Tri-State raised its concerns regarding CARB GHG compliance in CAISO's
EIM proceeding400 and that the Commission is concurrently issuing an order in that
proceeding.

The Commission orders:

(A) PacifiCorp's proposed tariff revisions are hereby conditionally accepted for
filing, in part, to be effective as of the dates requested, subject to further modifications,
and rejected, in part, as discussed in the body of this order.

(B) PacifiCorp's request for waiver of the Commission's maximum I 20-day
prior notice requirement, 18 C.F.R. § 35.3(a)(1) (2013), is hereby granted, as discussed in
the body of this order.

(C) PacifiCorp's request for waiver of the applicable requirements of section
35.13 of the Commission's regulations, 18 C.F.R. § 35.13 (2013) is hereby granted, as

discussed in the body of this order.

(D) PacifiCorp is hereby directed to make the compliance filings specified in
the body of this order, within the timeframes provided in the body of this order.

(E) PacifiCorp is hereby directed to file, within 30 days after the completion of
the EIM Business Practice stakeholder process, any necessary additions to its OATT.

(F) PacifiCorp is hereby directed to make the current version of, and notices of
proposed amendments to, CAISO tariff provisions cross-referenced in its OATT
available on its website, as discussed in the body of this order.

(G) PacifiCorp is hereby directed to document EIM-related charges in its
annual transmission formula rate filing, as discussed in the body of this order.

(H) PacifiCorp is hereby directed to submit a report to the Commission
regarding the continued use of the Measured Demand allocation within 15 months after
the commencement of the EIM, as discussed in the body of this order.

4" See Tri - State Comments. Docket No. ER14- 1386-000 at 4-5 (Mar. 31, 2014).
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(I) PacifiCorp is hereby directed to make, within nine months after the launch
of the EIM, a market-based rate change of status filing, as discussed in the body of this
order.

(J) PacifiCorp is hereby directed to file, within one year after the launch of the
EIM, a study on disaggregating the Load Aggregation Points, as discussed in the body of
this order.

By the Commission.

(SEAL)

Nathaniel J. Davis, Sr.,
Deputy Secretary.
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